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Abstract 

Sustainability is a multi-objective goal to achieve environmentally sound, socially just 

and economically viable. But existing packaging design research and practice usually 

does not cover all these aspects of sustainability. 

As the increasing demand of packaging is leading to more packaging induced problems, 

packaging-related impact on sustainability is gaining increasing concern and 

recognitions from consumers, organisations, and governments.  

Unlike conventional products, packaging’s impact on sustainability does not reflect 

solely on itself at the product level; instead, comes from the logistics operations it 

involved, and from its interactions with packed goods and logistics operations at 

different phases of the supply chain. By exploring packaging and logistics interactions, 

this research proposed a framework for sustainable packaging system assessment, 

which integrates the packed goods, packaging and logistics into packaging logistics 

concept from holistic view. Then, a generic evaluation method was developed based 

on FMEA and QFD, to quantify the consideration of interactions between packaging, 

goods and logistic operations. It adds risk consideration into packaging’s impact on 

sustainability. The proposed tool was then integrated into a simulation model for 

sustainable container supply chain evaluation, considering the container’s similarity 

to packaging. 

Different case studies were conducted to validate and triangulate the proposed 

evaluation tools, illustrating how the proposed method help with decision-making 

support for sustainable packaging and container supply chain design. By help 

identifying sustainable packaging solution, and balancing cost/benefit for different 

supply chain parties, utilisation of sustainable packaging is also promoted by this study.  

 

Key words: sustainable evaluation; packaging logistics; packaging design; risk 

assessment; container supply chain  
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Consequence: the outcome and impact of an accident or failure, which may include 

different aspects, e.g., human injuries, environmental pollution, property loss or 

damage, etc. 

Container Supply Chain: all processes of cargo shipment in the format of container 

shipping from place of departure to the final destination, with integration of planning, 

coordination, implementation, control, and related data transfer (Rodrigue et al., 

2013). 

De-vanning: the removal process whereby a container is unsealed, and all cartons 

contained in the container are taken out (usually by or with the presence of the 

customer). Also called stripping or unstuffing of container. 

Failure: any changes in the shape, size, or material properties of a structure, machine, 

or component that leads to its becoming unfit for its specified function. (Dhillon, 1988) 

Packaging: the materials used to ‘wrap’ or contain the goods; also includes the 

technology and practice of enclosing products from manufacturing, distribution, 

storage, sale and use (Soraka, 2002). For differentiation, in the research, the product 

that is packed inside the packaging or container is called ‘product’ or ‘cargo’ or ‘goods’, 

and the product with packaging transforms to a ‘package’. 

Packaging logistics: synergies achieved by the integration of packaging design with 

logistic management with the potential for supply chain efficiency and effectiveness 

increase by improving packaging and packaging related logistical activities. (Saghir, 

2004; Hellstrom & Saghir, 2006; García-Arca et al., 2014). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

1.1.1 Sustainability and Sustainable Packaging 

Nowadays, ‘sustainability’ has become one of the most popular terms bandied about 

not only in science and politics, but even in research on packaging and the packaging 

industry. There are different definitions of sustainability. A widely cited one is that 

from the Brundtland Report (published in 1987 by the U.N.’s World Commission on 

Environment and Development): ’Meeting the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’. As illustrated 

in Figure 1.1, sustainability is the overlap of economic, environmental and social 

concerns, or, in other words, the joint consideration of ‘profit’, ‘planet’, and ‘people’. 

A sustainable system should cover these different dimensions to aim at an 

environmentally sound, socially just and economically viable world. 

 

Figure 1.1 Concept of Sustainability (derived from Adams,2006; O'Neill, 2007) 

 

Packaging is not limited to only the materials used to ‘wrap’ or contain manufactured 

(or processed or harvest) goods, but also refers to a coordinated system that covers 

‘the process employed to contain, protect and transport an article or goods’, including 

the technology and practice of enclosing products. It covers the phases from 
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manufacturing, distribution, storage, and sale to use, which integrates the roles of 

containing, protecting, preserveing, transporting, informing and selling (Soraka, 2002). 

When talking about the sustainability of packaging, the afore mentioned three aspects 

of sustainability (economic, environmental and social) and their interdependencies 

also need to be addressed in any decision-making or design process. Although the 

concepts, principles and criteria of sustainability have been accepted and adopted in 

the packaging industry for quite some time, yet, according to Nordin and Selke (2010), 

in mush packaging-related research and empirical business practice in the packaging 

industry, the discussions are usually about achieving goals for only one or two aspects 

or criteria out of the three, typically focusing on either economic or environmental 

aspects of packaging sustainability. In the packaging industry, the packaging 

organisations also have their ‘definitions’ for ‘sustainable packaging’ in efforts to 

articulate a common understanding in the industry. Sustainable Packaging Alliance 

(SPA), in Australia, defined sustainable packaging on the basis of such principles as 

‘effective, efficient, cyclic and safe’ (Sustainable Packaging Alliance, 2005). The 

Sustainable Packaging Coalition (SPC), in the USA, took a more synergistic view than 

the SPA, but also more specific and focused (particularly, on renewable energy and 

materials); their definition for ‘sustainable packaging’ includes the following criteria: 

• Is beneficial, safe, and healthy for individuals and communities throughout its 
life cycle; 

• Meets market criteria for both performance and cost; 

• Is sourced, manufactured, transported, and recycled using renewable energy; 

• Optimizes the use of renewable or recycled source materials; 

• Is manufactured using clean production technologies and best practices; 

• Is made from materials healthy throughout the life cycle; 

• Is physically designed to optimize materials and energy; 

• Is effectively recovered and utilized in biological and/or industrial closed loop 
cycles. (Sustainable Packaging Coalition, 2011) 
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Although defined according to different principles, criteria, and practice guidance, the 

core concept of sustainable packaging is still to consider the packaging system’s social, 

economic, and environmental impacts throughout its life cycle. Therefore, to identify 

truly sustainable packaging (or packaging systems) in the packaging industry, an 

overall evaluation needs to be made to integrate different aspects of sustainability in 

this field. 

 

1.1.2 The Packaging Induced Sustainability Issues in Supply Chain 

1.1.2.1 Rapidly Growing Impact on Sustainability 

As society develops, packaging demand and packaging material usage is rapidly 

increasing. At the same time, severe packaging-induced problems emerge, including 

packaging-related resource usage, energy consumption, pollution, and solid waste 

generation. In 2014, within EU alone, the annual packaging waste material increased 

to 82.32 million tons from the 76.59 million tons it had been in 2009 (Source: Eurostat, 

2016).  The growing impact of packaging is raising increasing concerns and 

recognitions from consumers, organisations (e.g., the World Packaging Organisation, 

and the European Organization for Packaging and the Environment), and governments 

(Gerard Prendergast, 1996). Stricter environmental requirements and regulations 

with regard to packaging have been developed and implemented in response to the 

perceived threat and increasing pressure brought by the packaging industry (Clara and 

Gian Paolo, 2012), for example, the EU’s council directive on increasing recycling 

packaging material and reducing packaging waste level, and the UK’s Producer 

Responsibility Obligations Regulation for Packaging Waste.  

Apart from the environmental impact of solid waste and energy consumption due to 

the packaging, it also has economic and social impacts on the industry affecting 

different parties in the supply chain. Packaging is traditionally regarded as the 

‘interface’ between the packed products and their end user or consumer (Saghir, 2002; 

Nordin, 2010). But there is also a significant interface between packaging and different 

logistics operations along the supply chain, as there is usually no direct interaction 
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between the packed products and the various logistics processes. The packaging or a 

higher level packaging that contains a group of packed products directly engages in 

the logistic operations along the supply chain. These interfaces and interactions 

contribute to different impacts on different sustainability aspects in the supply chain 

operations (e.g., waste material due to over-packing; operation failure; energy and 

cost increase due to extra operation requirement; health and safety issues for 

operators and end users due to inappropriate packaging etc.); but, historically, these 

interactions and their impacts on sustainability are usually overlooked by researchers 

and practitioners in the packaging industry (Saghir, 2004). 

1.1.2.2 Reusable Packaging 

According to the UK Environment Agency (2015), although the recovery rate for UK 

packaging waste has increased from only 27% in 1998 to 67% in 2011, there are still 

3.6 million tonnes of packaging material (out of a total of 10.93 million tonnes) that 

are unrecovered each year in the UK and typically constitute municipal solid waste 

that goes to landfills (UK Environment Agency, 2015). In order to increase the recycling 

rate of packaging waste, as well as to balance between profit and environment to 

make the packaging more sustainable, the recovery and utilization of reusable 

packaging has become one of the most popular subject of discussion and research in 

the area of sustainable packaging (Twede & Clarke, 2004).  

But, once processes for collection, sorting, reprocessing, and reallocation of packaging 

were put in place, the reusable packaging (or packaging parts) could be re-introduced 

to the market after use, similar to a remanufacturing operation, which is regarded as 

a popular trend of manufacturing system in the 21st century (Coates, 2000). 

Yet, from the supply chain perspective, the impact of the reuse of packaging (and the 

business management of this) is still being explored in research and practice. 

According to Vadde et al., (2007), typical issues of reusable packaging in supply chains 

include the pricing of reusable items (to balance cost and benefit allocation among 

different supply chain parties); the impact on sustainability brought about by reverse-

channel and value-recovery operations; and analysis and estimation methods for 
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reusable designs (compared to traditional one-off items, considering the life span and 

the way it is reused). 

All in all, with a finite amount of non-renewable resources, the rapidly increasing 

waste material involving huge effort and cost, and growing awareness among 

consumers of ‘green’ issues (Mininni, 2007), research on sustainability in the 

packaging industry and sustainable packaging practices has increased. 

 

1.1.3 Packaging Related Issue in Container Shipping Industry 

1.1.3.1 Shipping Container and Packaging 

A container can be regarded as a ‘permanent reusable article of transportation 

equipment’ and a ‘highly standardised packaging’ for transportation (Armstrong, 

1981). According to heretical packaging layer concept, the ‘container’ in container 

shipping can be regarded as an outer packaging layer that contains numbers of group 

packaging with products packed inside. Just as in the packaging industry, the container 

supply chain in the shipping industry is also facing sustainability challenges, from 

waste material generation to cargo value loss due to inappropriate packaging. With 

many similarities between shipping container and reusable packaging (e.g., functions 

and role, hierarchical layered structure, closed-loop operation, interaction with value-

adding service), many of the research models and theories can be applied to both the 

reusable packaging and the maritime container industries to address the sustainable 

issue, such as reverse logistics management theory (Rogers et al., 2012; Lambert et al., 

2011; El Korchi & Millet, 2011; Kroon & Vrijens, 1995), optimal pricing decision of 

reusable items (Yan & Sun, 2012; Gu et al., 2008; Büşra et al., 2001), interaction of 

packaging with logistic operation issues (Verghese & Lewis, 2007; Hellstrom & Saghir, 

2007; Lockamy, 1995), and so on.  

1.1.3.2 Sustainable Issues in Container Shipping 

Among all conventional modes of transportation, sea transport has the lowest 

greenhouse gas emissions (per tonne cargo per km journey), yet according to the 

International Maritime Organization (2014), the total emissions from the world's 
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merchant fleet have reached an average of around 1000 million tonnes annually 

between 2007 and 2012, which accounts for 3.1% of all global CO2 emissions. And 

within the shipping industry, container supply chain plays an important role, especially 

for cargo with high-value or high-quality requirement, as it accounts for more than 60% 

of global seaborne trading, a 9-trillion USD per annum market in value (Statista, 2010 

& Clarksons, 2015). Containerisation has been rapidly expanding for decades, owing 

to its increasing cost saving and efficiency due to standardisation and compatibility 

across different transport modes between different industry players. World container 

port traffic has rapidly increased from 225 million TEU in 2000 to 679 million TEU in 

2014 (The World Bank, 2014), which also resulted in significant greenhouse gas 

emission increases. The significant container-shipping-induced increase in CO2 

emissions is partly due to empty container movements, which is also regarded as an 

important operational factor in estimating CO2 emissions in the container shipping 

industry (Yun, Lee & Choi, 2011). 

As seaborne container shipping is playing a more and more important role in world 

trading, it is essential to ensure the safety of cargo and operation, for the sustainability 

of the business. According to the UK Protection and Indemnity Insurance Club (UK-

P&I-Club), one of the oldest insurers of third party liabilities for ocean-going merchant 

ships, and the Through Transport Club (TTClub), a global insurer that serves the 

international transport and logistics community, cargo loss and damage are involved 

in 65% of shipping incidents, within which physical damage is the main type of failure 

(UK-P&I-Club, 2000; TTClub, 2010). And according to the Cargo Information 

Notification System, about 35% of incidents are found to be caused by poorly or 

incorrectly packed containers. But currently, logistics specialists and packaging 

designers are working independently, focussing only on either logistic operation 

planning or packaging design, respectively. The container is still usually being treated 

as ‘black box’ in container shipping planning and management research for 

sustainability, without the integrated consideration of such factors as container, 

packaging, cargo, and operations.  

Being aware of the similarities between packaging and containers, and their 

sustainability issues, this research will regard ‘container’ as reusable packaging that 
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has interactions with its inner (‘lower’) layer packaging and logistic operations for 

consideration of the container supply chain’s sustainability. In consideration of the 

container’s significant impact on sustainability during usage (repositioning when it is 

processed by different logistic operations), the ‘container supply chain’ researched in 

this study refers to the supply chain that utilises a container shipping format—how 

the supply chain performs according to sustainability measures when the containers 

are packed and utilised differently, rather than the supply chain of the container’s 

production and life cycle as a general product. 

1.2 This Study 

The purpose of this study is to improve design and evaluation for packaging 

sustainability in the supply chain, in an effort to deal with the addressed sustainability 

issues brought by the packaging system to the supply chain. As the impacts on 

sustainability form packaging is found largely from the packaging related logistic 

operations (Saghir, 2004), to reduce the packaging-related risks and waste during 

operations in the supply chain can be an effective way to improve the packaging 

sustainability. 

This research combines both theoretical research and the empirical practice of 

packaging in supply chain. Empirical practice and packaging product information are 

mainly provided by research partner in the research - a UK local packaging 

manufacturer in packaging industry. 

 

1.2.1 Significance of the Research 

Taking the background situation formerly introduced into consideration, this study 

researches the key elements of sustainable packaging design and evaluation. 

Literature of different research fields was reviewed, including sustainable design, 

packaging sustainability, and integration of packaging logistics sustainability. The 

following issues were culled from literature review and empirical practice: 
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1. Sustainability has environment, economic and social aspects. There are 

number of popular tools, road maps and techniques (Conrad & Jessica, 2005; 

Byggeth & Hochschorner, 2006; Waage, 2007; Svanes et al., 2010) that cover 

or partly cover the sustainability considerations for design and development. 

But most research and practices adopted by the industry on sustainable 

packaging has been focused on models covering individual aspect of the 

sustainability, while the other aspect(s) are ignored (Nordin & Selke, 2010). 

There is a need for developing approaches to evaluate and support the 

sustainable packaging design in packaging supply chain and industry to 

consider different aspects of packaging sustainability. 

2. Most existing design and evaluation tools for general product and packaging 

product focus only on the product itself, designing the packaging at product 

level. But the packaging and logistics relations should not be ignored in the 

design and evaluation, packaging logistics should be considered as a whole 

system in design to achieve holistic optimum (Twede & Parsons, 1997; Saghir, 

2002). Packaging is different from general products; the impact of the 

packaging usually is not that of a product, but rather, is largely a reflection of 

the operation process that it is involved in (Lockamy, 1995; Saghir, 2004). 

Therefore, research on the integration of packaging logistics sustainability with 

appropriate evaluation viewing perspective is needed. 

3. The packaging logistics interactions researched in the existing literatures are 

mostly focused on packaging and logistics operations, without consideration 

of the packed goods as a core element or factor (Saghir & Jönson, 2001; 

Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007; García-Arca et al., 2014;). But in fact, goods/cargo is 

actually the core aim and objective for both packaging and logistics. For this 

reason, a sustainability evaluation should take into consideration the packed 

cargo/products when assessing the impact of interactions between packaging 

and logistics system. 

4. Although many similarities between reusable packaging and container were 

addressed and many of the research models and theories can be applied to 

both reusable packaging and maritime containers- such as reverse logistics 
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management theory (Kroon & Vrijens, 1995; Lambert et al., 2011; El korchi & 

Millet, 2011, Rogers et al., 2012), optimal pricing decision of reusable items 

(Büşra et al., 2001; Gu et al., 2008; Yan & Sun, 2012), and the industrial 

packaging interaction with logistic operation issue (Lockamy, 1995; Verghese 

& Lewis, 2007; Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007) - yet the links between them are not 

researched in details anywhere in the literature. Missing such links, the 

container was treated as ‘black box’ in traditional research that ignoring its 

relations to the logistics operations and the packed goods inside. To investigate 

the container as a layer of packaging, the integrated evaluation for sustainable 

packaging can be able to apply in container shipping scenario. As a result, the 

container can be no longer treated as traditional ‘black box’ without 

consideration of what goods are inside the container and how the goods are 

packed. It can be helpful for sustainable container shipping decision making to 

identify better sustainable container shipping solutions considering more 

factors that relate to packaging and logistic operations. 

5. Finally, risk can be linked to the performance of a process or business 

(Hoffmann et al., 2013; Arugaslan & Samant, 2014). And one of packaging’s 

main roles and functions is the risk reduction for packaging-related operations. 

But the design and improvement of packaging logistics barely evaluated from 

the perspective of potential risk in the existing research. There would be 

contribution to apply the risk management method in the field of packaging 

logistics, using risk priority to present the performance of packaging in a 

positive way for design improvement, to indicate how suitable the packaging 

is for the logistics operations and packed cargo, considering the impact of their 

interactions on sustainability in the supply chain. 

By exploring the packaging system’s role and structure, and undertaking critical 

analysis of various sustainable design approaches currently used for packaging and 

product, this research tends to develop an integrated approach to sustainable 

packaging design and evaluation considering packaging’s role and characteristics in 

the supply chain, as well as to evaluate container supply chain sustainability regarding 

the container as a layer of packaging. For the purpose of the study, three case studies 
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in industry will be conducted to validate and triangulate the proposed approach, as 

well as to illustrate the application in different scenarios. 

1.2.2 Research Goals 

According to the situation of packaging’s impact, the sustainability issue in packaging 

supply chain, as well as empirical practice in the packaging industry, the main research 

aim of this study is developed as follows: 

Aim: 

By undertaking a critical examination of sustainable design and evaluation techniques 

for packaging, this study aims to develop a design and evaluation method for a 

sustainable packaging system and the container supply chain in order to provide 

decision-making support for sustainable packaging and the container shipping 

business. 

Objectives: 

This study seeks to achieve this aim by breaking it down into the following three sub-

objectives: 

(1) Explore packaging and packaging-related impact on sustainability along its 

life cycle, considering the packaging-related risks and improvement for 

packaging logistics system in the supply chain; examine different design 

and evaluation practice for sustainability of packaging and general 

products. 

(2) Identify relationships between packaging and containers in container 

supply chains for integrated assessment and design/planning, considering 

container as a coordinated packaging system instead of a ‘black-box’. 

(3) Establish an integrated evaluation framework to assess the sustainability 

of the coordinated packaging logistics system from a holistic view, 

considering the impact from the packaging-related risks along supply chain 

phases, and conduct case studies to support the proposed approach. 
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In addressing the issues raised in the stated objectives, a number of research 

questions were established, as shown in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 Research Questions 

Q1 How is the impact of packaging on sustainability different from that of 

general product along life cycle, and from what perspective should the 

sustainability of packaging be evaluated? 

Q2 What are the similarities and differences between packaging and container 

in terms of their role in risk minimisation, characteristics, impact on 

sustainable performance in supply chain and decision factors for their 

sustainability evaluation? 

Q3 How is the integrated sustainable evaluation to be applied in both 

packaging and shipping container scenarios- how does it help reducing 

packaging-related risks and waste, and support sustainability decision 

making? 

 

 

 

1.2.3 Structure of Thesis 

The thesis comprises seven chapters. The titles of all the chapters are summarised in 

Table 1.2. Chapter 1 introduces the general background and provide an overview of 

this study; Chapter 2 presents the review of the literature according to the goals set 

by this research; Chapter 3 describes the ‘road map’ of how this research was designed 

and implemented; Chapter 4 introduces the evaluation framework and approach that 

is proposed for sustainable packaging evaluation; Chapter 5 describes three case 

studies of packaging and container shipping using the proposed evaluation to support 

the sustainability improvement and triangulate the proposed approach in 
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sustainability evaluation; Chapter 6 presents a discussions of the findings of this 

research; and Chapter 7 states the conclusions and limitations of  this research. 

Table 1.2 Thesis Structure 

Chapter No. Title 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 Literature Review  

Chapter 3 Research Design and Methodology 

Chapter 4 Development of Sustainable Packaging Evaluation Approach 

Chapter 5 Applications and Case Studies 

Chapter 6 Findings and Discussions 

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Overview of Literature Review 

In order to research sustainable packaging and provide design and evaluation solution, 

different topics at different levels were reviewed, the logic and arrangement of this 

review are summarised and illustrated in Figure 2.1. The review of literature began 

with a query on sustainability and sustainable design, looking at conventional criteria 

and design approaches for sustainability in existing research. Then, sustainability in 

packaging was reviewed to identify the packaging’s different and unique 

characteristics compared to conventional product in sustainable design and impact on 

sustainability, as well as how existing research and practice deal with sustainable 

packaging evaluation. After that, the packaging and logistics operation relationship 

was reviewed to discover how their interaction impact on sustainability. Then to a 

higher level, from a supply chain perspective, the impact of packaging and packaging-

related activities impact was reviewed. Then, the review would the existing research 

on integration (or partial integration) of these different topics related to packaging, 

logistics and sustainability; And finally, the review gaps and results were summarised. 

 

Figure 2.1 Structure of Literature Review 

Criteria and 
Design/Evaluation Tools
at Product Level

Packaging 
at System Level

Packaging from
Supply Chain Perspective

Design for Sustainability

Sustainable Packaging

Packaging and Logistics

Packaging in Supply Chain

Integration of Packaging Logistics 
Sustainability 
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2.2 Sustainability and Product Design 

2.2.1 Conventional Sustainable Product Design 

Sustainable design and design for sustainability are popular topics in product design 

and development. According to Ullman (1997), although early design stages account 

for only 5% to 7% of the entire product cost, the decision made in the design stage 

would lock 70% to 80% of total product cost. This also applies to the impact of 

environmental and social aspects on sustainability. Since the product design stage 

largely determines how sustainable the product will be, a number of popular design 

tools, road maps, and techniques were developed and became essential for designers 

in ascertaining the sustainable level of the products and services (Byggeth & 

Hochschorner, 2006; Waage, 2007; Svanes et al., 2010; Ramani et al., 2010). 

Life Cycle Assessment based tools 

Life cycle assessment (LCA), a ‘classical’ analysis tool focusing on the whole life cycle 

of a product, was first introduced in the early 1960s for dealing with the problem of 

building energy consumption (Lindfors, 1995). LCA focuses on understanding and 

evaluating the environmental profile of a product or process, to assess the product’s 

interactions with the environment by investigating the energy and material flows at 

every stage during the product’s life cycle (Li et al, 2010). Figure 2.2 illustrates general 

steps in applying LCA to determine the environmental impact of a product or service 

(Lindfors, 1995). It covers different stages in the product supply chain, from raw 

material acquisition, manufacturing, transportation, distribution, use and 

maintenance, reuse and recycle, to disposal and waste management, but considering 

only the environmental impact based on the inventory flow analysis, apart from other 

aspects of sustainable criteria.  There are also other disadvantages of tools based on 

LCA:  

Firstly, intensive information input is required in order to conduct LCA, making it 

unsuitable for the early design stage (Choi & Ramani, 2009), when detailed 

specifications or operational settings are still in development; and this uncertainty 

becomes a major obstacle to LCA in the design stage (Yu & Kimura, 2001). 
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Secondly, LCA is costly and time-consuming, making it unsuitable for small or medium 

companies, which limits the application of these types of tools. And after the time-

consuming analysis of traditional LCA, no recommendations or actions for 

improvement can be provided from the result. 

Additionally, LCA results can vary widely according to the scope or boundary of the 

evaluation. A typical LCA focuses on one product in isolation, but the packaging’s 

impact on sustainability is usually not limited to its own interaction with the 

environment, but rather is largely dependent on the operation in which it is involved. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Main Phases of LCA Process (source: Lindfors, 1995) 

 

Despite decades of research into environmental LCA, there is still much to be done 

(myEcoCost, 2012), as there are different kinds of impact in different industries, and 

the scope of impact varies across different scenarios. Accordingly, for the optimal use 

of LCA for evaluating sustainable packaging, the proper scope needs to be identified 

in each case, and the LCA needs to be simplified and streamlined (Koffler et al., 2008) 

to address the major impacts commensurate with the characteristics of the packaging 

system. 
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Eco-Design tools 

Different variations of eco-design tools have been proposed and developed. MET 

(material, energy, and toxicity) Matrix and the ‘Ten Golden Rules of Eco-Design’ are 

popular eco-design tools, as an LCA can provide no recommendations as to what and 

how to improve after analysis (Conrad & Jessica, 2005). These are usually simple 

qualitative tools that summarise and provide a set of design principles and rules for 

the life cycle of a product, from an environmental perspective. The considerations are 

given in subject-qualitative terms and commonly in checklist style, e.g., ‘Were any 

toxic materials used in the product?’ or ‘Compared to existing product, was less energy 

consumed in the use phase?’ (Conrad & Jessica, 2005). These tools are easiest to use 

and most prevalent in industry for the design practitioner, but the subjective process 

requires extensive knowledge for proper application (Luttropp & Lagerstedt, 2006). At 

the same time, the trade-off between different impacts at different stages is still a 

problem. Therefore, these tools provide more detailed recommendations for 

sustainable design, but barely concrete sustainable design solutions that can be 

developed via these tools considering wider impact of the product on sustainability at 

different supply chain stages. 

 

Design for X 

Design for X (DfX) is another common tool in product design, whereby a wide range of 

specific design guidelines are variables labelled X, where X could have different value 

and possible disciplines, e.g., design for cost (DfC), design for manufacture (DfM), 

design for logistics (DfL), design for environment (DfE), design for recycling (DfR), etc. 

Just as with the checklist-style eco-design tools, this set of design tools provides useful 

practical guidelines for specific areas of improvement for redesign and rethinking 

during product design and development (Sherwin & Bhamra, 1999). Within the wide 

range of label X, DfE emphasises consideration of such environmental issues as 

business opportunities in new products, new processes, or new technologies (Ramani, 
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2010), and therefore became one of the popular sustainable design tools for product 

designers. 

Elements within this design tool set (e.g., DfE, DfL, etc.) were tightly related to 

packaging and could be used for sustainable packaging design and evaluation, but the 

challenges remained that for each of these X elements, the set of guidelines were 

different but may interfere or overlap with each other; the tool is suitable for 

consideration of only one aspect at a time, without solving the trade-off in possible 

conflict analysis resulting under different variables. Although it provided different 

ways for designers to take environmental considerations in product design, yet it is 

simply a list of guidelines to be considered. In order to accurately reflect on reality, 

detailed analysis using other tools are still required and thus heavily increase the 

complexity of the task. Using this tool appropriately essentially becomes a cross-

functional activity that required involvement of different people from different 

department or even different supply chain parties, and new interfaces are required to 

be developed to accomplish this task (Johansson, 2002). 

 

Quality Function Deployment based tools 

Another type of common design tools for eco or sustainable design is based on quality 

function deployment (QFD). QFD is a traditional method for converting the voice of 

the customer (VOC), or customer needs, into production requirements, known as the 

voice of the engineer (VOE) for product and service design. It utilises a ‘house of 

quality’ series (shown in Figure 2.3) that measures the relationships between various 

factors. QFD is good for decoupling a complex multi-criteria decision-making process 

into simpler steps in each matrix, providing potential benefit for the design and 

development process by ‘getting people thinking in the right directions and thinking 

together’ (Hauser & Clausing, 1988). Therefore, it provides better interface for cross-

functional design activity compared to formally introduced DfX based tools. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic Diagram of QFD Approach (source: Hauser and Clausing, 1988) 

 

When the QFD method is extended to apply to sustainable design and development, 

environmental impacts of the products are put into the matrix as new customer 

requirements, to generate the ‘green quality function deployment’ or ‘house of 

ecology’ (Masui et al., 2003).  

The disadvantage of existing QFD-based tools is that, if the correlations in the matrix 

are all based on a designer’s view of the requirement of knowledge of the 

environment, quality, and engineering, the result would very likely lack any 

consideration of the whole life cycle (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 2000). To mitigate this, 

matrix criteria should be designed to involve different experts’ views at different 

stages of the life cycle or supply chain.  

The common design methods introduced above all have advantages and drawbacks. 

What is needed in practice is to integrate different design tools for sustainable product 

design and evaluation, so as to provide a more holistic approach to bridging the 

limitations of different design tools (Ramani et al., 2010). And given the complexity of 

products and supply chains nowadays, a collaborative design and evaluation tool 

across different organisations to cover different disciplinary boundaries is sorely 

needed. 

 

2.2.2 Sustainable Design Dimensions 

Sustainability is a broad concept for considering the bottom line of planet, people, and 

profit. When deigning for sustainability, detail dimensions and measuring criteria for 
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sustainability need to be carefully considered, and a proper perspective for 

sustainability needs to be chosen. 

Gnoni et al (2011) proposed sustainable design tools to support decision makers on 

supply-chain sustainability for both strategic (e.g., selection of a distribution or 

packaging strategy) and operative decisions (e.g., monitoring of supplier 

performances). This research used the following criteria as ‘sustainable targets’ for an 

integrated sustainable supply-chain design approach: 

• Optimize use of resources;  

• Optimize release of emission;  

• Optimize use of raw materials;  

• Reduce waste;  

• Reduce packaging; and  

• Reduce use of auxiliary materials. 

These criteria, used in this research, covered the different phases and environmental 

elements of supply chain from supplier to production to customer, but it mainly 

covered only the environmental aspects of sustainability, leaving the other aspects 

and the trade-off between these aspects of sustainability out of consideration. 

Similarly, in the construction industry, research has been done to explore sustainable 

design (Bergman, 2012), which summarised the eco design criteria for that industry, 

including water efficiency, energy efficiency (passive and active), environmental 

quality (indoor toxicity, thermal comfort, biophilia, and air filtration), and materials. 

Unlike Gnoni et al. (2011), not limiting the evaluation to environmental considerations, 

Bergman (2012) also explored the relationships between eco (environmentally)-

friendly considerations and other aspects of the ‘triple bottom line’ (people, planet, 

and profit) in the sustainability context (O'Neill, 2007). Bergman (2012) believed that 

quantifying ecology and equity is still a very ‘complicated’ and ‘controversial’ process, 

but the concept that good business and good products ‘embrace these aspects of 

sustainability’ is not, and it can be operated in different ways. To achieve the goal of 

sustainability, a ‘balancing act’ should be considered. Bergman (2012) also argued that 

there is no consensus as to whether ‘sustainability is truly an ultimate and adequate 
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goal’, or, if not, whether what we currently do for sustainability design and 

development should be described as attempts to go beyond ‘being less bad’ and 

beyond ‘mere’ sustainability. The aim is not just minimising negative effects, but also 

encouraging positive impacts. Bergman (2012) therefore chose the way of ‘positive 

design’ to describe design sustainability, defined as ‘creation of system that 

contributes to fulfilment of human needs while preserving or complementing the 

nature world’. This view of sustainability differentiates ‘real human needs’ from 

‘wants’, and also speaks of complementing the natural world rather than simply 

‘maintaining’ it (as previous views minimising negative impacts only stated that the 

health of the planet should not be compromised, but say nothing about repairing 

existing damage). From the point of view of ‘positive design’, Bergman (2012) used 

return-on-investment calculations for eco-friendly building design solutions to analyse 

the benefit to sustainability and the trade-off between environmentally friendly and 

economically profitable actions through the added extra cost and operations savings 

comparison of the eco-design solutions. 

Eco-indicator 99 (Netherlands Ministry of Housing, 2000) is still one of the most widely 

used impact assessment methods based on Life Cycle Assessment (myEcoCost, 2012), 

which allows the expression of environmental impact in one single score (a 

dimensionless figure, Eco-indicator point). Different from Bergman’s (2012) view of 

‘positive design’, it is a ‘damage-oriented’ method to consider the impacts on 

sustainability; the ‘environment’ is defined in Eco-indicator 99 by three types of 

damage: Human Health; Ecosystem Quality; and Resources. It considers 

environmental impact of material extractions, production processes, transport 

processes, energy generation processes, and disposal scenarios. The advantage is that 

different environmental impacts can be aggregated into a single score by a designative 

weighting procedure to give more meaningful weighting factors and results 

(Netherlands Ministry of Housing, 2000) than traditional LCA. But unfortunately, when 

using this eco-indicator value to compare two materials with completely different 

processes and resources, a very large margin of error should be allowed for 

significantly large uncertainties (Netherlands Ministry of Housing, 2000). Also, this 
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indicator focuses on the extraction, transformation, transportation, and disposal of 

the material itself; any impact from the product during usage is not considered.  

Lacasa et al. (2016) provided a good example for considering different dimensions in 

sustainability design in the research. The indicators used for consideration of 

sustainability in this research include: Global Warming Potential (total emissions of 

greenhouse gases, calculating the radiative force over a period of 100 years) and Eco-

indicator 99 (weighs different impact categories into a single score) for the 

environmental aspect; Value Added and Eco-efficiency for the economic dimension; 

Working Hours and Hourly Wage as social dimension indicators. This research 

addressed the three dimensions of sustainability in the analysis, but considered only 

the manufacturing of the product, absent the impact of the product during usage after 

shipped to customers and consumers. 

The design for sustainability in general product in different industries has been well 

developed to cover different dimensions of sustainability, but in packaging research 

field and industry, the situation is different. Although the concepts, principles, and 

criteria of sustainability have been accepted and adopted in the packaging industry 

for some time, yet, most often, in the empirical business practice in packaging industry, 

and in packaging-related research, the discussion are usually towards achieving goals 

for only one or two aspects out of the three, typically in the economic or 

environmental aspects of packaging sustainability (Nordin and Selke, 2010). Detailed 

criteria used for sustainable packaging in the packaging industry in particular will be 

discussed later, in section 2.3.2. This provides an opportunity to research on packaging 

sustainability to consider and integrate different dimensions of sustainability together 

for an overall assessment and design. 

Summary 

To summarise this part of the review: in sustainability design research, whether from 

the perspective of ‘positive design’ or ‘damage oriented’ evaluation, the balancing of 

environmental, social, and economic needs should remain the essence of the 

sustainability agenda for sustainable design and evaluation, so as to cover the 

different dimensions of sustainability. But in the packaging industry and research field, 
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currently, it is still a challenge. Research is still in need in the packaging industry to 

consider multi aspects of sustainability for sustainable packaging.  

 

2.3 Sustainable Packaging 

2.3.1 Packaging and the Packaging System 

Traditionally and narrowly, packaging is the ‘container’ for a product in a narrow sense 

at product level, as defined by Kotler and Keller (2006) that the packaging is ‘all the 

activities of designing and producing the container for a product’. This narrow 

definition could be further developed to extend to the function of packaging as 

defined by Mishra and Jain (2012) that the packaging is the ‘wrapping material ’around 

a consumer item that helps to ‘contain, identify, describe, protect, display, promote’ 

or ‘make the product marketable and keep it clean’. The above narrow definition 

usually comes from the marketing or design perspective of the packaging, seeing the 

packaging as one single product and focussing on the packaging’s ‘interface’ 

(marketing functions) between suppliers and end users.  

 

Figure 2.4  Life Cycle Analysis of Packaging in Food Supply Chain (Williams, 2011) 

 

The isolated ‘product level’ perspective of packaging is illustrated in Figure 2.4 

(Williams, 2011), typically research on the LCA of packaging uses a simplified scenario 

that assumes the packaging as only one item that goes in and out of the system only 

once, ignoring the different layers of consumer packaging and industrial packaging 

that occur d in the middle of supply chain.  
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However, as suggested in different ways by most research on ‘packaging system’ and 

‘packaging logistics’, instead of one single layer (product), the packaging’s scope 

should be extended, as the packaging product usually does not stand alone when it is 

being utilised, transported, and consumed. Therefore, packaging is regarded as a 

combination of more than one single product—in other words, a system (Saghir, 2002). 

To describe different types/layers of packaging, there are different ways of 

classification, from different perspectives (illustrated in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6), 

such as according to the packaging material (e.g., paper, cardboard, plastic, burlap, 

glass, foam), the packaging life time or life span (e.g., one-trip packaging and multiple-

trip or reusable packaging), the position or layer level on which the packaging interacts 

with packed products (e.g., primary packaging, group packaging, logistical packaging), 

as well as the phase being used in the supply chain (logistic or transport packaging, 

retail packaging, consumer packaging). 

A useful classification that aptly describes the relations between packaging layers is 

illustrated in Figure 2.5. According to this classification, packaging can be classified 

into three hierarchical types, reflecting their respective levels (layers): 

Primary packaging – also known as consumer packaging; packaging that comes 

into direct contact with (or directly ‘wraps’) the cargo product, requiring direct 

interaction with the end-user or consumer; 

Secondary packaging – packaging that is designed to accommodate several 

primary packed packages, usually handled at the wholesaler or retailer level in 

the supply chain; 

Tertiary packaging – an assembly of a number of primary or secondary packages, 

(e.g., a pallet, a transport unit, a roll container) (Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007); also 

known as ‘group packaging’, which is designed to facilitate protection, display, 

handling, and/or transport of a number of primary packages (Jönson, 2000; 

Saghir, 2004). 
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This classification provides insight and structure when considering the iterations 

between different factors within the packaging system, since different packaging 

layers interact with an operation in different supply chain phases and the interaction 

(or compatibility) between different layers also contributes to different performance 

in terms of sustainability. 

 

Figure 2.5 Different Packaging Layer (Hellstrom and Saghir, 2007) 

 

Figure 2.6 by O'Neill (2007), shows another type of classification to describe packaging, 

based on business flow, wherein the packaging is handled and the package goes 

through various phases of meeting retail or end-user requirements, with different 

suitability for different phases of the supply chain: 

Industrial Packaging – packaging used only within the supply chain, internally 

to business-to-business flow, with its value and effect mainly reflective of 

improving logistic efficiency and safety; but usually does not meet the final 

packaging requirement from end-users or retailing use, with less compromise 
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in supply chain operation suitability for marketing requirement than retail-

ready packaging. 

Retail Ready Packaging – shelf-ready packaging or consumer packaging; refers 

to the kind of packaging format that is suitable for both shelf replenishment 

and supply chain requirements, as well as for interaction with retail store 

shoppers or end-users; goes to end-consumer as the interface of the product 

package to the end-user, usually facilitating features that are easily identified, 

opened, merchandised, shopped, and disposed of; marketing and information 

communication are a more important function of this kind of packaging than 

of industrial packaging. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Different Material Flows where the Packaging is Used (O'Neill, 2007) 

 

This classification relates the packaging types to supply-chain settings and phases, but 

limits packaging to a single, common, stand-alone ‘product’ for evaluation, absent any 

consideration of the system with its different layers and with impact between those 

layers. It is very common that during the distribution of the product along the supply 

chain, the product is not packed with only one layer of packaging, but instead by a 
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system comprising different layers of packaging with impact and interaction between 

those layers. Packaging system should therefore be degraded as a combination of 

different packaging layers that interact with each other (Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007; 

Roese & Nilsson, 2009). 

 

Therefore, the perspective of sustainable packaging should also encompass the 

sustainability of the packaging system. Bergman (2012) suggested that ‘eco-optimism’ 

mainly includes 2 categories:  tweaks – incremental steps, which are just the ‘nuts and 

bolts’ of sustainable design, necessary but not fulfilling; and rethinking - which usually 

involves taking a step back (which is not the same as going backwards). To improve 

the packaging sustainability at the product level of the packaging itself is the small 

incremental step, while taking into account the whole packaging system, all along the 

supply chain, represents the ‘rethinking’ approach from a holistic view (to optimise 

the trade-off between packaging and supply chain performance and between 

different sustainability criteria throughout different supply-chain phases). 

Traditionally, the analysis of packaging and performance of life-cycle assessment on 

packaging has mostly focused on packaging itself as a traditional product, excluding 

the packed product within (Williams & Wikström, 2010). There have been discussions 

regarding the correct scope for packaging LCAs; a growing number of researchers 

believe that environmental assessment of packaging ‘should not be performed in 

isolation from the product it contains’, which neglects the packaging’s significant 

impact on the environment during the life cycle of both the packaging and the packed 

product (Grönman et al., 2013; Molina-Besch, 2016). 

 

2.3.2 Sustainable Packaging Criteria 

The criteria for general sustainable design has been previously reviewed and discussed, 

but when it comes to the research field and the packaging industry, the criteria 

commonly used are sometimes different. 
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Packaging Evaluation Criteria in Industry 

As previous packaging management approaches focused too much on short-term 

financial performance, and not enough on the need for a holistic approach to 

packaging (Olsmats & Dominic, 2003). The packaging scorecard was developed by 

Kaplan & Norton (1996) and utilised for research on sustainable packaging. Table 2.1 

(derived from Olsmats & Dominic, 2003; Palsson & Hellstrom, 2016) illustrated the 

theoretical framework of the packaging scorecard. It contained a set of packaging 

criteria geared to sustainable packaging (although not covering all different 

dimensions of sustainability as formerly discussed), covering different phases in the 

lifecycle and interactions with different supply chain parties (relative functional 

criteria and supply chain parties indicated by an ’X’ in  Table 2.1). 

Existing research utilised the packaging scorecard as measuring criteria for packaging 

and a sustainable packaging system.  Olsmats & Dominic (2003) conducted research 

that used linguistic scoring on the packaging scorecard criteria to evaluate the 

packaging’s overall performance, identifying a packaging system’s strength or 

weakness in a systematic way and providing a better overview and understanding of 

packaging performance along the supply chain. But the weakness is that it is useful 

only as a mapping tool, without detailed suggestions on solutions for improvement.  
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Table 2.1 Packaging Scorecard Criteria for Different Supply Chain Phases (derived from: Olsmats & Dominic 2003; Palsson & Hellstrom, 2016) 

Criteria Description Supplier Transport/Distri

bution and 

Wholesale 

Retail Consumer 

Machinability  Ability of packaging to be processed 

effectively in the production line  

X    

Product protection  Ability to protect the product X X X X 

Flow information  Capability to provide information in the 

supply chain 

X X X  

Volume and weight 

efficiency  

Ability to make use of all the available 

volume and load capacity 

X X X  

Right amount and size  Adapt to right quantity and turnover   X X X 
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Handleability  Ability to facilitate handling   X X X 

Other value-adding 

properties  

Other functions than the basic 

requirements  

X   X 

Product information  Ability to display product information     X 

Selling capability  Ability to sell and advertise the product    X X 

Safety  Ability to protect the product from 

shoplifters 

  X  

Reduced use of 

resources 

 Reduced environmental load  X   X 

Minimal amount of 

waste 

 Amount of waste from the packaging    X X 

Minimal use of 

hazardous substances  

Amount of hazardous substances in the 

packaging 

X   X 
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Packaging cost  The cost of the packaging  X    

Stackability  Ability to stack as many shipment units as 

possible in warehouse and during shipping  

X X X  

Unwrapping  Easy to remove unnecessary packaging 

material  

  X X 

Traceability  Capability to trace packaging/products in 

the supply chain  

X X X  

Recyclability  Amount of packaging that can be recycled  X X  X 

Reverse handling  Ability to facilitate reverse handling  X X  X 

Packaging design  Attractiveness of the packaging design    X 
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Based on the packaging scorecard, Palsson and Hellstrom (2016) conducted different 

case studies for different layers of packaging in different supply chains, using a 

satisfaction score for packaging scorecard criteria to identify areas of improvement 

for different packaging. 

Since the packaging scorecard was originally developed to expand previous financial-

perspective-only packaging management in order to include business process and 

customer perspective (Olsmats & Dominic, 2003), this evaluation tool was not 

specifically developed from the perspective of sustainability. And it is a set of 

packaging-related consideration guidelines for better packaging design, without 

detailed quantified measures or priority weightings for different criteria. To utilise the 

packaging scorecard for sustainable packaging evaluation, the criteria need to be 

altered to fit the concept of sustainability from a holistic point of view.  

Different from the packaging scorecard, research based on LCA with different 

measuring criteria was also adopted by research for sustainable packaging to provide 

quantified evaluation results. Verghese and Lewis (2007) and Robertson et al. (2014) 

researched the packaging from a life cycle perspective along the supply chain, covering 

stages of packaging, repacking, transport, distribution, and disposal. Additionally, they 

added the consideration of packed goods quality into the evaluation when assessing 

the packaging system, which reflected on the important impact owing to the 

interactions between packaging and packed goods. But the only measuring criteria for 

sustainability used were emissions. 

To include more dimensions of sustainability, Dobon et al. (2011) conducted case 

studies for sustainable packaging in food supply chain based on LCA of packaging. The 

criteria include environmental, cost, and social terms, summarised as follow: 

Environment Measure: Life Cycle Assessment, converting emission, road 

congestions, road casualties, and noises into cost; 

Economy Measure: Life Cycle Costing, covering cost of packaging life cycle, 

food losses, production losses, transports, internal costs, etc.; 
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Society Measure: Willingness to Pay, calculating the difference between 

customer’s willingness to pay for the packaging alternative (retail price on top 

of benchmark base model) and the internal cost of the packaging alternative. 

Using these criteria, the environmental, economic, and social impacts were all 

converted into cost for comparison.  This is good to cover different aspects for the 

triple bottom-line of sustainability, but the cases were limited to different packaging 

in the same logistics and supply chain setting, nor did they reflect the packaging and 

logistics interactions mentioned in packaging logistics theory, nor was the impact from 

packaging on packed product and service quality considered in this research. 

Consumer Perceptions of Sustainable Packaging 

Consumer input is an important consideration in improving packaging design and 

packaging system deployment (Jedlička, 2015). Despite increasing awareness of 

environmental concerns and willingness of pro-environmental activity by consumers 

in many countries (shown as the several kinds of reported green behaviour in Figure 

2.7), most of the consumers were not clear about the concept of sustainability; this 

significant terminology gap was addressed between consumers and industry (Nordin 

& Selke, 2010).  

Unlike industry, which understands sustainable packaging mostly as financially and 

environmentally cost-effective throughout its supply chain, it was found that, in the 

eyes of most consumers, sustainable packaging is regarded at the product level: 

focusing only on the final consumer packaging of the product and typically perceived 

sustainable packaging as recyclable consumer packaging (Young, 2010), and 

emphasising the material of packaging products without consideration of the 

packaging’s impact before the goods were put on the shelf. Thus, consumers’ 

willingness to engage in sustainable behaviour could be misled by ‘greenwashed’ 

packaging product or by ‘greener’ consumer packaging that actually has a severe 

impact on sustainability along the supply chain. 
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Figure 2.7 Awareness and Willingness to Environmental Acts by Consumers in Most Countries (Source: 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2010) 

 

According to a survey by the World Business Council for Sustainability (2008), more 

than half of consumers (53%) were concerned about sustainability but not willing to 

act, and the two main reasons for this were ‘Don’t want to compromise quality’ and 

‘Lack of knowledge’ (World Business Council for Sustainability, 2008). It has been 

determined that, apart from lack of knowledge, another perception bias that 

significantly influenced consumer behaviour towards sustainability is the common 

misunderstanding by many consumers that ‘sustainable packaging compromises 

product service quality’. But, in fact, sustainability should be an optimal result that has 

already taken different factors into account, not just a ‘greener’ product with lower 

performance, as misunderstood by these consumers. 

Therefore, providing an overall evaluation for sustainable packaging with clear 

criteria—e.g., criteria that ease complexity for decision-making consumers in 

differentiating ‘greenwashed’ packaging products from a real sustainable packaging 

system, thereby increasing consumer knowledge and conversion from sustainable 

willingness to behaviour—would likely have positive social impact (Nordin & Selke, 

2010). 
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Summary 

To summarise this part of the review: unlike conventional products, packaging’s 

impact does not reflect solely on itself at the product level; rather, it is a system with 

different layers that interact with each other as well as having an impact on the packed 

goods themselves at different phases of the supply chain. Additionally, appropriate 

measuring criteria are yet to be identified in order to cover different aspects of 

sustainability for packaging. 

 

2.4 Packaging and Logistics 

Packaging was found to have a great impact on the main strategies for reducing the 

environmental impact of logistics by early research (Livingstone & Sparks, 1994). And 

in today’s global supply-chain environment, packaging is regarded as one of the most 

important areas in which to achieve smooth logistics operations (Lancioni & Chandran, 

1990). 

2.4.1 Packaging Related Logistic Processes 

Although every supply chain structure varies and the logistic activities related to 

packaging are different from each other, they can consist of combinations of basic 

logistic activities. Hellstrom and Saghir (2007) validated this opinion by conducting 

different supply chain case studies for different goods with different scenarios, and 

derived the general ‘basic elements’ of packaging-related supply-chain activities, as in 

Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 General Logistic Activities (derived from Hellstrom & Saghir (2007)) 

Logistic Activities Description 

Control and Verification a process wherein the operator inspects or verifies 

the condition of the packaging, or the cargo; 
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Labelling an operation wherein the operator applies label or 

mark or places identification onto the packaging or 

packed product; 

Filling (Auto and Manual)  a packing process wherein the equipment (auto) or 

Operator (manual) fills the packaging with product 

and packs or seals the package; 

Handling (Auto and Manual)  

 

a process wherein the equipment (auto) or 

operator (manual) lifts and places the package for 

a short distance; 

Storage a process wherein the package is sorted in a 

warehouse; 

Waiting 

 

a short process wherein the package is settled in a 

place after the previous process and awaits the 

next logistic operation; 

Transport 

 

a process wherein the package carried by vehicle 

travels from one place to another. 

 

As summarised by Hellstrom and Saghir (2007), different logistics settings are broken 

down into these ‘basic elements’ of logistic activities, of which different sequences 

and combinations can be used as elements to represent or construct a complex supply 

chain for general usage. 

 

2.4.2 Packaging Logistics Concept 

Considering the close relationship and interaction between packaging and logistics, 

the definition of a packaging system was further developed and widened in scope, and 
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the concept of ‘packaging logistics’ was proposed by both industry and the scientific 

community. Thus Saghir (2002) defined packaging as a ‘coordinated system’ for 

product safety, security, efficiency, and effective operation, including handling, 

transport, distribution, storage, retailing, consumption and reuse, recovery, and 

disposal to maximise consumer value, sales, and profit (also known as ‘packaging 

logistics’), which regards the packaging as a system and considers the interactions 

between packaging, marketing, and logistics, covering most of the functions of 

packaging in a logistic system. This understanding aptly addresses the issue that 

packaging and logistics were traditionally designed and developed separately by 

packaging designers and logistics specialists, respectively ignoring benefit and cost, 

due to the interactions within the packaging logistics system. Though much research 

on this concept has yielded sound analysis of the trade-off and considerations when 

developing the whole system in a holistic way (Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007; Saghir, 2004; 

Saghir, 2002), yet most of the analysis and evaluation are qualitative, providing 

qualitative output for packaging system design and evaluation, with no clear 

quantitative measurement and output for precisely decision-making support when 

developing the system. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Packaging Logistics as the Overlap of Three Factors (Saghir, 2004) 
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The concept of ‘packaging logistics’ was further developed by García-Arca et al. (2014) 

from the perspective of sustainability, and was widely expanded into 'sustainable 

packaging logistics’, defined as:  ‘the process of designing, implementing, and 

controlling the integrated packaging, product and supply chain systems in order to 

prepare goods for safe, secure, efficient and effective handling, transport, distribution, 

storage, retailing, consumption, recovery, reuse or disposal, and related information, 

with a view to maximizing social and consumer value, sales, and profit from a 

sustainable perspective, and on a continuous adaptation basis’ (García-Arca et al., 

2014). This provides a good perspective and conceptual basis for a holistic view of a 

packaging logistics system from a sustainability point of view. However, there was 

merely detailed quantitative analysis or evaluation tool following this concept to 

further explore the sustainability of packaging logistics system. 

2.4.3 Identifying Packaging-Logistics Interactions 

Employing the concept of packaging logistics, the interactions between packaging and 

logistics can be analysed. The important way the packaging system influences the 

sustainability of the logistic operations is the potential process failure, operation 

difficulties, waste material generation, as well as health and safety risks due to 

unsuitable packaging, cargo, and logistic processes. To address this type of potential 

failure, risk management tools could be referred to. 

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis 

First introduced by NASA in the 1960s, Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a 

widely applied engineering technique and hazard-identification method aimed at 

defining, identifying, and better understanding particular potential failures, problems, 

errors, and their causes, as well as their corresponding effects or influences on the 

system or on consumers in terms of a particular known product or process (Pillay & 

Wang, 2003). Likewise, Omdahl (1988) suggests that FMEA be regarded as a useful 

method for identifying the potential risks associated with possible failures and seeking 

corrective actions to reduce, even eliminate, the potential failures, problems, or errors 
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derived from the process, design, or service ahead of reaching the end users, with 

flexibility to be applied in terms of a qualitative analysis or a semi-quantitative analysis 

(Pillay & Wang, 2003; Rausand & Hoyland, 2004).  

The core principle of FMEA is using failure Occurrence Probability (P), Severity (S), and 

Detection Difficulty (D) to compute the Risk Priority Number (RPN) that prioritises 

different potential failures. This is able to offer quick and useful feedback to the 

process and in turn make it possible for the company to correct existing potential 

quality issues (Stamatis, 2003). In certain circumstances, DD is not considered to take 

priority over factors P and S (Fu et al., 2014). 

All in all, FMEA is a systematic tool for identifying potential component failures, 

analysing potential corresponding effects on the system, and providing corrective 

advice in terms of preventing possible failure modes. 

Event Tree Analysis 

Event tree analysis (ETA) is an inductive approach widely used to explore possible 

consequences of failures, and the relationship between main and sub-failure events, 

step by step (Huang et al., 2000), a technique that is suitable for both qualitatively and 

quantitatively analysis. 

 

Figure 2.9 Example of Event Tree Analysis Model for Failure Event (source: Fu at al., 2014) 

An example of conducting ETA is illustrated in Figure 2.9, where the event’s effect on 

sub-event and sub-subs as a casual chain are identified by carrying out either 
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quantitative or qualitative analysis, and the probability of occurrence for each possible 

final consequence are presented in the tree shape diagram. The event tree is 

diagrammatically constructed based on inductive bottom-up logic, the probability of 

each sub-event in each node being accumulated to estimate the final probability of 

each end event. When conducting an ETA, the occurrence probabilities for each 

possible consequence (end event) are calculated by multiplying conditional 

probabilities at each node from initiating event to the end events along their 

respective routes (Fu et al., 2014). ETA has power to reveal the mechanism behind 

each failure consequence, but the structure of the event tree requires a large amount 

of resources in terms of investigation time and full system information. 

Summary 

To summarise this part of the review: packaging links the logistic activities from 

operation level to sustainable performance level, the packaging systems’ impact is 

therefore also reflected in the logistics operations. It would be necessary to develop 

an evaluation or measurement approach to facilitate the choice among different 

packaging alternatives to increase sustainability for a packaging system design from a 

global perspective (Palsson & Hellstrom, 2016), considering the packaging logistics 

interactions’ impact on different dimensions of sustainability at different stages with 

different supply chain parties. And to consider the interactions, risk management tools 

can be useful and practical. 

 

2.5 Packaging in Supply Chains 

Packaging would have different impact on different supply chain partners at different 

stage, however in current practice, the collaboration between supply chain actors 

regarding packaging development is often limited (Palsson & Hellstrom, 2016), 

resulting in inefficient packaging solutions from a supply chain point of view (Molina-

Besch & Palsson 2014).  
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2.5.1 Impact of Packaging on Supply Chain Operations 

As formerly discussed, according to Grönman et al., (2013) and Molina-Besch (2016), 

packaging as a system has significant influence on sustainability during the packaging 

and packed product’s life cycle. Although packaging does not influence the supply 

chain structure directly, yet the logistical operations are influenced by the packaging 

system in terms of sustainability, and the combination of these general logistical 

processes forms the supply chain phases and further comprises the supply chain 

structure. Summarised in Table 2.3, and according to  Molina-Besch (2016), Grönman 

et al. (2013), Verghese et al. (2012), Wever (2011), Garnett (2007), and Williams et al. 

(2012), the packaging links to different environmental impacts along the packed 

products’ entire life cycle in different phases (in the given example of packaging 

impact in food supply chain). To investigate the packaging’s impact on packed goods 

(e.g., food), Molina-Besch (2016) proposed ‘prioritization guidelines for green food 

packaging development’, and, based on frequency, qualitatively discussed the 

potential for improvement in sustainable packaging for a food supply chain. It 

provided a good insight on the significant impact of packaging on sustainability along 

packed goods’ life cycle in different phases, but the criteria it used didn’t include all 

different aspects of sustainability; also, this research is specific to packaging in a food 

supply chain. 

Table 2.3 Packaging’s Environmental Impact on Packed Product’s Different Life Cycle Phases 
(summarised from Molina-Besch 2016; Grönman et al., 2013; Verghese et al., 2012; Wever, 2011; 

Garnett, 2007; and Williams et al., 2012) 

Packed product life cycle 

phase 

Influence of packaging on the environmental impact 

in the supply chain of packed product 

Primary production and 

processing phase 

Packaging influences the amount of product loss along 

the supply chain - indirectly influences the amount of 

raw materials and energy consumed in this primary 

production and processing phase. 
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Packaging phase The packaging choice influences the type and the 

amount of resources and energy for the packaging 

materials and product packaging operation. 

Transportation and 

retailing phase 

Packaging adds weight and volume to products but also 

helps better maintain the condition of packed goods 

(e.g. extend the shelf life of food). Therefore, it 

influences the overall energy consumption of 

transportation, handling and storage. 

Use phase Packaging heavily impacts the interaction between 

users and products, and in this way influences the 

amount of packed product loss (e.g., food waste in 

households). 

End-of-life phase The packaging decision influences the amount of 

packaging waste that ends up as landfill, and also 

influences the waste management of packaging and 

product end-of-life processes. 

 

2.5.2 Reusable Packaging and Reverse Logistics 

In different literature, the term ‘reusable packaging’ is used interchangeably with the 

term ‘returnable packaging’. By ISO (2005), reusable packaging is one of the 

returnable transport items (RTI), or returnable items, which refers to all assembling 

products in transport, stock, handling, or product protection within the supply chain 

system that can be returned for future use, e.g., containers, pallets, plastic boxes, roll 

cages, racks, trays, crates, and lids (Karkkainen et al., 2004; Young et al., 2002; Crainic 

et al., 1993). 

When packaging needs to be returned and reused, the requirements of the supply 

chain correspondingly change. For reusing the packaging, a closed-loop supply chain 

is needed. Guide et al. (2009) defined a closed-loop supply chain as a system to design, 
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control, and operate activities to gain value from the entire life cycle of products, 

through five main phases: (i) remanufacturing as a technical problem; (ii) valuing the 

reverse logistics process; (iii) coordinating the reverse supply chain; (iv) closing the 

loop; and (v) prices and markets. Jayaraman et al. (1999) suggested that a closed-loop 

supply chain contains forward and reverse logistics. Forward logistics provides 

solutions about products or services moving from supplier to customer; vice-versa for 

reverse logistics. 

Just as in a forward supply chain, reusable packaging plays a crucial role in the safe 

and efficient delivery of goods within a closed-loop supply chain (Paine, 1981; Bovea 

et al., 2006). As defined by, Gustafsson et al. (2008), returnable packaging is ‘a type of 

transport packaging that can be returned for reuse’. Fleischmann (2001) declared that 

the returnable packaging comprises both primary and secondary packaging, and Breen 

(2006) claimed that most reusable transportation packaging is used within B2B flows. 

Reusable packaging is gaining increasing popularity for the potential extra benefit and 

cost reduction it entails, as observed by Twede (2004): in cost aspect—liability risk 

reduction, regaining of material value, and reduction in new production operation; in 

terms of marketing and service—improvement in customer satisfaction, increase in 

availability of spare parts, green image building for companies, and potential time 

saving; and for environmental considerations—it reduces the material-waste-induced 

environmental impact. Moreover, with stricter government environmental 

regulations and policies, it is required in order for companies to reduce waste (Kroon, 

1995). According to Johansson and Helstron (2007), although an RTI fleet and closed-

loop supply chain in a company needs an initial investment, it could relatively reduce 

operating costs in subsequent years. 

In this scenario, the company only buys new materials, components, or parts when 

customer demand exceeds the supply of re-used products in the closed-loop supply 

chain system. As the result, the returning used products can reduce the use of 

resources and extend the product life cycle. However, the green packaging helps the 

customer achieve better environmental performance, but the packaging supplier’s 

development and manufacturing cost increases and profit margin shrinks, as 
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mentioned both in the literature (Gu et al., 2008) and during interviews with 

practitioners in the packaging industry, using reusable packaging systems to replace 

one-trip packaging would bring different cost and benefit to different parties in the 

supply chain.  

There are different structures of reverse logistics systems for reusable items, 

summarised by Karkkainen et al. (2004), as shown in Table 2.4. And given the benefits 

of using reusable packaging in various different scenarios (Thierry et al., 1995; Fidler, 

2000; Stock et al., 1992; Gustafsson et al., 2008; and Rogers & Tibben-Lembke, 1998) 

for the sustainability evaluation of packaging systems, identification and consideration 

of different end-of-use scenarios need to be covered to clearly  analyse the trade-off 

between efforts of processing the end-of-life product for reuse and the benefit gained 

by this activity in terms of sustainability.  

Existing research (Guo & Ma, 2013; Yan & Sun, 2012; Gu et al., 2008; Vadde et al., 

2007; Büşra et al., 2001) also reveals that under different scenarios of reusable 

packaging (or reverse logistics settings for reusable components), the cost and benefit 

for different supply chain parties varied and thus needs to be clearly identified and 

balanced. 
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Table 2.4 Different Types of Return Logistics System (source: Karkkainen, 2004) 

System Essence Ownership Return Storage Maintenance Control Deposit Monitoring 

Switch Pool 

Systems 

Sender & Recipient Allotment Each participant - 
Each 

participant 

Each 

participant 

Each 

participant 
- Account 

Everyone (including carrier) has 

allotment 

Each participant 

(includes carrier) 
- 

Each 

participant 

Each 

participant 

Each 

participant 
- Account 

Systems with 

Return Logistics 

Transfer System Central agency Central agency Sender Sender Sender - Sender 

Depot System with 

Bookkeeping 
Central agency Central agency Central agency 

Central 

agency 

Central 

agency 
- Account 

Depot System with Deposit Central agency Central agency Central agency 
Central 

agency 

Central 

agency 
Deposit 

Not 

necessary 

System without 

Return Logistics 
Rental System Central agency Sender Sender Sender Sender Rent Unavailable 
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2.5.3 Cost Structure of Reusable Packaging Operation 

The use of returnable items like packaging would bring extra expenditures in 

development and operation.  This cost was usually allocated unevenly to different 

supply chain parties or passed along to the end consumer. Therefore, the cost of 

packaging and any increase in packaging expenditures for return and reuse need to be 

considered when identifying a cost-effective sustainable packaging system. As 

summarised in Table 2.5 (Mishra & Jain, 2012), the packaging-related cost can 

generally be broken down into these items. This reveals the extra expenditure and 

efforts for reusable packaging utilisation, which is helpful when evaluating the life 

cycle cost and impact for sustainable packaging solutions. 

Table 2.5 Packaging Related Cost (derived from Mishra & Jain, 2012) 

Packaging material cost the cost of the packaging and quality control cost 

Storage and handling 

cost of empty packages  

includes the handling cost of bulky packages, heavy 

materials of construction, drums, etc. 

Packaging operation 

cost 

includes the cost involved in operations, e.g., package 

cleaning, product filling, labelling, etc. 

Storage of filled 

packages 

includes the cost incurred to shift the goods from one 

form of packaging to another 

Transportation cost of 

filled packages 

involves transportation cost by sea, air, etc. 

Loss and damage cost relates to loss and damage during operation, 

transportation delivery, etc. 

Insurance cost varies, depending on the vulnerability of the package 

Effect of packages on 

sales 

the influence of the package on sales 
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Obsolescence cost Occurs- when changes in packaging materials, packages, 

and labels take place 

Package developmental 

cost 

include the evaluation cost, pilot test cost, field testing 

cost, consumer research cost, feedback cost, final trial 

cost, etc. 

 

2.5.4 Container Shipping as Packaging Supply Chain 

Container Shipping Supply Chain 

Similar to the packaging’s role in the supply chain, a container is used as a standardised 

outer ‘packaging layer’ for cargo during the transportation (Armstrong, 1981). Just as 

with the packaging logistics concept, the container supply chain is not the supply chain 

of the container itself (in terms of how the container is made as a product from raw 

material, sent to user, used, and disposed of at the end of its life cycle); rather, it is 

defined as all processes of shipping metal boxes (with cargo) from place of departure 

to final destination with integration of planning, coordination, implementation, 

control, and related data transfer (Rodrigue et al., 2013 ), which refers to cargo 

shipment in the format of container shipping from a supply chain perspective.  

The focus of the concept shifts from an asset-driven to a supply-chain driven 

perspective (Fransoo & Lee, 2013). But it is not only the simple process of carrying 

items overseas by container; it also includes hinterland transport and operations, such 

as stripping, stuffing, storing, and handling containers (Kemme, 2012), as shown in 

Figure 2.10. It extends the traditional ‘quay-to-quay’ overseas shipping service to 

better support the ‘door-to-door’ service by integrating the sea and land 

transportation, which promotes the merchandise transport revolution (Bernhofen et 

al., 2013). 
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Figure 2.10 Physical Flow in Container Supply Chain (source: Hecht & Pawlik, 2007) 

 

Compared to traditional transportation modes, container shipping has advantages in 

cost reduction, hazards reduction, and efficiency improvement, as suggested by Hecht 

and Pawlik (2007), specifically:  

1) Container shipping is a cost effective means of transport, by simplifying 

packaging and reducing packaging investment (Hecht & Pawlik, 2007). The 

hard surface of a container better protects the cargo than most common 

packaging and can be handled in different weather. 

2) Transporting goods in container reduces frequency of handling operations and 

intensive labour requirements, and improves the operational efficiency and 

turnover time with use of large scale equipment. 

3) It also provides high efficiency of cargo handing by minimizing the 

transhipment operations and enables huge volumes of goods to be 

transported by different modes. In a typical scenario, the port turnaround time 

could be reduced from 3 weeks to about 1 day (Rodrigue et al., 2013). 

Container shipping therefore becomes an efficient means of transport that seamlessly 

links road transport and sea transport, and covers almost the entire overseas 

transport market (Kemme, 2012). 
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Risks in Container Shipping 

While the container supply chain’s contribution to world economic prosperity is 

recognised by different communities, some serious hazards to the goods can also be 

brought by this mode of transportation mode, as suggested by Yang et al., (2010), such 

as inappropriate physical operations and other increasing threats related to terrorist 

attacks and pirates. Attempts have been made by different researchers to identify the 

risks for cargo loss in container shipping from different perspectives:  

1) Terrorist attacks and pirating; risks from attacks by illegal persons such as 

terrorists and pirates (Noda, 2004; Drewry, 2009; Fu et al., 2010; Yang et al., 

2010) 

2) Cargo stolen or tampered with during container transport, or other physical 

risks (Noda, 2004) 

3) Weather-induced cargo loss (Notteboom, 2006) 

4) Perishable and deteriorating cargo damage in refrigerated containers (Tseng 

et al., 2012) 

 

Figure 2.11 Different Type of Damage for Shipping Incident Claims (source: UK-P&I-Club, 2000) 
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Therefore, it is believed that the risks inherent in the container shipping industry have 

a variety of causes. Among shipping incidents in the container supply chain, 65% are 

related to cargo loss and damage, and physical damage is the dominant main type of 

failure (around 27%) for these incidents (UK-P&I-Club, 2000; TTClub, 2010), as shown 

as Figure 2.11.  

Table 2.6 Main Causes of Damage and Loss in Container Shipping (source: UK-P&I-Club, 2000) 

Packaging Related Incident Cause Non-Packaging Related Incident Cause 

• Increased use of weak retail packaging 

• Inadequate ventilation  

• Lack of expert packaging 

• Wrong choice of container 

• Poor condition of container 

• Lack of clear carriage instructions 

• Ineffective internal cleaning 

• Contaminated floors (taint) 

• Wrong temperature settings 

• Poor distribution of cargo weight 

• Wrong air flow settings 

• Stack weights exceeded 

• Damaged, worn, mixed securing 
equipment 

• Wrong use of temperature 

• Lack of effective container interchange 
inspection 

• Ineffective sealing arrangements 

• Condensation 

• Overloading 

• Wrongly declared cargo 

• B/L temperature notations 
misleading/unachievable 

• Lack of refrigeration points 

• Organised crime 

• Heavy containers stowed on top of light 
ones 

• Fragile cargoes stowed in areas of high 
motion 

• Heat sensitive cargoes stowed 
on/adjacent to heated bunker tanks or 
in direct sunlight 

• Poor monitoring of temperatures 

 

About 35% of incidents are found to be caused by poorly or incorrectly packed 

containers, according to the Cargo Information Notification System. Table 2.6 lists the 

main causes of container cargo damage and loss according to the UK-P&I-Club (2000), 

and the packaging-related causes (regarding what to use for accommodating the 

goods and how to place them in the container) are separately listed in the left column, 

showing the large packaging-related impact on the container supply chain in terms of 

cargo damage and value loss. 
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Summary 

To summarise this part of the review:  although every supply chain structure varies, 

they are all composed of general logistic processes that are influenced by the 

packaging system; on the other hand, different types of packaging also require 

different supply chain settings and management for proper operation. The packaging 

and supply-chain structure are found to be related to each other, in terms of having 

an impact on sustainability measures. Similar definitions and similar container-

logistics-cargo interaction modes were reviewed and identified between container 

shipping and packaging logistics; the packaging evaluation tools could be expected to 

apply in a container context for sustainable container supply-chain evaluation.  This 

provides a good chance to develop a generic assessment approach for general 

packaging and container supply chain, regardless of their different supply chain 

structures and settings. Yet, such generic evaluation for packaging and container 

supply chain is still in need to be researched and developed. 

 

2.6 Integration of Design for Packaging Logistics and Sustainability 

As previously discussed, the impact of packaging logistics on sustainability involves 

multiple factors and criteria. These factors derive primarily from the packaging 

product level (different cargo characteristics should be compatible with different 

packaging); then, too, the packaging does not stand alone, it comes as part of a system 

with multiple layers, and interactions between those layers. The next factor is the 

logistic process, as its interaction with the packaging system and cargo package 

contributes to its significant impact on sustainability. Then, in addition to these factors, 

supply-chain settings or structure is another layer of factors to be considered, as it is 

composed of different combinations of logistic processes, which influence and are 

influenced by the packaging system in terms of sustainability. Current research in 

packaging hardly integrates all these factors into one general design and evaluation 

approach (Chonhenchob et al., 2008; Robertson et al., 2014; Prendergast & Pitt; 1996, 

Dobon et al., 2011). 
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Not only are the factors multiple, the ultimate objective of the sustainable packaging 

logistics is also a multiple-criteria decision that involves considerations of environment, 

economy, and society.  Multiple-criteria decision-making techniques can be useful in 

this regard. 

Analytic Hierarchy Process  

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was developed by Saaty (1980) and designed to solve 

complex multi-criteria decision problems. It organises the basic rationality by breaking 

down a problem into its smaller constituent parts and then calling for simple pairwise 

comparison judgements to develop priorities in hierarchy. AHP requires the decision 

makers to deliver judgments on the relative importance of each criterion and then 

specify a preference for each decision alternative, considering all criteria. AHP is 

especially appropriate for complex decisions which involve the comparison of decision 

criteria that are difficult to quantify (Pillay & Wang, 2003). It is based on the 

assumption that, when facing a complex decision, the natural human reaction is to 

cluster the decision criteria according to their common characteristics. As 

sustainability is a multi-objective measure to be assessed, AHP is a suitable technique 

to achieve this goal. 

Since AHP was introduced three decades ago, it has found many useful applications. 

These include maritime application (Ugboma et al., 2006), transportation system 

study (Shang et al., 2004), risk and safety assessment (Sii & Wang, 2003), financial and 

business application (Ayag, 2005), industrial engineering application (Yang et al., 2003), 

and many more. This is because AHP has several useful characteristics (Anderson et 

al., 2015), such as being able to handle situations in which the unique subjective 

judgements of the individual decision maker constitute an important part of the 

decision-making process, it being relatively easy to handle multiple criteria, and being 

able to effectively handle both qualitative and quantitative data. The AHP method 

usually includes following steps (Chang et al., 2012): 

1) Establish a hierarchy model in terms of the problem to be solved.  

2) Construct the comparison matrix according to a series of judgments. 
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3) Calculate the weighting vectors of comparison matrixes. 

4) Check the consistency of pairwise comparisons. 

Make a final decision based on the results of this process. 

 

Integrated Tools for Sustainable Design 

As discussed in a previous section, the design and evaluation tools for sustainability 

have limitations and drawbacks for certain occasions. Therefore, efforts have been 

made by researchers to provide a more holistic approach to the design process by 

integrating different design tools and assessment techniques (Ramani et al., 2010), 

e.g., life-cycle costing with LCA ; multicriteria decision making with LCA (Khan, 2004), 

to bridge limitations of different tools towards sustainable evaluation; integrating QFD 

and AHP for  maritime supply chain design (Lam, 2014); combining QFD and FMEA for 

order-processing design, adding the design-failure risks consideration into QFD for 

process design (Tanik, 2010). 

Summary 

To summarise this part of the review:  the integration of sustainable packaging 

logistics involves multiple input factors to consider, as well as multi-criteria objectives 

to achieve. The various factors and interactions between packaging and logistics need 

to be considered while the impact on different aspects of sustainability need to be 

taken into account. Particularly, to consider the unique characteristics of packaging 

that its impact on sustainability largely reflects as the interactions (operation risks) 

with given logistic processes. No existing approach is perfectly suitable for this 

situation; it is therefore suggested to develop an approach that integrates different 

evaluation tools and techniques for this design and evaluation task. 
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2.7 Summary of Literature Review 

As addressed in the literature review, the following concludes the key gaps and 

challenges in this research field and potential contribution by solving these issues.  

Firstly, most existing design and evaluation tools for product life cycle focus only on 

the product itself, but packaging logistic evaluation should be considered as a whole 

system in a design to achieve a holistic optimum. The packaging interactions described 

in the research on packaging logistics only consider the interactions between 

packaging layers and between packaging and logistic process. But the packed goods 

or cargo are not considered, even though they have interactions with the packaging 

logistics system.  

Secondly, research has been rare on packaging (especially reusable packaging) 

evaluation that not only evaluates the environmental impact but also considers the 

impact on an economics perspective (effectiveness and efficiency) quantitatively at 

the same time along the packaging’s life cycle for different supply chain parties. If this 

were fully considered in evaluation, the tool would be more effective and practical for 

profit/cost incentive practitioners, as it could identify the ‘greenest’ option without 

compromising the economic performance or a most ‘sustainable’ option after 

considering the trade-off between economic and environmental aspects of 

sustainability. 

Therefore, a new integrated approach needs to be developed to include the scope of 

packaging-related operation interaction and consider the cargo characteristics in 

order to correctly assess and present the impact for better packaging system design 

from a holistic point of view. 

Additionally, the link between reusable packaging and containers has yet to be 

discovered and understood. Although many similarities (e.g., functions and roles, 

hierarchical layered structure, closed-loop operation, interaction with value-adding 

service) between these two are addressed and many of the research models and 

theories can be applied to both reusable packaging and maritime containers—e.g., 

reverse logistics management theory (Rogers et al., 2012; Lambert et al., 2011; El 
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Korchi & Millet, 2011; Kroon & Vrijens, 1995); optimal pricing decision of reusable 

items (Yan & Sun, 2012; Gu et al., 2008; Büşra et al., 2001); the industrial-packaging-

interacts-with-logistical-operations issue (Verghese & Lewis, 2007; Hellstrom & Saghir, 

2007; Lockamy, 1995)—yet the full and detailed comparison between them is not 

researched in any of the literature. If this comparison is completed and a link between 

them is forged, the theories from these two fields can easily be modified to be applied 

to and benefit each other (e.g., to adopt the packaging logistic outcome to facilitate 

integration design and planning for container supply chain as the container’s 

interaction with inner layer sub-packaging and interaction with logistic operation 

could also influence the supply chain performance; or to apply sophisticated 

container-routing planning theory to help with the reverse logistics for emerging 

reusable packaging).  

Furthermore, it is the lack of an integrated approach for logistical operations, planning, 

and container-packaging system selection, aiming at ‘sustainability’ (as, traditionally, 

the container is usually treated as a ‘black box’ in analysis without consideration of 

what goods are inside and how the goods are packed). All of this provides 

opportunities to apply risk-assessment principles to the evaluation of the interactions 

between these factors. 
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Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology 

3.1 Research Paradigm 

A researcher’s paradigm or world view shows his perspective on the world, providing 

a foundation for the research. It is important to know the paradigm guiding the 

research, even for articles that do not explicitly state it. Every author has a world view 

(Hall, 2012). 

Different world views have different stances on common elements of ontology (view 

of nature of reality), epistemology (how we gain knowledge of what we know), 

axiology (the role of value in research), methodology (the process of research), and 

rhetoric (the language of research) (Creswell & Plano, 2007). As stated by Hall (2012), 

paradigm issues should be a major concern in all mixed-methods research. And among 

the elements of an author’s paradigm, the assumptions about reality (ontology) and 

about how knowledge is obtained (epistemology) are crucial, as they provide the 

legitimacy for the mixed-methods inquiry. Although different literature suggests 

different classification/categorisation of paradigms, there are at least two basic types 

of paradigms that are widely held: Positivism (typically inherent in quantitative 

research) and Constructivism (often underlying qualitative research) (Glogowska, 

2011). And these two seemingly incompatible world views posed a major challenge 

for this researcher, who has attempted to bring the two methods together in a valid 

way. Three approaches to paradigm choice have been identified in past research: the 

a-paradigmatic approach (methodology independent of epistemology, and thus 

dominant over it); the multiple-paradigm approach (drawing on more than one 

paradigm, regardless of their contradictory ontological and epistemological 

assumptions); and the single-paradigm approach. The third of these paradigms is 

widely held, while the first two have proved problematic (Hall, 2012). 

The world view of the current research stands on the third paradigm, repudiating 

positivism and constructivism. Instead of adopting either (or both) both positivism 

and/or constructivism, respectively, for the quantitative and/or the qualitative 

processing of the data, this research follows a realist/post-positivist paradigm, with a 
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(realist) ontology that sees reality as imperfectly ‘real’ and probabilistically 

apprehensible, and a (post-positivist) modified objectivist epistemology that sees our 

findings as probably true (Healy & Perry, 2000). Instead of theorising a perfect or 

ultimatly ‘real’ reality, eliminating all bias, a realist paradigm accepts both biased and 

unbiased perspectives, as long as the bias is known, understood, and explained. With 

appreciation of the known unknown and its limitations, the quantitative result does 

not stand for the ultimatly ‘real’ or perfectly true. The research will utilise elements of 

different type (e.g., literature and linguistic input, case study, numerical analysis, etc.), 

piece by piece, as ‘evidence’ to triangulate and support the research findings and 

outcome as ‘imperfect true’ with explanation of assumptions, known biases, and 

limitations under a realist paradigm. Many parts of this multidisciplinary research are, 

after all, exploratory, seeking and providing new perspectives to gain more 

understanding of packaging’s essential role and packaging-related sustainable 

situations in the supply chain. 

 

3.2 Methodology and Research Design 

After research gaps identified from the literature review, in alignment with the chosen 

paradigm, in order to achieve the research aims and answer the research questions, 

this research was designed according to the research design roadmap diagram 

outlined in Figure 3.1. 

Research is always influenced by its design, for better or for worse (Creswell, 2003). 

Therefore, choosing a suitable research method is crucial to solving the challenges 

being researched. There are two main types of research method, namely the inductive 

and the deductive approach, the former being ‘bottom up’ (moving from observation 

towards theory-building), while the latter is ‘top down’ (testing a theory against data) 

(Marcoulides, 1998). This research has taken an inductive approach, building up an 

evaluation method and theory from different sources of input. 

In terms of data types and analysis, this research is designed to utilise and process a 

mixture of both qualitative and quantitative input, including research literature, 
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interviews of practitioners on site visits, business reports from packaging suppliers and 

users, and expert judgment-scoring surveys. All these data are used for the same aim 

of the design and evaluation method development, for sustainable packaging and 

sustainable container supply chain decision making support. 

According to the research design, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, this research is composed 

of the following three parts: 

The first part of our research design is the literature review and empirical input, to 

identify the challenges of current sustainable packaging design and evaluation tools, 

and to provide basic elements for building up a sustainable packaging evaluation 

framework and method. The literature review covers topics related to sustainable 

packaging design and evaluation, from conventional sustainable design tools for 

general products to sustainable packaging product design development, and from 

packaging at the single product level to the packaging system level, packaging logistics 

level, and integrated packaging supply-chain level. 

After challenges identified from the literature review and empirical practice for 

sustainable packaging design and evaluation, the second part of this research is the 

development of a design and evaluation tool. To fill the lack of a sustainable packaging 

evaluation tool, follow the idea of LCA, an evaluation framework is proposed from a 

holistic viewpoint to cover different criteria on sustainability related to packaging and 

packaging system. The proposed evaluation framework utilised the outcomes from 

literature review, integrated different viewing points of both packaging designer and 

logistic specialist using interviews to include their practical experiences in order to 

avoid sub-optimum or ‘green-wash’ packaging products. According to LCA, different 

scope would lead to significantly different analysis results. Therefore, the proposed 

framework is a good foundation, providing a proper viewpoint and appropriate 

evaluation boundary according to the characteristics of packaging products, showing 

what to measure and how far to consider for sustainable packaging evaluation. 

But how to quantified the consideration of impact from packaging logistics 

interactions on operation and sustainability is not provided by existing literature. 
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Therefore, for this urgent need of packaging logistic impact considerations, an 

evaluation matrix series is developed to solve this issue. As the task of this is to 

estimate the impact of given packaging and logistics settings, risk management tool 

FMEA is referred to. Also, it is a multi-factor and multi-disciplinary problem that 

requires expertise from different people at different position of the supply chain, 

design tool QFD is combined, which is good to evaluate interactions between multi-

factors and enable different people’s involvement for different step (matrix). In 

development of the matrix, both research literature and packaging experts’ opinions 

from practitioner interviews were referred to when identifying generic factors for 

packaging, cargo and logistics activities.  

Once container supply chain’s similarities to packaging are compared from literature, 

based on the proposed framework and evaluation matrix for sustainable packaging, 

the proposed evaluation method is then further integrated into a simulation model 

for a more complex context (sustainable container supply chain) to provide decision 

support for sustainable container supply chain. Compared to packaging logistics 

scenario, this simulation adds considerations of more container-shipping-related 

factors identified from literature and shipping industry personnel, and shipping 

specialists, regarding the container as an outer layer of packaging instead of a ‘black-

box’ in a container-shipping context. Simulation is good to solve problems with 

complex factors and variables like the container context, thus is chosen for this part 

of task. At the same time, multi-criteria decision making technique is also combined 

into this simulation to integrate the performance of different aspects of sustainability 

into single index for the ease of decision-making support. Fuzzy membership 

mechanism is also embedded in the simulation to minimise the potential human 

judgment bias from expert scoring. 
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Figure 3.1 Research Road Map 
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The third part of the current research is a series of case studies. Case studies are good 

for gaining a deep understanding of a phenomenon (or set of phenomena) by 

providing a rich, more holistic description of it; they are also good for answering ‘how’ 

questions (Hellstroem & Saghir,2007). The case studies used here are conducted as 

triangulation support, to illustrate and validate the proposed evaluation and design 

method.  

Utilising both sustainable evaluation framework and packaging impact analysis 

proposed in last part, case study 1 (on worktop packaging) illustrates a sustainable 

packaging framework in combination with a packaging logistics impact system. Both 

quantitative and qualitative inputs are used from site visit (flow mapping), operation 

data, and expert judgements (questionnaire), in order to provide a sustainable 

evaluation result and design improvement recommendations for different packaging 

alternatives.  

Case study 2 is a series case study on different furniture packaging, to illustrate the 

application of a proposed evaluation matrix alone in a situation of limited availability 

of information and operation data. Also, by comparing different packaging’s impacts 

on different types of furniture products in different supply chain phases, the matrix 

provides packaging selection decision making strategy support for this industry. Data 

for this case study come from site visit (for process and flow mapping), and expert 

judgements questionnaire, without numerical operational data. 

Case study 3 introduces different inter-continental distribution scenarios in the 

container shipping supply chain for a grain product, using the proposed integrated 

simulation approach. This illustrates the application of a proposed packaging design 

and evaluation method in a container shipping context, and provides triangulation and 

validation support for the proposed methods. While, at the same time, providing 

suggestions on supply chain structure and container packaging solutions for 

sustainable container shipping scenarios. 
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3.3 Data Sources and Data Collection 

The data used in this research is of different types. The following introduces the data 

resources and collection plan, based on the elements shown in Figure 3.1. 

In developing the evaluation framework, evaluation matrix, and simulation tools, the 

data used are mostly secondary data from the literature. Besides literatures, short 

interviews of logistics personnel and container shipping personnel are also conducted, 

given the consideration that the framework is designed to include both literature and 

professional practice in the field. Short semi-structure interviews are employed to 

explore and gain practice knowledge on their daily operations when determining the 

factors and criteria for the proposed evaluation. The semi-structured interviews to 

logistics (interview 1 in Figure 3.1) and container shipping personnel (interview 2 in 

Figure 3.1) each lasted about an hour. During the interviews, pre-structure questions 

were asked, including lists of factors that the author has already identified from the 

literature were shown to the interviewees, asking for their coherence or different 

comments according to their experience from practice based on the interviewees, 

additional questions were added to invite them provide extra related factors and 

examples according to their daily operations practice, to acquire further clarification 

and in-depth knowledge. In this way, the development process of the evaluation tool 

considers both input from the literature and experience from empirical practice. In 

order to get valid input from appropriate experts, professionals that are familiar with 

the researched topic, specialised in operations and engaged in researched packaging 

product were selected for the interviews. The interviewees of this part are operations 

manager of a UK retailing group, and the project manager of a Chinese shipping line, 

respectively, for the packaging evaluation and container supply chain evaluation 

(detailed information about the interviewees are introduced in each case study 

section respectively). The interview questions can mainly be divided into three 

sequential parts for discussion and investigation (interview template shown in 

Appenix III): 

(1) The interviewees’ experience in the field; General operations related to 

researched topic in the interviewees’ organisation; 
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(2) Factors of packed product that influence or influenced by the packaging 

logistics, and examples of the impacts; 

(3) Possible operation failure impacts and influences related to packaging 

logistics. 

The short interviews were conducted together with research business partner 

(packaging provider), transcribed and summarised into report, interpretations from 

the researcher and the research business partner were compared and refined in order 

to faithfully represent the interview data, leading to the impact factors that used in 

the proposed framework and evaluation tool.  

In the case studies, different types of data are collected and utilised. 

For all three case studies, the operational data are secondary data, derived from trial 

reports from logistic providers, business reports from packaging suppliers, quotations 

from the shipping company, and emission factors from government reports. 

The operations and material mapping data used in the case studies are derived from 

site visits to packaging suppliers and logistic providers, operation mappings were 

confirmed by the packaging and logistics providers for the case studies. 

The experts’ judgment (score) for the case studies are collected by anonymous 

questionnaire via email and post. In order to get trustworthy experts’ scoring input, 

experts in the supply chains that are using and familiar with the researched packaging 

products were selected from the business partner’s contact database. For case studies 

1 and 2, the management and operations staff of packaging providers, logistics 

providers, and end users are invited to provide their judgement score as part of the 

packaging evaluation input. The experts taking part in the scoring process for case 

study 1 and 2 are described in detail in Table 5.3 and Table 5.8. There are 6 and 14 

pairs (each pair containing the evaluation for both one-off and reusable packaging for 

the same product) of evaluation scoring answers by 6 and 7 experts, respectively. 

Similar to Saghir and Jönson (2010) that used several typical cases to represent the 

industry, the sample used in this study is not large, but the result is reasonable and 

trustworthy, as the participants are all experts involved in packaging or logistics-
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related design and operations. Also, considering that most of the reusable packaging 

products are still new to market, with not many users currently, the selected sample 

number is sufficient to identify and describe the phenomenon in depth for the case 

studies and answer the research questions. 

For case study 3, the expert judgment scores are collected via email and paper-based 

questionnaire from 6 experts in an anonymous format. The participants each work in 

a different phase of the supply chain, and detailed descriptions of the participants are 

listed in Table 5.16. The sampling covers different levels of personnel and different 

container-shipping-related organisations, effectively providing a holistic view of the 

supply chain being researched. But the sample size is relatively small, due to 

difficulties in personnel contact and communication. Thus, to mitigate the potential 

negative impact from the small sample and human judgement, fuzzy membership and 

AHP approaches were designed and used in the proposed simulation model for 

sustainable container supply chain evaluation in case study 3.  
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Chapter 4: Design and Development of Sustainable Packaging 

Evaluation Approach 

This chapter introduces the design and development of the evaluation approach for 

sustainable packaging and container supply chain, taking different sustainability 

aspects into account. A quantified method is designed and proposed to consider the 

impacts from the interactions between packaging and logistics, which is essential for 

packaging’s impact on sustainability but is not yet available in the existing research in 

the literature. 

4.1 Development of Sustainable Packaging Evaluation Framework 

4.1.1 Viewing Perspective and Evaluation Scope for Sustainable Packaging 

The LCA- based tool is one of the most popular assessment tools for sustainability, as 

it helps with understanding a product’s interaction with the environment at different 

stage of the product’s life cycle (Li et al., 2010). This concept is useful and suitable for 

the sustainable packaging evaluation in this research, as the packaging’s impact on 

sustainability is not restricted to the stage when the packaging product is 

manufactured; rather, the impact on sustainability at different stages needs to be 

investigated and considered.  

As emphasised by LCA research: with different evaluation scope, the result usually 

varies significantly, depending on the degree to which the impact is measured and 

subject to how far the indirect impact is considered. Thus, in one common LCA method, 

the first critical phase of the impact evaluation is to clearly define the ‘Goal and Scope’ 

(Vieira et al., 2016). 

In order to evaluate what phenomena are to be designed to assess, it is crucial to 

carefully choose a proper viewpoint from which to define the scope and degree to be 

measured for a good alignment of what is intended to be evaluated and what is 

actually evaluated in the process. Traditionally, there are two different viewpoints 

adopted by different researchers and personnel: 
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Figure 4.1 Impacts on Sustainability across Supply Chain derived from Nordin and Selke (2010) 

One perspective is the logistic specialist’s viewing perspective, which focuses only on 

the logistics process itself. It heavily emphases the logistics process performance, but 

usually ignores the impact of preparation and end-of-life treatment of the packaging 

material, which easily results in over-packing and contributes to negative impact on 

sustainability. For example, as summarised by Nordin and Selke (2010) in Figure 4.1, 

the impact on sustainability across the supply chain are considered to cover different 

forms at different stage along the supply chain for different supply chain partners; 
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packaging is also involved at most stages, as that contributes to the impact. But the 

packaging’s impact after end-of-use (e.g. different scenarios when it is reused, 

recovered or recycled) and different layers of packaging is not considered from this 

perspective. 

In contrast, the packaging designer’s point of view usually regards the packaging as a 

normal product, where the life cycle of a packaging product is emphasised at the 

product level, while the interactions between different packaging layers, packaging 

systems, and logistics processes are ignored. An example of life-cycle impact of 

packaging from a product viewpoint is shown in session 2.3.1, Figure 2.4 (Williams, 

2011). 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Evaluation Scope and Viewing Angle 
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Thus, to carefully identify and select packaging-related process and impact is 

important for evaluation effectiveness. Unlike traditional viewing angles of logistic 

specialists and packaging designers, to avoid a sub-optimal result and to consider the 

impact on sustainability by the packaging through the supply chain, a proper 

evaluation scope and reasonable system boundary need to be carefully defined for 

the evaluation.  

Figure 4.2 illustrates the different viewing perspectives of different personnel within 

the material flow of cargo products and packaging products. A proper perspective 

from which to consider packaging’s interactions and impact should be different from 

either of the traditional views previously mentioned. The dash-dot line area in Figure 

4.2 shows the designed scope of the proposed evaluation. The proposed viewing angle 

covers packaging-related logistics activities, including the impact on sustainability 

from the embodied packaging impact (the accumulated packaging material impact on 

sustainability before it comes into the evaluation system) when they are 

manufactured, and after the point when the packaging products enter the logistics 

system with packed cargo along different logistic processes and phases, tracing down 

to the end-of-use and end-of-life treatment of packaging products (e.g., reuse, 

recovery, and landfill processes). This viewing angle and scope are able to provide a 

profile of sustainability for the packaging along its life cycle. The proposed perspective 

and boundary is designed to measure how sustainable the packaging solution decision 

would be, with consideration of the packaging material itself and the influence on 

sustainability it brings into the logistics operations at different stages of the supply 

chain. 

 

4.1.2 Proposed Evaluation Framework and Criteria 

After a proper evaluation scope is proposed for sustainable packaging evaluation, 

showing how far to measure the impact on sustainability along the packaging’s life 

cycle, a framework is needed to cover the indicators that reflect on the packaging 

related impact on sustainability.  
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Based on the sustainability concept, the evaluation should cover different dimensions 

of sustainability to avoid sub-optimal results, including economic, environmental and 

social aspects of packaging (Nordin & Selke,2010; Dobon et al., 2011). Therefore, the 

framework is designed in Table 4.1 assesses the sustainability from these three main 

aspects. 

 

Table 4.1 Evaluation Framework for Sustainability Packaging 

Economic Efficiency Cost of Packaging Material 

Cost of Logistics 

Operation /Labour Cost 

Effectiveness Product Value Reduction 

Service Lead-Time 

Environmental Packaging Material Emissions 

Transport Emissions 

Waste Material Generation 

Social Toxicity Pollution 

Operation Health and Safety 

 

Each of the three main dimensions of sustainability can be broken down into several 

measurable criteria for quantitative measurement and considerations of the 

packaging and packaging-induced operation’s impact on sustainability along the 

packaging life cycle. Details of the measuring criteria are listed in Table 4.1 and 

introduced as follows: 
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For the economic dimension, the packaging’s impact on sustainability should be 

efficient and effective (Sustainable Packaging Alliance, 2010; Ma & Moultrie, 2017). 

The main measures in this dimension include impacts on cost and service performance 

of utilising selected packaging in the system along the packaging’s life cycle.  

First of the packaging costs in efficiency cluster is the material cost of 

packaging itself. The cost of packaging material represents the ‘embodied 

manufacturing cost’, holding cost and design expenditures, etc., of the 

packaging (Mishra & Jain, 2012). As reusable packaging can be used more than 

once, this cost of material is averaged to cost per trip for every time used, 

absorbed by the designed/predicted or tested life-span of the packaging 

material (Chonhenchob et al., 2008). Other costs in efficiency mainly include 

the cost of logistic operations and labour, which covers costs of different 

packaging-related operation processes along the life cycle of packaging, e.g., 

filling, labelling, transport of filled packages, etc., which have been 

summarised by Dobon et al. (2011) and Mishra and Jain (2012). Unlike 

traditional one-off packaging, the reusable packaging needs additional reverse 

logistic operations. Therefore, the cost not only covers the normal forward 

supply for cargo delivery from manufacturer downstream towards end-user, 

but also need to include the extra cost and effort of reprocessing all the end-

of-use reusable packaging material in the reverse channel back to the depot 

from the customer after delivery, such as cost of reverse transport, sorting, 

inspections, cleaning and re-deployment (Mishra & Jain, 2012). 

In the effectiveness cluster measures, packaging-related economic impacts on 

service to customer are considered. Product quality (value reduction) and lead-

time are the main concerns when considering the packaging’s impact on 

product from this perspective, and used as criteria by Chonhenchob et al. 

(2008) and Dobon et al. (2011). Product value reduction includes various 

possible situations that influence the cargo value during the delivery of the 

packed cargo from manufacturer to end-user, due to inappropriate packaging 

or logistics operations, such as cargo damage, loss, or contamination. The 

service lead-time measures the conformance of delivery lead-time to the 
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promised delivery time, which indicates the effectiveness of the packaging 

used for this cargo under this supply chain setting in terms of service 

performance of time.  

The environmental impact is mainly assessed from the carbon emissions and waste 

material generated by the system along the life cycle of the packaging, as adopted in 

existing research on sustainable design and packaging evaluation (Olsmats & Dominic, 

2003; Dobon et al., 2011; Robertson et al., 2014; Palsson & Hellstrom, 2016). 

The key emissions are the packaging material emissions and transport 

emissions. Packaging material emissions reflects the process of raw material 

acquisition and manufacturing of the packaging material, which is embodied 

in different packaging product/material into the evaluation system when the 

packaging material is ready to use. Packaging material emissions are estimated 

by packaging material weight and corresponding material manufacturing 

emission factor according to WRAP (2008) and US EPA guidelines. Transport 

emissions are the most significant among the different phases after the 

packaging comes into the supply chain system, including both journeys of 

carrying packages with cargo as well as empty reusable packaging material 

transport. Transport emissions can be calculated using transport mode factor 

with load weight and travel distance according to the IPCC (2007) and DEFRA 

(2012) guidelines. 

Waste material related to packaging includes the end-of-life packaging and the 

packaging induced damage cargo that can no longer be reuse. All these impacts 

will be calculated as absorbed (averaged) by each trip according to the life-

span of reusable packaging material. 

For social aspect impact on sustainability, very little of the literature on packaging 

cover this dimension, since the social impact is usually not easy to quantify. Many 

variables are difficult to quantitatively measure and integrate with other criteria, e.g., 

customer’s willingness to purchase green products and people’s awareness of green 

business (Nordin & Selke, 2010). Thus, the social aspects to consider in this study 
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mainly derived from traditional design tools for eco design (Conrad & Jessica, 2005) 

and interviews with reusable packaging retailing company personnel. They include 

toxicity and health safety, the possible toxicity pollution of the packaging material or 

packaging-failure-induced toxicity material, and potential health and safety issues 

during operation that is harmful to people. 

From the proposed scope and holistic viewing perspective, as these criteria in different 

dimensions of sustainability are considered, the evaluation can avoid sub-optimal 

results and provide useful understanding to identify sustainable packaging and help 

with sustainable packaging decision making. 

 

4.2 Design and Development of Packaging Logistics Interaction 

Impact Evaluation Tool 

4.2.1  Integration Concept of Packaging Logistics and Packed Goods 

As discussed in the literature review, the packaging’s impact on sustainability is not 

isolated, not limited to the product level; rather, its interaction with logistics 

operations has been Bywell documented in the packaging logistics research (Saghir, 

2002; Saghir, 2004; Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007; García-Arca et al., 2014). For the tight 

relationship between packaging and logistics, the concept of ‘Product-Service-System’ 

(PSS) has also been around for many years, in which different aspects (technological, 

social, environmental, goods-and-services) are viewed together from a systematic 

perspective (Mont & Tukker, 2006), regarding ‘value in use’ for both goods and 

services (Baines et al., 2007). And as mentioned in the literature, the interaction 

between packaging logistics and packed goods can also have an essential impact on 

sustainability, but the current packaging logistics concept has not taken the packed 

cargo into consideration. Therefore, within the proposed evaluation scope and 

measuring criteria, a concept that adds packed cargo characteristics to packaging 

logistics to consider their interaction’s impact on sustainability is designed and 

proposed, as in Figure 4.3. Combining the original concept of packaging logistics and 

product-service-system, the proposed concept considers the sustainability of a system 
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that includes cargo, packaging, and logistics. Under this concept, packaging and 

logistics processes interact with each other, forming the ‘service’ for the packed 

product; meanwhile, the packed product is interacting with the packaging logistics 

service to work together for the impact on sustainability. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Proposed Concept of Sustainable Packaging Logistics System Design and Evaluation 

 

4.2.2 Impact Assessment Model Development for Packaging Logistics 

Interaction 

Following the concept of interactions between packaging, logistics, and packed cargo 

(Figure 4.3), an evaluation model is designed in this research to help analyse and 

understand the impact of the interactions between these elements and provide 

results of a quantified analysis for use in decision making on choosing suitable 

packaging alternatives in sustainable packaging design and development. 

The impact from packaging–logistics interactions has been qualitatively researched 

and mapped out in the literature to highlight the form of impact for different stages 

and provide design guidelines (Saghir, 2002; Saghir, 2004; Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007;), 

but they are neither quantified nor systematic. Some research has quantitatively it 

measured for certain processes (Saghir & Jönson, 2001), but is limited to a specific 

process in a specific phase. 
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To holistically consider the interactions between the aforementioned elements, a 

traditional design tool (QFD) is chosen to tackle the problem of multi-interactive 

factors in design consideration. QFD was chosen as it can provide correlations 

between different interacting factors and it has been used in both sustainable supply 

chain design and green product design (Masui et al., 2003; Khan, 2004; Suziyanti et al., 

2012; Lam, 2014). Also, QFD can decouple a complex multi-criteria decision-making 

process into simpler ones in a different matrix, and therefore is suitable for the 

complex inter-disciplinary decision in packaging logistics impact on sustainability at 

different stages of the supply chain by allowing different personnel in different fields 

working together for the evaluation (Hauser & Clausing, 1988). 

To quantify the impact of packaging logistics and cargo interactions, firstly, the way 

these interactions impact sustainability needs to be understood. According to the 

interviews with the packaging designers and the lone retailing supply chain operations 

manager about packaging’s and logistics’ role and impact on sustainability, the 

interactions between packaging logistics and packed goods mainly reflected on the 

risk of packed cargo during all logistical processes along the supply chain, including 

possible process failures, potential operations difficulties, and product value decrease 

due to inappropriate packaging, incompatible logistics packaging process, or 

unsuitable packaging logistics for packed goods etc. And these potential failures 

further impact sustainable measures of cost, time, and waste generation as well as 

health and safety threats, etc. As revealed by UK-P&I-Club (2000), packaging-related 

issues predominantly contribute to shipping incidents, and the impact on 

sustainability (in terms of cost, emissions, and operator risk) is usually much higher 

than the packaging material itself. Therefore, to evaluate the impact of these 

interactions, FMEA can be considered, as it is a systematic inductive reasoning 

approach to identify potential failure (impact) at an early stage, as long as there is 

some known information (Stamatis, 2003), which is extremely helpful when new 

solutions are designed or proposed, as not all information along the life cycle is 

available to use.  

Different from a traditional FMEA application area and format, the proposed method 

utilises a risk analysis concept in QFD format to present the packaging impact on 
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sustainability performance. By combining QFD and FMEA, Tanik (2010) has conducted 

order processing design, adding in the design failure risks consideration. Unlike 

packaging design and evaluation in this study, the elements of FMEA (Probability and 

Severity) are used as context and factored into the QFD to present the impact result 

of interactions between factors of packaging, packed goods, and logistical activities 

from a holistic viewpoint in order to calculate the risk of packed cargo being processed 

in a given packaging logistic setting.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Schematic Diagram of Proposed Evaluation for Packaging Logistics Interaction 

 

As a result of the above considerations, to integrate QFD and FMEA together, an 

approach composed of a set of matrices is developed to identify and quantify the 

potential risk impact brought by packaging and packaging-related logistics process for 

distribution of packed product, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
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Following the idea of FMEA, the format of QFD and the proposed interaction concept 

illustrated in Figure 4.3, the impact evaluation approach is designed as in Figure 4.4. 

The process is constituted by a set of QFD-style matrices, transforming one by one in 

a cascading sytle. The key interacted elements of packaging, packed goods and 

logistics processes, are used as factors in these cascading QFD matrices to transfer 

into a final result. Firstly, three input matrices need to be scored by the respondent: 

Failure Mode vs Failure Effect (Matrix 1) - showing the possibility of different 

consequences induced by the different failure event (what may happen to the 

package when different type of failure event occur?); 

Failure Effect vs Product Characteristics (Matrix 2) - representing the severity 

of each consequence according to the requirement of the product 

characteristics (How badly would each type of operation failure event impact 

on the packed product according to the product’s unique characteristics?); and 

Logistics Activities vs Failure Mode (Matrix 3) - representing the probability of 

occurrence of failure event during each type of logistics process in the 

organisation (How likely is each type of failure event to occur during each type 

of logistical operation?). 

These input matrices cover the important elements of traditional FMEA, namely 

Probability (P) and Severity (S). In this study, the Detective Difficulty (D) is not 

considered to take priority over the P and S factors (Fu et al., 2014), and, currently, 

there is no active mitigation approach to largely change the D measure in the 

researched packaging range. 

By multiplying Matrix 1 and Matrix 2, Matrix 4 is generated, which represents the Risk 

Priority Number (RPN) of each failure mode for the packed product. This matrix is 

then further multiplied by input Matrix 3, taking account of different failure events’ 

occurrence probability in each logistic process, transferred into the final matrix, 

Matrix 5 – Logistics Process vs Product Characteristics, which can be summed up as: 

activities to reveal the risk priority level of the packaging system in delivering this 

certain cargo in the given logistics settings. In this way, all factors of packaging, 
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logistics and packed goods are integrated and considered within the evaluation to 

assess the impact of interactions between them. 

In terms of scoring the input matrix, similar to traditional FMEA and RCA (root cause 

analysis), a 7-point Likert-scale measure is designed to be used for the importance and 

interventions measurement (Pham, et al., 2010). Compared to a 5-scale measurement, 

it provides higher levels of differentiation, and compared to a 10-scale measurement, 

it is easier for the respondent to answer, simplifying the scoring process. Compared to 

directly using precise numerical historical data (e.g., for occurrence probability or 

frequency, or actual recorded value loss for operations failure each time), the 

utilisation of a Likert-scale measurement in the proposed evaluation approach has 

following advantages: 

Firstly, it avoids asking for sensitive information about the enterprise (which is 

usually a crucial concern for the respondent being interviewed or being asked 

to fill in the scoring questionnaire), but still effectively collects the information 

needed for the analysis.  

Secondly, the recorded operation failure usually only covers those failures that 

actually happened, ignoring near-miss situations and difficult operations being 

carried out, while the Likert scale is able to collect respondents’ personal views 

and perspectives, that already integrate any non-recorded near-miss situation 

or potential difficulty or danger to the operation’s fulfilment, according to his 

experience and view. In this way, the ‘social’ aspect in the sustainability 

concept that concerns the operation’s health and safety issue is better 

embedded in the evaluation by this design.  

Thirdly, the designed tool utilises judgement and prospect in a different, 

simple matrix, simplifying the scoring task for each step, but it is able to 

consider complex relations between factors when the different matrices work 

together. Also, it is good for predicting results based on current information 

instead of waiting to know all the facts and information (Stamatis, 2003), which 
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is particularly useful at the design or trial stage, when not all facts and statistics 

are available. 

In order to make the evaluation a general one that suits different scenarios, the factors 

in the matrices are chosen to be general ones. The following description takes a closer 

look at the proposed packaging logistics interaction matrix and explains the factors 

designed into the matrix.  

In the input matrix, the following dimensions are designed to be used as input factors: 

Logistics Activities (LA), Failure Mode (FM), Failure Effect (FE), and Product 

Characteristics (PC), as conceptualised in Figure 4.3. 

For logistics activities (LA), triangulated by empirical practice of the logistics depot and 

packaging logistics literature, Hellstroem and Saghir (2007) conducted mappings of 

different packaging-related activities in different supply chains, and suggested that 

although the logistics processes varied among different supply chains, they can be 

summarised into several general types, as discussed in the literature review. These are 

adopted in this evaluation to use as general activities: 

LA1 Control and Verification – a process whereby the operator inspects or 

verifies the condition of the packaging, or the cargo; 

LA2 Labelling – an operation whereby the operator applies a label or mark or 

places identification onto the packaging or packed product; 

LA3/4 Filling (Auto and Manual) – a packing process whereby the equipment 

(auto) or operator (manual) fills the packaging with product and packs or seals 

the package; 

LA 5/6 Handling (Auto and Manual) – a process whereby the equipment (auto) 

or operator (manual) lifts and reposition the package ata short distance; 

LA 7 Storage – a process whereby the package is stored in a warehouse; 

LA 8 Waiting – a short process whereby the package is settled in a place after a 

previous process and awaits the next logistical operation; 
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LA 9 Transport – a process whereby the package, carried by vehicle, travels from 

one place to another. 

Factors of Failure Modes and Effects in the proposed approach are collected from 

interviewing logistics personnel for their daily operations practice and summarised 

from known general types of operation failure result. Failure Modes represent the 

cause of a failure event, showing what happens to the package during the operation, 

generally including: 

Item Unidentified – package cannot be verified or identified in order to be 

processed in the next operation;  

Item Tampered – package being tampered with, so the packed product no 

longer meets the description in terms of quantity or type;  

Item Dropped – package drops down during operation;  

Item Bended – package being bended or folded during operation;  

Bump – package encounters unexpected bumping or vibration during 

operation process;  

Contaminate – package is exposed in unexpected environment with 

contamination during operation.  

Failure Effects are the consequence of the failure modes, indicating what will be the 

failure-event-of-package-processing-operation’s impact on the packed product. In the 

proposed matrix, the following general failure effects are adopted from interviews 

with logistics personnel according to their daily operations and history failure record: 

Wrong Item – the packed product is not the expected item that is needed;  

Item Lose – one or more packed products are missing or cannot be correctly 

located; 

Breakage – a packed product has major physical damage or scrape;  
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Scratch – a packed product has a minor physical defect that does not influence 

the main function;  

Dirty/Dusty – a packed product contains unexpected dirt or dust that 

influences the product to some degree. 

Product Characteristics used in the proposed approach are summarised from the 

literature (Lockamy, 1995; Saghir & Jonson, 2001; Verghese & Lewis, 2007) and 

confirmed by interviews with logistics personnel. Commonly, the packaging-logistics-

related characteristics of product delivered in the package can be generally described 

in the following dimensions: Value, Size, Shape, Weight, Hardness, Pliability, 

Appearance, Fragility, Likeness to Shift, Sensitivity to Temperature, and Quantity in 

Each Package.  

In this way, the factors used in the impact evaluation matrix are all general variables, 

and therefore the proposed evaluation approach becomes a general tool that can be 

used for different packaging, product, and supply chain scenarios. 

After the scores transfer into Matrix 5, another challenge is how to integrate the RPN 

score for each activity, since in this matrix every logistics activity correlates with 

different product characteristics. A simple average or sum is not good, as some 

activities relate to more characteristics than others. Using top-3 or top-5 relevance 

would be better than an average or sum, but this may lose some interaction-and-

impact correlations in the final RPN. Therefore, a weighted sum is applied to integrate 

the sub-RPN by the end of Matrix 5 (Logistics Processes vs Product Characteristics); 

instead of being treated equally for each product characteristic, they are weighted 

with different priorities. The weighting is designed to represent the importance of the 

product characteristics. The following chart (Figure 4.5) shows how the weighting is 

designed to be calculated: 
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 PC1 PCj PCn  

LA1     

LAi  Sij  W.RPNi 

LAm     

 W1 Wj Wn  
Figure 4.5 Illustration of Weighted RPN in Matrix 5 

 

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the weighting for each element Sij is subject to the priority 

of its corresponding Product Characteristic (PCj). since the PCj carried from previous 

matrix transfer already contains the consideration-of-failure mode and effect on 

product characteristics, therefore, the sum of the Sij column represents the priority of 

PCj, and thus the priority weighting Wj for the PCj column should be set accordingly, 

as shown in the equation below (1), which compares the related priority or 

importance of PCj within all PCs, since a larger sum for PCj means larger importance of 

this product characteristic in design and evaluation. 

 

𝑊𝑗 =
∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑗

𝑚
𝑖=1

∑ ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑛
𝑗=1

     ( 1 ) 

Then the weighted RPN for each logistics activities is calculated using the weighting 

Wj, which comes to: 

𝑊.𝑅𝑃𝑁𝑖 = ∑ 𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑊𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1     ( 2 ) 

 

The output risk priority in package delivery (under the evaluated setting of packaging 

and logistics) indicates the impact of this combination in this phase of supply chain (or 

to this supply chain partner), together with operation process mapping and analysis; 

this can be used to represent the impact or suitability of the packaging, packed goods 

and the chosen operation solution combination. It also differentiates the different 

impacts of this packaging combination on different supply chain partners at different 

phases. The RPN can provide useful packaging decision support: 
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For the same product, during different phases (supply chain parties) it could 

have a different result, revealing the cost and benefit allocation for different 

supply chain partners. It can be used for better balancing of cost and benefit 

brought by the packaging for supply chain partners to overcome the imbalance 

barrier that obstruct the adoption of a sustainable packaging system.  

For the same packaging logistics combination, the RPN varies among different 

logistic operations, indicating the potential improvement and what are the 

critical logistic processes in a given scenario.  

For different products, their characteristics can be extracted as the input of the 

tool, and the output can tell whether the packaging and logistic processes are 

suitable for them to share according to the output (risk priority value) of the 

tool. 

When conducting the evaluation tool, in order to get the input for the evaluation 

matrices, a questionnaire is designed and delivered to experts, operators, and 

packaging users at different stages of the supply chain, for their judgement and 

opinion as input of the matrix. The questionnaire is attached as Appendix. 

 

4.2.3 Comparison with Traditional Risk Assessment Tools 

In order to validate the meaning and calculation result of the proposed matrix transfer 
method, the numerical process is illustrated and compared with a traditional risk-
assessment tool. This would numerically validate the calculation of the proposed 
evaluation method and provide a basis of comparison for effectiveness, ease of use, 
and suitability for general usage between proposed tool and traditional tool. 
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of Expanded Event Tree and Fault Tree 

Take the probability matrix of ‘Logistic Activity vs Failure Event’ as an example: Figure 

4.6 illustrates how a typical traditional risk assessment approach evaluates the impact 

of each failure mode and effect, as in the Event Tree Analysis (ETA) and Fault Tree 

Analysis (FTA) risk assessment methods. With the assumption that each failure event 

can result in a listed failure effect individually (with different probabilities), as shown 

in Figure 4.6, when estimating the failure occurrence probabilities based on ETA and 

FTA calculation:  

For each activity i, the occurrence probabilities of Failure Event 1 to Failure Event n are 

given as ai1 to aim , respectively. Each Failure Event k (k = 1, 2, …, n) can induce different 

Failure Effect j (1 to p) with probability of bk1 to bkp  , individually.  

The Failure Effect 1 to p is a list that summarises all possible failure consequences that 

ever (or potentially) occurs in the system.  

For example, b12 shows the probability of Failure Effect 2 within the occurrence of 

Failure Event 1, which can be represented as:  

𝑏12 = 𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 2 | 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 1)     ( 3 ) 
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Combining with the consideration of the event occurrence probability of failure Event 

1 in Logistic Activity i is ai1, the probability of a Failure Event 1 - induced Failure Effect 

2 during Logistic Activity i can be calculated as:  

𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 1 | 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖)𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 2 | 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 1) =

𝑎𝑖1 𝑏12          ( 4 ) 

Therefore, the probability of certain Failure Event k induced Failure Effect j can be 

represented as: 

𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑘 | 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖)𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑗 | 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑘)  =

𝑎𝑖𝑘 𝑏𝑘𝑗          ( 5 ) 

Once summarising all conditional probability for each Failure Effect j induced by all 

different failure events during Logistic Activity i, total Probability of Failure Effect j 

during Logistic Activity i is represented as: 

∑ 𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑘| 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖)𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑗 | 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑘)𝑛
𝑘=1 =

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑏𝑘𝑗
𝑛
𝑘=1          ( 6 ) 

This expression can be compared to the Matrix Multiplication proposed in the 

evaluation method, which can be explained by the calculation shown below. 

The Matrix A (size m*n) is the probability of failure event occurrence: Logistic Activities 

vs Failure Event (causes to effects), which can be presented as: 

[
 
 
 
 
𝑎11 ⋯ 𝑎1𝑘 ⋯ 𝑎1𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑖1 ⋯ 𝑎𝑖𝑘 ⋯ 𝑎𝑖𝑛

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑚1 ⋯ 𝑎𝑚𝑘 ⋯ 𝑎𝑚𝑛]

 
 
 
 

    ( 7 ) 

Similarly, Matrix B (size n*p, shown below) represents the probability of failure effect 

induced by each failure event: Failure Events vs Failure Effects. 
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[
 
 
 
 
𝑏11 ⋯ 𝑏1𝑗 ⋯ 𝑏1𝑝

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑏𝑘1 ⋯ 𝑏𝑘𝑗 ⋯ 𝑏𝑘𝑝

⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑎𝑛1 ⋯ 𝑏𝑛𝑗 ⋯ 𝑏𝑛𝑝]

 
 
 
 

    ( 8 ) 

Therefore, in the new Matrix C (size m*p, Logistic Activities vs Failure Effects) formed 

by multiplication of A and B, each element Cij  can be calculated by the matrix 

multiplication rule, which equals:   

𝑎𝑖1𝑏1𝑗 + 𝑎𝑖2𝑏2𝑗 + ⋯𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑏𝑘𝑗 ⋯+ 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑏𝑛𝑗 = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑏𝑘𝑗
𝑛
𝑘=1   ( 9 ) 

The expression of matrix calculation result in Equation 9 conforms to the result from 

the FTA calculation result in Equation 6. Validated by traditional risk assessment 

methods FTA and ETA, the proposed matrix transfer result (Logistic Activities vs Failure 

Effects) can correctly present the occurrence probability of each possible failure effect 

(consequence) during each logistics activity. Similar numerical validation applies to 

other matrices in the proposed method. 

Since in the traditional ETA model, every event node can only contain two branches, 

for a size of (for example) 6 (causes) by 9 (end consequences), the event tree needs to 

go through 96 (6 × 16) different branches, while the proposed matrix needs a scoring 

value of 54, which reduces the workload (consideration) and time consumption for 

the evaluation. The more interdependent the failure event and consequences, the 

easier and faster the proposed method would be in favour.   

Both approaches can be used to explore the mechanism of failure event and provide 

priority for improvement, but the proposed method can be easily used for different 

types of products, packaging and logistics, or supply chain structure, as the factors 

designed in the matrix summarise general variables for packaging logistics interactions. 

The traditional Failure Tree or Fault Tree Analysis, however, needs the failure tree to 

be built from scratch for every different case, which requires experts with wide 

knowledge and deep understanding of the scenarios.  

Importantly, the proposed model enables co-operations in design and evaluation to 

facilitate practical work by assessment teams, by decoupling assessment into different 
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matrices. Different experts can focus on their own domains independently and work 

together collaboratively to integrate the assessment process. On the contract, 

traditional FTA and ETA could not decouple the task to different experts for different 

parts of the evaluation. 

 

4.3 Integrated Approach for Sustainable Container Supply Chain 

Evaluation 

4.3.1 Container Supply Chain and Packaging Logistics 

Just as the concept of packaging logistics, the container supply chain does not refer 

(nor is it limited) to the supply chain of the container itself, i.e., how the container is 

made as a product from raw material, how it is delivered to its users to be used, and 

how it is reprocessed or disposed of at its end-of-life. Instead, according to Fransoo 

and Lee (2013), ‘container supply chain’ refers to a container shipment or cargo 

shipment in the form of container shipping from a supply chain perspective, which 

shifts the focus from an asset-driven to a supply-chain-driven perspective. 

There is scant research in the literature on provision of a detailed comparison between 

reusable packaging and maritime containers; likewise, between packaging logistics 

and container shipping. But, for the known similarity in the definition, their roles 

within the supply chain, and the characteristics of the two (packaging and container), 

it can be useful to compare and identify the similarity and difference between them, 

so that the theory and research can be altered and applied to each other across these 

two research fields. After reviewing and comparing the literature, some of the key 

similarities and differences between packaging and container are listed in Table 4.2 

(summarised from the literature on recovery value in the closed-loop supply chain, 

and from the literature on delivery performance and risk measurement, e.g., Gu et al., 

2008; Lambert et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2012; Yan & Sun, 2012;). This would 

contribute to building a connection between packaging and container, to be a 

consideration reference when adopting theories between the one and the other.  
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Table 4.2 Comparision between Reusable Packaging and Container 

 Difference Similarity 

Reusable Packaging Container 

Design and 

Product Feature 

Less standardised; 

More customised features 

for different cargo and 

operations; 

Less common to share 

between different goods; 

Flexible to be used for end-

customer; 

More standardised; 

Less customisation 

features; 

Often shared 

between different 

cargo and goods; 

Mostly used for 

between-business 

flow; 

Can be reuse to bear 

multiple trips after 

end-of use; 

 

Logistics 

Operation 

Logistics operation for 

packaging and goods: 

packaging, verifying, 

handling, transporting, 

storage, etc.; 

Common container 

operation: loading, 

unloading, handling, 

storage, etc. and their 

constituted value-

adding service like 

consolidation, 

deconsolidation, 

cross-docking and so 

on; 

The condition of the 

packaging/container 

needs to be monitored 

for reuse and extra 

operations (e.g., 

checking, sorting, 

cleaning) needed for 

reuse; 

Failure Mode 

and 

Consequence 

Failure modes focus more 

on physical aspect; 

Environmental impact of 

failure mainly reflects on 

waste material of per unit 

package damage; 

The failure 

consequence of delay, 

inappropriate, can be 

significant to 

customer satisfaction, 

cargo value loss, 

operation, and 

operator satisfaction; 

usually with higher 

cost and 

environmental impact 

for failure as the unit 

cargo is larger; 

The failure in operating 

the packaging or 

container can lead to 

cargo or packaged 

goods’ negative 

consequence that 

impact on sustainability 

of the business; 
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Cost Structure Value recovery relatively 

low for end-of-use; 

Usually not able to 

accommodate large 

amount of goods, 

therefore, operation cost 

per unit cargo is relatively 

high; 

Large end-of-use 

value to be 

recovered; 

Compared to high 

volume and value of 

contained cargo, the 

operation cost per 

unit cargo is relatively 

low;  

Both with decision on 

return or reverse 

logistics for end-of-use 

items; 

Empty Flow Insignificant environmental 

impact for empty return 

when the end-of-use items 

are returned in the same 

journey of delivery and 

large return demand can 

be consolidated to one trip. 

Significant 

sustainability impact 

for empty return or 

redirect flow as every 

return item require its 

own return flow. 

Reuse-inducing empty 

travel for both 

contributes to 

environmental and 

economic impact. 

 

This comparison is also used in this study as a reference when developing an 

integrated design, planning, and evaluation tool for a sustainable container supply 

chain that integrates the container, the sub-packaging inside the container, and 

container-related operation process into one single integrated assessment. The 

theory origins from packaging logistics in packaging industry, can thus be applied in 

container supply chain context to help sustainable container supply chain decision 

making and process improvement. 

 

4.3.2 Sustainability Evaluation Framework for Container Supply Chain 

After similarity and difference between packaging and container supply chains, based 

on the same concept of packaging logistics impact evaluation, the proposed 

evaluation for packaging can be altered for a container shipping context. 

Similar to packaging logistics evaluation, in order to evaluate the sustainability of the 

container supply chain, a proper framework is needed to describe what should be 
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measured and how far it should be considered in the container shipping supply chain. 

Table 4.3 summarises a container supply chain operation and service-sustainable key 

performance indicators (KPIs) (Gunasekaran et al., 2004; Song, 2010; Lai, 2012), where 

‘efficiency’ indicates how the resources are utilised, and ‘effectiveness’ measures how 

well the goals of the operation are accomplished. 

Table 4.3 Sustainable KPIs for Container Operation and Services (source: Gunasekaran et al., 2004; 
Song, 2010; Lai, 2012) 

Container Operations’ 

Value 

Measurement Criteria Key Performance Indicators 

Efficiency Business cost Total logistics management costs 

Return processing cost 

Environment cost Energy costs 

Carbon emissions 

Effectiveness Lead-time Inventory days of supply 

Response time 

Service quality Delivery/Handling performance 

Oder fulfilment  

 

With reference to this container operation value and the concept of sustainability, the 

main criteria to be measured are cost, environmental impact, and service quality, 

simplified in this study as cost, carbon emissions, and service lead-time. Under this 

framework, the business costs, environmental impact, service lead-time, and service 

quality are the key factors to be measured for the analysis of container supply chain 

solution design. The detailed composition of these key sustainable performance 

indicators to be measured in the framework is introduced as follow: 

• Service Lead-Time (LT) 

Lead-time is an important parameter in the supply chain that directly relates to 

the effectiveness measure, like customer satisfaction and service quality. It 
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significantly influences the operations cost and affects the utilisation of 

equipment and facilities in the supply chain. In this research, the lead-time 

covers the whole door-to-door journey of the cargo, from when the cargo is sent 

out from the original depot/factory until the empty container is back at the 

container yard under the shipping line’s (or container owner’s) control, shown 

as the closed-loop material flow in Figure 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7 Closed-Loop Flow for Container in Supply Chain 

 

 

 

• Cost (C) 

As shown in Figure 4.8, the total cost considered in this research is composed of 

Sea Freight Cost (Cs), Loading and Discharging Cost (Cd), Fixed Documentation 

Cost (Cf), Inland Haulage Cost (Ch), Container Internal Packaging Cost (Cp), 

Container Leasing Cost (Cl), and potential Environmental or Emissions Cost (Ce). 

To estimate these costs, the following rates are considered: Freight Rate (£/TEU), 

Discharging Rate (£/TEU), Inland Haulage Rate (£/TEU), Carbon Trading Price 

(£/TEU), Container Leasing Price (£/day.TEU), and Return Container Re-

allocation Fee (£/TEU). The total cost is the sum of all possible costs mentioned 

above that occurs during the cargo shipping along the container supply chain to 

the end-customer. And then, for easier comparison between different scenarios, 
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the cost is calculated as a per-unit cargo cost for the logistic solution from an 

end-customer-oriented perspective.  

 

Figure 4.8 Breakdown of Cost Structure for Container Shipping 

 

• Carbon Emission (E) 

This part mainly includes the emissions of the packaging material manufacturing, 

disposal or processing of waste material and the transport emissions, which 

utilises the factors of Consignment Weight (tonne), Distance of Each Transport 

Mode (km) and Emission Factors of Each Mode (kgCO2 / kgCargo.km) according 

to IPCC (2007), which can be expressed as: 

Total Cost

Fixed Cost

Documentation 
Processing Cost

Loading and 
Discharging Cost

Operation Cost

Sea Freight Cost

Inland Haulage 
Cost

Container Leasing 
Cost

Demurrage Fee

Container Re-
position Fee

Material Cost
Container Internal 

Packaging Cost

Environmental 
Cost

Potential 
Emmission Cost

Watse Material 
Processing Cost
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𝐸 = 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑖 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝑖 +𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑚  ( 10 ) 

Where Et and Em represent transport emission and material processing 

emissions respectively; Wi, Di, and EFi, refer to consignment weight, transport 

distance and unit emission factor for the transport mode. 

 

4.3.3 Evaluation Scope and Boundary for Container Supply Chain 

As discussed previously, the scope and boundary of the evaluation are crucial to the 

validity of assessment (to assess what is supposed to be evaluated). Fransoo and Lee 

(2013) have illustrated the contractual and operational relationship between supply 

chain partners in the container supply chain (shown in Figure 4.9), which reveals the 

actual ‘container supply chain’ from a supply-chain perspective instead of ‘the supply 

chain of container’ as a ‘product’. 

 

Figure 4.9 Relationship between Parties in Container Supply Chain (source: Fransoo & Lee, 2013) 

 

Traditionally, much research focused on the ‘port-to-port’ or ‘quay-to-quay’ analysis, 

which focuses only on the sea transport mode. But the fact is that although sea 

transport distance and time are much larger than for other modes within the supply 

chain during inter-continental trading, yet inland haulage has a more significant 

impact on cost and emissions, which largely determines the sustainability 
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performance of the solution. Also, as stated by Fransoo and Lee (2013), the container 

supply chain focus is shifting from an asset-driven basis (concerned more with a single 

process or facility) to a supply-chain-driven basis (more concerned with end-

customer-oriented service). 

Therefore, to avoid a sub-optimal solution evaluation, and to evaluate the scenario 

from the customer’s or service user’s perspective (as the customer or cargo owner on 

the top of the contractual relationship in the container supply chain is much more 

concerned about the cargo’s arrival at the end-customer’s premises than about the 

cargo’s arrival at any particular destination port or interchange depot), the proposed 

evaluation is based on a ‘door-to-door’ scenario rather than a traditional ‘quay-to-

quay’ analysis, covering the phase from when the consolidated cargo is received by 

the shipping line in the yard to the point when the cargo is received by the end-

customer and the empty container is back under the control of the shipping line, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10 Proposed Door-to-Door Evaluation Scope 

 

4.3.4 Operation Risk Consideration for Container Supply Chain 

Similar to the packaging logistics scenario, the previously introduced calculation for 

sustainable KPIs under the framework of a sustainable container supply chain is an 

ideal situation, one without the consideration of potential operational risks and 

failures. To integrate the consideration of the impact from potential operational 
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failures and risks, the impact evaluation of packaging logistics is altered and applied 

to a container shipping context. As for the complexity of composition and factors in a 

container supply chain, different factors like operational sites and routes need to be 

considered for their impact on sustainability KPIs. 

• Operation Risk Evaluation Matrix for Container Supply Chain 

According to container shipping supply chain’s operation performance goal and 

general cargo characteristic classification information, the risk and impact matrix in 

packaging logistics evaluation is modified for a container-shipping-specific context as 

in Figure 4.11,  

 

Figure 4.11 Evaluation for Packaging and Logistics Activities Interaction in Container Context 

 

The risk factors in each transport node are considered as the interaction between 

package and logistics activities by a proposed set of matrices referring to FMEA 

(Failure Mode Effect Analysis), which is shown in Figure 4.11. The probability matrix 

reveals the occurrence probability of each risk factor during each logistics process 
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according to the given logistics setting, and the severity indicates the consequence for 

the cargo according to the cargo characteristics. These can be used in the simulation 

model as input (to be introduced later in this section) or to perform a RPN for each 

logistics activity as decision support. 

• Factors Identification for Container Supply Chain Evaluation Model 

Although as shown in Table 4.2 that the container supply chain has more variety of 

value-adding service (like consolidation, cross-docking, deconsolidation, and so on), 

yet they can all be decomposed to common or general logistics activities and 

operations in terms of physical movement, including storage, transport, handling, 

loading, and unloading. Therefore, these general logistics processes are selected to be 

used as the ‘Logistics Process’ factors in the container supply chain evaluation.  

As analysed in the review of the literature, the container is more than a coloured box, 

and should not be simply regarded as a ‘black’ box in the analysis. There are many 

different types of potential failure threatening the cargo inside the container during a 

shipping operation, such as: mechanical stress during transportation of different types; 

packaging or the manner of packaging does not fit the purpose; the cargo is not 

properly packed against the expected conditions of the specific expected means of 

transportation; defeats in container selections and inspections; if the container has a 

defect of sealing, odour, or any operative function, certain cargo inside the container 

could face value loss in certain environments; load plan (how the goods and cargo are 

packed inside the container); load securing (how the container is secured in the 

vehicle or equipment); operation facility (what equipment and assets are used for the 

operation); climate status; humidity; and so on. All in all, there are many risk factors 

that impact container shipping operations and could spell failure; they include how 

the cargo is packed inside the container, how the container is processed (facility, 

equipment, and operational environment), what types of transportation modes are 

chosen, and what type of cargo is carried. These considerations, however, provide the 

solution alternatives and diversities when the solutions are analysed and compared. 
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There are different types of risks related to the cargo, but they can be summarised 

into mainly 12 types of risk factors covering different categories of cargo with different 

characteristics, according to the German Insurance Association GDV (2002). These 

general potential risk factors are used in the input matrix for the evaluation. The risk 

factors related to cargo characteristics including following: 

RF1-Moisture and Humidity: the relative humidity or water content of cargo and 

its surroundings, and water absorption capacity (maximum equilibrium moisture 

content) of packed cargo; this refers not only to the situation that the cargo 

absorbs moisture from an excessively humid environment, but also includes 

situations where a hygroscopic cargo’s water is being released into its 

surroundings, to reach the point of moisture equilibrium in the container.  

RF2-Ventilation: the requirement of ventilation provision for the cargo, such as 

the need of air exchange, or circulation to ensure fresh air or air flow, supplied 

in a timely manner to the cargo in the container; also, this sometimes refers to 

the prohibition of ventilation for certain type of goods in some instances. 

RF3-Bio active: this represents biotic activity of cargo during shipping, as the 

cargo constantly interacts with the operation’s environment, passively or 

actively. This risk factor can be classified into five different categories, according 

to GDV (2002)  

BA 0: no biotic activity. The cargo remains in passive behaviour during the 

transportation and is non-living. 

BA 1: 1st-order biotic activity. This refers to living organisms with intrinsic 

metabolism (mainly anabolic metabolism), such as livestock and poultry. 

BA 2: 2nd-order biotic activity. This includes living organisms in which 

respiration processes predominate, such as fruits, grains, vegetables, etc. 

BA 3: 3rd-order biotic activity. This refers to goods without respiration 

processes, but with biochemical, microbial processes; usually this type of 
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goods is not hermetically sealed (for instance, fish, meat, dried fruit, 

processed grain, etc.). 

BA 4: 4th-order biotic activity. Goods processed and fully sealed, with no 

biochemical or microbial processes taking place in the cargo during the 

transportation. Such goods (e.g., preserved foods, beverages, etc.) are 

fully isolated from the environment.  

RF4-Gases: Changes in cargo’s sensitivity to different gaseous content, such as 

reaching upper limit of admissible CO2 or high oxygen content-induced oxidation, 

or conversion of ethylene to ethylene-sensitive goods. 

RF5-Self-heating and Spontaneous combustion: Hazard that is due to self-

heating, induced by cargo’s attributes of fibre or oil content, and external 

environment like temperature, humidity, oxygen, and so on. 

RF6-Odour: Odour risk factor includes active and passive types. Active odour risk 

represents the release of odour by the cargo, while passive odour risk comes 

from the cargo’s sensitivity to foreign odours. This can provide recommendation 

for a mixed goods situation to avoid mixing of certain cargoes with each other.  

RF7-Contamination: Contamination risk factor also includes two situations, 

namely active and passive behaviour, depending on the cargo causing the 

contamination or the cargo is sensitive to contamination by other products. 

RF8-Mechanical: This risk comes from sensitivity of the cargo to mechanical 

operation and inappropriate processes, such as pressure, abrasion, nobbing, etc. 

RF9-Toxicity/Hazards to Health: This refers to hazards to health and safety, 

usually due to excess concentration or lack of certain gas composition in the 

environment, such as elevated carbon dioxide level, oxygen shortages, and toxic 

substances present in the cargo. 
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RF10-Insect infestation/Diseases: Cargo susceptible to molds, bacteria, and 

microorganisms; also includes situations in which cargo gets infested by insects, 

small animals, or other living organisms. 

RF11-Shortage/shrink: This refers to a reduction in cargo’s weight caused by 

water vaporisation, as well as loss of volume owing to breakage or theft, etc. 

RF12-Temperature: Cargo has requirement on temperatures during different 

phases or for different operations, such as: in transit, loading, and storage. 

Excessively high or low temperatures during logistical operation and 

temperature variations are associated with risk. And for come cargo, the 

condensation formation will also be influenced by temperature variation in 

containers or in holders. 

Once the risk factors have been classified, the variety of cargo can also be categorised. 

For the common cargo being transported, according to GDV (2002), they can be 

divided into different categories and sub-categories, as shown in Table 4.4, including 

main categories of food, light industry products and heavy industry products, with the 

category code to be used in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.4 Category of Common Cargo 

Main Industry Code Category Code Sub-category Code 

A - Food  A1 - Cereals  

A2 - Food Industry Residues  

A3 - Fats and Oils of Animal and 

Vegetable Origin 

 

A4 - Oil Bearing Seeds  

A5 - Spices  

A6 - Foods of Vegetable Origin A6a - Fresh Fruit and 

Vegetables 
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A6b - Dried Fruit and 

Vegetables 

A6c - Nuts 

A7 - Foods of Animal Origin A7a - Meat 

A7b - Fish 

A7c - Diary Products 

A8 - Raw Materials of Semi-luxury Item A8a - Soluble Beverage 

Material 

A8b - Beverage 

A8c - Sugar 

B - Light Industry 

Products 

B1 - Semi-finished Lumber Products  

B2 - Rubber  

B3 - Textile Products  

B4 - Vegetable-derived Fibres, Textile 

Materials 

 

B5 - Animal-derived Fibres Materials  

C - Heavy Industry 

Products 

C1 - Lumber Products  

C2 - Machinery  

C3 - Metal and Steel Products  

C4 - Minerals  

C5 - Motor Vehicles  
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Clarifying the category of cargo (coded from A1 to C5) and types of risk factors (coded 

as RF1 to RF12), Table 4.5 is generated for help with decision-making support, in which 

the correlation between risk factors and cargo cluster is established. This is used as 

reference for later scoring considerations. The correlations are presented in linguistic 

terms to describe the relationship (Wang et al. 2008). 

‘H’ - High - represents a tight relationship between the risk factor and the type 

of cargo, indicating this type of cargo has characteristics that are easily 

affected by the risk factor; 

‘M’ – Medium - shows some relationship between the cargo and the risk, 

indicating moderate influence of the risk factor on this type of cargo; 

‘L’ – Low - means that there is hardly any correlation; the risk factor can barely 

affect this type of cargo. 

 

Table 4.5 Relationship between Different Types of Cargo and Risk Factors in Container Supply Chain 

 
RF1 RF2 RF3 RF4 RF5 RF6 RF7 RF8 RF9 RF10 RF11 RF12 

A1 H H M M M H H M H H M H 

A2 H H M M H H H L H H M H 

A3 H H M M M H H M H L M H 

A4 H H M M M H H H H M M H 

A5 H H M L M H H H H H M H 

A6a H H M H L H H H M H M H 

A6b H H M L M H H H M H M H 

A6c H H M M H H H H M H H H 

A7a H M M M L H H H M H H H 

A7b H M M L L H H M H H M H 

A7c H H M M L H H H M M M H 
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A8a H H M M L H H M M M M H 

A8b H M L M L M L H L M M H 

A8c H H M L L H H H L M L H 

B1 H M L L H M M M L L L L 

B2 H M M M H M H M L M M H 

B3 H M L L H H H H L M H M 

B4 H H M M H M H H M H M H 

B5 H H M M H H H H M M M H 

C1 H H M L H H H H L H M M 

C2 H M L M L L M H L M M M 

C3 H M L H L L H H L L M L 

C4 H M L M L H H H L L M M 

C5 M M L H L M H H L M M L 

 

By cross-referencing risk factor and cargo information, experts are invited to give a 

score (1 to 10) to each block of the input matrix for risk evaluation in Figure 4.11. The 

first matrix is logistic activities versus package (packed cargo) risk factors, which 

represents the probability of different failure type/mode occurrence during different 

logistics processes, considering the properties of the package. The second matrix is 

the severity impact for the packed cargo when a certain type of failure occurs.  

As detailed above, in the designed evaluation matrix, the logistics activities are 

designed to include general logistics operations of storage, transport, handling, 

loading, and unloading, which covers generic logistic activities common to different 

supply chain structures; the risk factors are also generic, covering most characteristics 

of different types of generic cargo and different general types of failures in logistic 

processes, including issues or sensitivities in moisture, ventilation, bio-active, gases, 

spontaneous combustion, odour, contamination, mechanical, toxicity, insect, 

shortage/shrinkage, and temperature.  
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Thus, the proposed evaluation matrix is also a universal tool suitable for different 

transport modes and different cargo in different scenarios. These matrices can be 

used to produce a RPN (Risk Priority Number) to assign a risk level of processing the 

cargo in a given packaging during certain logistics processes in each transportation 

node within the given supply chain structure. In line with the numerical analysis of 

sustainable performance measures, the RPN is helpful for identifying the potential 

operation improvement and for decision making on choosing proper packaging and 

suitable routes for container supply chain. 

 

4.3.5 Integrate Operation Risk into Consideration for Sustainable 

Container Supply Chain Evaluation 

Establishment of an evaluation framework, numerical model and identification of the 

risk evaluation factors provide a solid base for the integrated evaluation of sustainable 

container supply chain. For the complexity of factors and various impacts of 

operational risks on different sustainability KPIs, a simulation model is proposed to 

integrate the operation risk consideration into the sustainability evaluation model. 

The simulation can better integrate the influences of different variables to reveal the 

complex impact of multi-factors on different dimensions of sustainability 

measurements (Van der Vorst et al. 2005; Vorst, 2009). To this need and consideration, 

an agent-based simulation model is developed. 

• Integrated Simulation Model Overview 

It is an agent-based simulation model, which treated each cargo, transportation node 

(both distribution centres and ports) as an intelligent agent (details refer to Table 4.6) 

to simulate the whole process of the container supply chain. As intelligent agent unit, 

each time of simulation, the cargo agent is able to store the cargo, container packaging 

and route information, also to record the cost, time and emission along the supply 

chain when it is being processed in each operation. And the transportation nodes are 

also agent units, can be configured to process different packed cargo according to pre-
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assigned operation procedures, and react differently for different container-packaging 

–cargo combinations.  

As shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 4.12, the simulation model is divided into 

an information layer (upper) and a physical layer (lower). The information layer 

represents the control of flow of information input and decision output, which stores 

the settings, data, and measurement information of the simulation, including the 

simulation conditions (e.g., the accumulated failure type/rate, weighting/preference 

for different sustainability indicators); performance on sustainability are measured, 

recorded, and processed from the physical layer, to provide a comparable result of 

different possible solutions (combination of container packaging and logistic planning) 

for decision-making support result on container supply chain sustainability. 

Table 4.6 Agents in the Proposed Simulation Model 

Agent Representation 

Cargo Specific goods with specific characteristics relating to the container packaging and 

operations environment. 

Vessel Climate-controlled vessel with specific energy consumption and emission factors 

for ocean transport. 

HGV Road vehicle with specific energy consumption and emission factors for hinterland 

transport. 

Depot Either a production factory that generates cargo according to demand control, or a 

distribution centre that receives, stores, and processes the cargo following its 

embedded workflow. 

Port Sea port that receives or sends vessel loaded with cargo, and conducts container 

related operation according to its given process flow. 
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Figure 4.12 Schematic Diagram of the Proposed Simulation Model 
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In the physical simulation layer, each transport node is designed as an intelligent agent 

that embeds different combinations of logistics operations (as logistic activities in 

probability matrix) for incoming and outgoing cargo according to actual process flow 

that is coded for the transportation node. This layer is the simulation of physical flow 

of the supply chain. The transportation nodes deal with the packed cargo whenever 

the cargo travels through the node following its route plan. 

Example of operation flow chart for one transportation node is shown as the software 

screenshot in Figure 4.13, where each of the events for the agent is linked to cargo 

processing logistics operation in the physical world. Each agent-handling activity in the 

transport node’s operations chart represents an actual container cargo logistics 

operation (e.g., the ‘source’ represents the cargo generation process pulled by 

demand; the ‘resourceAttach’ module links to the goods consolidated into the 

container packaging ‘resource’ becoming a container cargo; ‘loading’ is the process 

whereby the container cargo is handled to be loaded onto a vehicle or vessel, etc.).The 

physical layer simulation output will be stored by the information layer for decision-

making support provision. 

 

Figure 4.13 Example of Discrete Event Based Physical Process Flow within Typical Transport Node 

 

• Failure Risk Event Simulation 

As previously stated, the cargo agent records the packaging information in it and when 

it is processed by each logistic operation, the embedded failure event will be 

simulated by the simulation model to determine how long will it take for each activity 

and whether any type of failure occurs during this process. The failure events are 
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designed as discrete events in the simulation model, according to the probability that 

it generates based on the probability score.  

The probability is not evenly nor uniformly distributed for the scale score; instead, it 

follows a trapezoidal distribution, unevenly referring to fuzzy membership function 

(Reznik et. al., 1998; Abdelgawad & Fayek, 2012). Traditionally, the fuzzy membership 

function is used to describe the degrees of belief or confidence level of linguistic 

variables for subjective judgement on discrete events (Yang et al., 2005). 

 

Figure 4.14 Fuzzy Membership of Failure Event Occurrence Distribution 

 

Differently from the simulation, the membership function is to be used to generate 

pseudo-random confirmations of the distribution pattern described as fuzzy 

membership function, to work out whether any failure event occurs for each logistics 

activity according to the characteristics of container packaging and the transport node 

the cargo is traveling through, as shown in Figure 4.14. The details for the event 

occurrence probability distribution can be seen in Table 4.7. 

If any failure occurs (calculated by the physical simulation layer according to the event 

distribution in each logistic activity, which varies for different packaging solutions and 

different transport nodes), the impact will be accumulated and recorded by the cargo 

agent. The impact also varies depending on the consequence severity, adding 

different delay (few hours in the simulation) or/and extra cost (extra work and value 

reduction) as the impact of failure event to the solution being simulated. With this 

help of simulation, the risk of carrying the cargo in a given packaging following a given 

route in the supply chain is transferred to sustainable performance KPIs for decision-

making support. 
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Table 4.7 Probability Ranges for Different Probability Levels (refers to Reznik et. al.,1998) 

Variables Verbal Expression Distribution Shape  

V9_1 Very Low: not consider, we believe not, unlikely (0, 0, 0.05) 

V9_2 Very Low to Low: probably not, very slight probability (0, 0.05, 0.125)) 

V9_3 Low: some probability (0.05, 0.125, 0.2) 

V9_4 Low to Medium: less than even chance, fair possible (0.125, 0.2, 0.3) 

V9_5 Medium: probable, even chance, about even chance (0.2, 0.3, 0.4) 

V9_6 Medium to High: we believe, better than even chance (0.3, 0.4, 0.525) 

V9_7 High: very probable (0.4, 0.525, 0.65) 

V9_8 High to Very High: we are convinced (0.525, 0.65, 0.8) 

V9_9 Very High: Certain, virtually certain (0.65, 0.8, 1) 

 

 

The result of physical layer simulation will reveal the sustainable performance (Cost, 

Time, and Emissions) each time the cargo flow through the whole supply chain route, 

performances are accumulated and recorded by each cargo agent and summarised. 

Also, in the information layer, estimated probability of overall failure for different 

solution and estimated sustainable performance will be updated when the cargo 

completes its whole journey. Then the sustainable performance in different aspects 

can be integrated in the information layer of the simulation mode using the AHP- 

processed pair-wise comparison weighting to generate final sustainable index for 

decision making support. 
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• Weightings for Different Sustainable KPIs 

Once the simulation physical layer outputs the performance results of cost, time, and 

emissions, the information layer need to consider the different importance of these 

performance factors and integrate them into a sustainability index for decision-

making support. In order to integrate the sustainable KPIs in different aspects, an AHP 

pair-wise comparison process is used for the sustainability performance result of the 

simulation model. The comparison input comes from experts’ views (will be described 

in data collection section) and research literature (Saaty, 1990; Harilaos & Christos, 

2010; Song, 2011; Sarfaraz & Jurgita, 2012). The process can be described in the 

following steps: 

Step One: Construct Comparison Matrix for Pair-wise Comparison 

The criteria for consideration include sustainable KPIs of  

C1 - Lead-Time 

C2 – Cost 

C3 - Carbon Emissions 

Therefore, the matrix can be established as  

𝐴 = [

𝑎11 𝑎12 𝑎13

𝑎21 𝑎22 𝑎23

𝑎31 𝑎32 𝑎33

]     ( 11 ) 

 

The expert opinion input will be the 1-to-9 score for each aij, where aij represents 

the relative importance of criteria Ci to criteria Cj , within which 1 represents 

‘equal importance’, 3 represents ‘moderate importance’, 5 is ‘essential 

importance’, 7 represents ‘very vital importance’, and 9 represents ‘extreme 

vital importance’. 
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Step Two: Calculate the Weighting Vector for Matrix A 

Normalise the matrix A by column: 

𝑎𝑖𝑗̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑎𝑖𝑗  / ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗
3
𝑖=1     ( 12 ) 

Summarise each row from the normalised matrix: 

𝑊𝑖
̅̅ ̅ = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗̅̅ ̅̅3

𝑗=1      ( 13 ) 

Normalise the Wi from last step to generate the normalised Eigen vector: 

𝑊𝑖 = 𝑊𝑖
̅̅ ̅ / ∑ 𝑊𝑖

̅̅ ̅3
𝑖=1     ( 14 ) 

The weighting vector W=( W1, W2, W3) represents the calculated weighting for 

criteria 1 to 3, respectively. 

Step Three: Consistency Check for Pair-wise Comparison 

Since the AHP pair-wise comparison contains two directions of comparison 

between every two criteria, it is important to ensure the comparison is rational 

and logically consistent during the whole process by subjective judgement. As 

explained by Saaty and Vargas (1991), this can be checked by Consistency Index 

(CI) of the matrix. The CI can be calculated as: 

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∑
[𝐴𝑊]𝑖

𝑛𝑊𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1     ( 15 ) 

𝐶𝐼 =
𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑛

𝑛−1
    ( 16 ) 

Where n represents the number of criteria in the vector (n=3 in this proposed 

matrix). Then the Consistency Index (CI) and Random Consistency Index (RI, 

shown in Table 4.8, in this case when n=3, RI=0.58) are compared to generate a 

Consistency Ratio (CR) as: 

𝐶𝑅 =
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
     ( 17 ) 
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Table 4.8 RI Value for Consistency Check (Saaty and Vargas,1991) 

n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

RI 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 

 

When the value of Consistency Ratio (CR) is smaller than or equal to 10%, the 

inconsistency is acceptable (Saaty & Vargas, 1991) with no need to revise 

subjective judgment. Otherwise, judgements need to be revised to form a new 

comparison matrix until the result meets CR<10%. 

Using the weighting generated by the AHP pair-wise comparison process for 

integrating the normalised sustainable KPIs, a final sustainability index can be 

generated for the solution being evaluated. This final output of the simulation 

represents the overall sustainability performance after consideration of different 

aspects of sustainability and their different level of importance, as well as taking the 

impact of potential failure into account during the operations along the supply chain. 
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Chapter 5: Applications and Case Studies 

Case studies in the packaging and container shipping industry are introduced and 

conducted in this chapter. Case studies are good for gaining and enhancing a deeper 

understanding of phenomena by providing a rich description from a holistic viewpoint 

(Hellstroem & Saghir,2007). These case studies are used to illustrate the general 

application of the proposed evaluation and design tool, while providing triangulation 

to support and validate the proposed evaluation method.  They not only describe how 

to conduct the proposed evaluation to identify preferable solutions, but also provide 

in-depth understanding of how packaging logistics impacts sustainability and how to 

improve the design as support for packaging decision-making. 

Case study 1 is an evaluation of worktop packaging alternatives. Applying the 

proposed evaluation framework for sustainable packaging helps with sustainable 

packaging solution selection and design. Also, it compares the different sustainability 

results with and without consideration of operational risk impacts, using both 

numerical analysis and evaluation matrix for assessing the risk impact. 

Case study 2 is an evaluation of different furniture packaging, applying the proposed 

risk impact evaluation. It illustrates the application of the proposed evaluation matrix 

alone in the face of limited availability of information and operational data. By 

comparing different packaging solutions and different types of furniture products, it 

not only further triangulates and supports the validation of the proposed evaluation 

matrix, but also provides useful packaging-selection support for packaging decisions 

in this industry. 

Case study 3 is an evaluation of sustainable container shipping solutions in the 

container supply chain using the proposed integrated simulation approach. It not only 

helps identify a better alternative in terms of sustainability, but also provides 

container shipping decision support for different scenarios. And just as in the other 

two case studies, through demonstrating the application of the proposed method in a 

real case, it is used for support and triangulation of the proposed method. 
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5.1 Case Study 1 - Sustainable Worktop Packaging Evaluation 

To showcase the application of the evaluation tool designed in this research and to 

triangulate the universality of the proposed evaluation as a general tool for 

sustainable packaging, case studies of different packaging solutions under different 

scenarios were conducted. In this case study, different packaging and logistics 

solutions for the shipping of (wooden or marble) worktops are examined. Figure 5.1 

shows the process of conducting this case study: following the proposed framework, 

the packaging alternatives are identified, with physical and material flow mapped out. 

Then, according to the framework, numerical analysis is conducted to evaluate the 

sustainability of the selected packaging solution, and the results with and without 

consideration of operational risk are compared. At the same time, the proposed 

evaluation matrix for risk impact estimation is conducted, with sensitivity analysis, and 

compared with the numerical analysis result. 

 

Figure 5.1 Process of Conducting Case Study 1 

 

Framework: Define Evaluation Scope and Criteria

Solutions: Identify Packaging Alternatives for Evaluation

Scenarios: Flow/Process and Material Mapping for Packaging Solutions

Basic Numerical Analysis 
(without risk consideration)

Further Numerical Analysis 
(with risk consideration)

Result Comparison and Interpretation

Applying Evaluation Matrix 
for Risk Impact Estimation

Sensitivity Analysis for Evaluation Matrix
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5.1.1 Different Packaging Solution and Delivery Scenario 

In this case study, the ‘worktop cover’ is used as one of the evaluated packaging 

components. The ‘worktop cover’ is a newly developed form of reusable packaging, 

designed to replace the traditional packaging combination of one-off cardboard 

packaging during stowage, handling, and delivery of the worktops. It is starting to be 

put into use by a big ‘do-it-yourself’ (DIY) retailing group in the UK. In the case study, 

a comparative evaluation is made, to compare the new packaging solution with the 

old one, to identify sustainable packaging solutions and further provide critical 

improvement area as suggestions. 

The two different sets of packaging solution being evaluated and compared are shown 

with details in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, with packaging combination details in Table 

5.1. The packaging solutions are both for the retailing group’s longest, heaviest and 

commonest types of wooden worktop, sized at 2m, 3m or 3.6m long by 60cm wide. 

 

Figure 5.2 Solution One: Single-trip Cardboard Box Packaging Solution 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Solution Two: the ‘Worktop Cover’ Reusable Packaging Solution 
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The worktop is manufactured in mainland Europe. For both solutions, the worktops 

will be stacked in racks, with interval sheets in-between, and loaded into containers 

being shipped to the UK. There is hardly any difference between the two solutions 

before the worktop arrives in-country. On arrival in the UK, the container is de-vanned 

and the packaging is used in the retailing group’s ‘Home Delivery Network’ (the flow 

is illustrated in Figure 5.4) from their central depot: from the main depot to the 

retailing store or end-user via its 12 delivery hubs (out-bases) around the UK with its 

own fleet. The reusable packaging needs to be returned to the central depot after 

delivery of the product, and be inspected, cleaned, and readied for next usage, 

whereas the single-trip packaging would typically remain in the end-user’s possession 

after delivery. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 General Route of Worktop Material Flow 

 

The major difference occurs after the worktops are packed and delivered from the 

retailing group’s central depot, so the evaluation assumes that the different packaging 

solutions make no difference in terms of packaging performance and logistics planning 

during the shipping, before the point where the worktop products arrive and are de-

vanned from the container at the retailing group’s main depot (Central Fulfilment 

Centre) in central UK (Branston). The process mapping of the packaging logistics 
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Depot 

Delivery 

Hub  
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End-User 

Departure Port 

Arrival Port 

Container Devanning 

Primary Transport Secondary 
Transport 

Reverse- 
Secondary Transport 

Reverse- 
Primary Transport 

Seaborne Container Transport 

Loaded into Container  
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system provides the details of the packaging combination and the logistics process 

during the delivery, as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 respectively. These are used 

as the basic setting of the packaging logistics system being evaluated, and the analysis 

is based on these given settings. 

 

Table 5.1 Packaging Materials for the Two Solutions during Different Phase 

 Material 

Incoming 

Primary 

Transport 

Secondary 

Transport 

Reverse-

Secondary 

Reverse-

Primary 

One-off 

Cardboard 

Box 

Solution 

Packaging 

Material in 

Use 

PE Film* 

Pallet 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Tape 

Barcode Sticker 

Pallet 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Tape 

Barcode Sticker 

N/A N/A 

Packaging 

Waste 

Generated  

Cardboard Box, PE Film, Tape and Barcode sticker in End-User premises (every trip) 

Reusable 

Cover 

Solution 

Packaging 

Material in 

Use 

PE Film 

Pallet 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

Pallet 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable 

Cover 

Barcode 

Sticker 

Packaging 

Waste 

Generated 

Reusable Cover and Barcode Sticker in Central Depot (end of life-span only) 

PE Film in End-User premises (every trip) 

*PE = polyethylene. 
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Table 5.2 Logistic Activities in Different Places for the Two Different Forms of Packaging 

 Central Depot Delivery Hub End-User 

One-off 

Cardboard Box 

Solution 

Scan/Verification 

Equipment Handling 

Storage 

Scan/ Verification 

Manual Filling 

Labelling 

Manual Handling 

Equipment Handling 

Waiting 

Transport 

Scan/ Verification 

Equipment Handling 

Waiting 

Transport 

Scan/ Verification 

Manual Handling 

Reusable Cover 

Solution 

Scan/ Verification 

Equipment Handling 

Storage 

Scan/ Verification 

Manual Filling 

Labelling 

Manual Handling 

Equipment Handling 

Waiting 

Transport 

Scan/ Verification (for 

return) 

Waiting (for reuse) 

Scan/ Verification 

Equipment Handling 

Waiting 

Transport 

Manual Handling (for 

return) 

Scan/ Verification 

Manual Handling 

 

As shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, for both cardboard and reusable cover solutions, 

the worktops come to the central depot wrapped with thin polyethylene (PE) 

wrapping film and strapped onto the pallet; after scanning/verification and equipment 

handling, they will be in the storage process, waiting to be picked up in the warehouse. 

When the pick-up order is activated, the scan/verification process is undergone again 
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and then the worktop is manually packed into secondary packaging (filling process). 

For the cardboard solution, it is packed into a folded cardboard box and sealed with 

tape, a barcode sticker is applied (labelling process), it is carried for stacking on a pallet 

(manual handling), and moved by forklift to dispatching area waiting for dispatch 

(equipment handling). For the reusable cover solution, the difference is that the 

worktop in this phase will be packed into reusable packaging with imbedded Correx 

sheet (400 GSM Corrugated Polypropylene Sheet) and self-sealing Velcro closure 

instead of a cardboard box with sealing tape. Following the primary transport from 

the central depot to an out-base (delivery hub) in such packaging, the package is then 

scanned again and reloaded by forklift into a smaller home-delivery vehicle and 

waiting to be transported to the end-user.  After the secondary transport from out-

base to end-user, the worktop package undergoes one more scan process, to ensure 

that the right product is delivered, and is then manually handled to end-user’s 

assigned place at end-user’s premises. After this, cardboard box packaging is left in 

the end-user’s possession and (presumably) disposed of, while the reusable packaging 

will be returned via the reverse route back to the central depot, inspected and cleaned, 

and await the next trip. 

 

5.1.2 Data Collection 

The data used in this case study comes from the commercial report, new packaging 

trial report, interviews, and questionnaires. People engaged in this expert scoring 

system include managing and operations staff in the retailing group, including 

operators in the depot and logistics managers; packaging designers, assembly 

operators, warehouse operators at the packaging provider; and other end-user of the 

worktop. The sampling covers different phases and different levels of people engaged 

in the supply chain who related in some way to the packaging system being evaluated. 

This is enough for a triangulation case study for tool development, as similar research 

literature has suggested (Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007; Van der Vorst et al., 2009). Table 

5.3 shows details on personnel in the field where the input information resources 

come from. 
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Table 5.3 Personnel Involved in Information Input for Packaging Data 

Position Nature of Business/Organisation Experience in the Field 

Production Manager Packaging Provider - Supplier High 

Product Design and Development 

Director 

Packaging Provider - Supplier High 

Production Operator Packaging Provider - Supplier Medium 

Warehouse Operator Packaging Provider - Supplier Medium 

Operation Manager DIY Retailing - Depot High 

Operator DIY Retailing - Depot Medium 

 

 

5.1.3 Assumptions 

The proposed evaluation for sustainable packaging logistics system is based on 

following assumptions: 

1) The operational cost is based on the commercial report and interview with 

packaging supplier and logistics provider in the case study. 

2) The reusable packaging life span is based on the average times of packaging 

supplier test and customer trial. 

3) The phase of transportation before the cargo arrives at the depot is the same 

for both solutions; hence it is not taken into consideration in this case study 

scenario. 

4) The logistics service and reverse logistics service are assumed to be fulfilled by 

the same supply chain partner. 

5) Since the packed cargo is the same for both solutions, in the evaluation the 

measurement for criteria is converted to per cargo item equivalent. 
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6) The scenario is simplified in the research to assume the cargo is already packed 

into the container at the original depot by the cargo owner or consigner and 

ready to be transported to the port for maritime shipping. 

7) With the assumption that there is no stock-out situation for the cargo and the 

packaging, the resources are all available on request. 

8) The route length is assumed to be the half of the average coverage distance of 

all depot to represent a typical delivery scenario. 

9) The emission reporting is based on ‘direct GHG emissions’ (see Guidelines to 

Defra / DECC's GHG Conversion Factors), which refers to those emissions 

emitted at the point of use of a fuel/energy carrier, but does not include the 

indirect emissions prior to the use of a fuel/energy carrier (e.g., the impact of 

transforming a primary energy source into an energy carrier when the energy 

is produced instead of consumed). 

10) The environmental impact of transport-induced carbon emissions is not folded 

into the ‘cost’, as there is no direct carbon charge for the transportation 

company; instead, they are already reflected in the fuel price. 

 

5.1.4 Analysis and Results 

Once the process mapping is completed, to identify the process and gather 

information needed for the evaluation, we evaluate the sustainability of the packaging 

logistics system, starting according to the framework previously introduced in the 

traditional way, and looking at the cost and carbon emissions of the packaging 

material and transportation. 

The cost of packaging material and transportation is shown in Table 5.4. According to 

the retailing group’s report, the cost of transporting the cardboard-packaged product 

to the retail store or end-user (including the single-trip cardboard packaging material) 

is around £3 per item per trip; the transport cost for the reusable packaging is around 

£2 per item per trip (including return journey and quality monitoring); and the 
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reusable packaging material itself costs £25 each. Therefore, the cost per trip for 

cardboard box solution is £3 a trip, while the cost per trip for reusable cover solution 

can be calculated as £5.75 or £4.5 (on the basis of 7-trip and 10-trip life-spans, 

respectively). The life-span is designed to be over 10 trips, and the trial report shows 

that this reusable packaging life-span varies between 3 and 14 in the trial operation, 

an average of 7 trips, but it was suggested by the retailing group’s logistics manager 

that the life-span can be much longer (an average of at least 10 trips is achievable) 

when the operators are familiar with the packaging (after systematically training for 

using the reusable items). The results show that: the initial cost and extra operational 

cost (e.g., monitoring, cleaning) is much higher for the reusable packaging solution in 

this case; but, as the number of reuse trips increases, the absorption cost for each trip 

can be lower, but is still higher than the single-trip packaging solution. However, this 

direct cost has not taken any damaged cargo into account, which will be considered in 

the interaction between packaging and logistics.  

Table 5.4 Cost of Packaging and Processing for the Two Solutions 

 Cardboard Box Solution Reusable Cover Solution 

Cost of Packaging 

Material 

£3 

£25 

Cost of Transport per 

Trip 

£2 

Reuse Processing Extra 

Cost per Trip 
£0 

Overall Cost Per Trip £3 

£5.57 (7 trips life-span) 

£4.5 (10 trips life-span) 
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When considering effectiveness, namely, quality and lead-time, the promised lead-

time by the retailing group is delivery within 5 weeks (including international shipment 

from the manufacturer in the Europe), while the actual UK delivery time from depot 

to end-user is usually between one and two days within the UK (and the retailing group 

has stock for common worktops stored at its central depot). As the planning of logistics 

is similar, and the promised lead-time is with sufficient time margin, therefore the 

lead-time is not impacted directly by the packaging difference. It is only impacted 

when the packed worktop is damaged or of less-than-acceptable quality (usually 

induced by packaging and packaging-related operations) and needs redelivery. 

According to the retailing group’s report, delivery using the new, reusable-cover 

solution in place of the cardboard-box solution has reduced the damage rate from 6% 

down to 2% (which will be discussed later in the interaction between packaging and 

logistics). 

The environmental impact is mainly evaluated from carbon emissions and waste 

material generation. The carbon emissions level is calculated from the production of 

the packaging material itself as well as the transportation for the cargo delivery (with 

no consideration of the manufacturing process for the packaged product, as no 

significant emissions process, such as heating or special treatment process, is needed 

in stitching/assembling the packaging product from the packaging material).  

Table 5.5 shows the evaluation of the main packaging material’s environmental 

impact. The emissions level is calculated using the weight of each material (kg) and 

the emissions factors of producing this material (kg CO2 emissions per kg material). 

The results show that although the reusable packaging made of degradable 

polypropylene does not sound as ‘green’ as cardboard, yet it consumes less material 

(30% less in weight), and, as it can be reused many times, the initial carbon emissions 

of the material can be reduced for each trip (on the basis of a 10-trip life-span, the 

emission is 79% less than for the cardboard packaging, which is 1.54 kg CO2 emissions 

lower than for the cardboard packaging solution for every item shipped out). 

Table 5.5 Environmental Impact of Packaging Material for the Two Solutions 
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 Cardboard Box Solution Reusable Cover Solution 

Material Cardboard Tape Polypropylene 

Emission Factor 

(kgCO2e/kg) 
0.60 1.81 1.81 

Weight (kg) 3.20 0.015 2.22 

Packaging Material GHG 

Emission per item 

(kgCO2e) 

1.92 0.027 4.02 

Packaging Material GHG 

Emission per trip 

(kgCO2e) 

1.947 

0.574   (7 trips life-span) 

0.402 (10 trips life-span) 

Packaging Waste per 

Trip (kg) 
3.20 0.015 

0.317   (7 trips life-span) 

0.222 (10 trips life-span) 

Packaging Recovery 

Notes Price for Material 

(£/tonne) 

1.25 17 17 

Cost for Packer/Filler 

and Seller Obligation 

per Item Shipped (£) 

0.00426 

0.00539   (7 trips life-span) 

0.00377 (10 trips life-span) 

 

The packaging waste is calculated in the lower half of Table 5.5. The single-trip 

packaging will be left in the end-user’s possession, becoming landfill waste if no 

additional recycling channel is used, which means at least more than 3.2 kg waste 

cardboard is generated by the cardboard-packaging solution for every worktop 

delivered to the end-user, while, based on a 10-trip life-span, the reusable packaging 

solution contributes only 0.222 kg waste material for every shipment, which is a 93% 

reduction in the quantity of packaging waste material generation. The waste material 

contributes to extra waste material cost (as the packer/filler and seller obligation); it 
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is calculated using given PRNs Price (Packaging Recovery Notes Price or commercial 

viability for the cost of packaging recovery notes). Based on a 10-trip life-span for the 

reusable cover, the cost of waste material (packer/filler and seller obligation) for each 

trip is 11.3% lower than for the single-trip cardboard solution (based on 2013 prices). 

Different packaging solutions can also have different transportation journeys. In this 

case, as a trade-off for less waste material, the reusable packaging needs an extra 

reverse journey back to the central depot. Table 5.6 shows the calculation of transport 

emissions of the application of the two packaging solutions, on the assumption that 

the one-trip packaging contributes to no transportation requirement and therefore no 

emissions for the potential empty truck return; the emissions are only calculated 

based on consignment weight. The freight weight is calculated by adding the weight 

of a wooden worktop (average 50 kg) and the weight of an individual cardboard box 

or reusable cover. The distance is calculated using the average distance from Branston 

to one of the 12 out-bases (primary transport phase, 305 km) plus the average 

coverage of each out-base (secondary transport phase, 61 km). 

Table 5.6 Transport Emission of the Two Packaging Solutions 

 Cardboard Box Solution Reusable Cover Solution 

Delivery Consignment Weight (kg) 53.20 52.22 

Distance of Transport (km) 366 366 

Reverse Transport Weight (kg) N/A 2.22 

Reverse Transport Distance(km) N/A 366 

Emission Factor (kgCo2/tonne.km) 0.12168 0.12168 

Transport Emissions (kgCO2) 2.37 2.42 
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The different transport emissions performances induced by the utilisation of different 

packaging solutions are also calculated in Table 5.6. The calculation is based on IPCC’s 

carbon emissions calculation:  

Ct = ∑ (Wi × Di × EFi
n
i=1 )    ( 18 ) 

Where Ct is the carbon emissions of energies in transportation activity; Wi represents 

the consignment weight; Di shows the distance of transportation phase i, and EFi is the 

emission factor for phase i. The emission factor for the freight transport comes from 

Diesel HGV Road Freight Conversion Factors (source: 2012 Guidelines to Defra / 

DECC's GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting). 

Apart from the difference considered above, the cargo damage rate is also related to 

packaging, considering the interaction between packaging and logistics activities. So 

far, the evaluation is concentrating on the material and logistics respectively, not 

considering the packaging logistics interaction in performance. When considering the 

interaction, especially the damage induced by inappropriate packaging and logistics, 

some of the results could change. The key changes of performance and priority before 

and after considering this interaction are summarised and compared in Table 5.7 and 

explained as follows: 

According to the group report, the damage rate has been reduced from 6% down to 

2% using reusable packaging in place of cardboard box packaging. The price of the 

worktop varied from £50 to over £400 per piece, for an average of £100 per piece; this 

can significantly change the cost evaluation in Table 5.4. When the damage rate and 

cargo value are considered, the cost per trip for cardboard box solution increases from 

£3 up to £9 (6% damage of £100-value worktop), while the cost per trip for reusable 

packaging solution only increases from £4.5 up to £6.5, which changes the previous 

finding that the single-trip packaging solution is more cost-efficient than the reusable 

solution. Moreover, the indirect cost of redelivery to replace the damaged worktop 

also needs to be considered, which makes the reusable packaging’s cost performance 

even better. 
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Table 5.7 Changes of Sustainability Results Before and After Consideration of Packaging-induced Risks 
and Damage 

 without consideration of 
risks and damage 

with consideration of 
risks and damage 

Cost per trip 

single-trip 
packaging 

*£3 £9 

reusable 
packaging 

£4.5 *£6.5 

(become preferable) 

Environmental cost for 
damage and waste 
material treatment per 
trip 

single-trip 
packaging 

£0.00426 £0.01026 

reusable 
packaging 

*£0.00377 *£0.00577 

(43.76% less than the 
alternative) 

Transport emission per 
trip CO2 

single-trip 
packaging 

*2.37 kg CO2 2.51 kg CO2 

reusable 
packaging 

2.42 kg CO2 *2.46 kg CO2 

(become preferable) 

*indicate the preferable packaging between the two in given consideration 

Damaged goods also influence the environmental impact results, as the damaged 

wooden worktop is neither accepted/utilised by the end-user nor the retailing group 

and will become additional waste output of the system. As the PRNs price somehow 

indirectly reflect on the collection and reprocessing of the waste material, in this case, 

PRN price for wood (£2/tonne) is used to estimate the waste material cost. 

Considering the average weight of a worktop is 50 kg, the cost of waste material for 

the single-trip packaging solution increased from £0.00426 up to £0.01026 per 

accepted item delivered to the end-user, while the cost with reusable packaging 

solution (with its lower damage rate) only increased from £0.00377 up to £0.00577 

for every successful delivery, based on a 10-trip life-span, which is 43.76% less than 

the single-trip packaging. 

The transportation emissions will also change because of redelivery to replace 

damaged cargo. This means there will be an extra 6% versus 2% increase in transport 
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emissions for single-trip versus reusable packaging solutions, respectively. The 

transportation emissions for the single-trip packaging solution will no longer be the 

better one, as the CO2 emissions increases from 2.37 kg per trip up to 2.512 kg, while 

the transportation emissions for the reusable packaging solution only increases from 

2.42 kg CO2 per trip up to 2.46 kg CO2 per trip. 

Therefore, the evaluation result will change after considering the impact of packaging 

on logistics and packaging-logistics-related damage. But this impact, including damage 

rate, is not easy to predict before carrying out the new solution; also, the damage rate 

does not reflect the difficulties of carrying out the operation in the given packaging 

setting, nor reveal the minor defects that might influence the operation or end-user. 

This is the reason the QFD-FMEA matrix evaluation is proposed.  The questionnaire for 

the matrix is delivered to operators in this case to get their feedback on the packaging 

logistics performance in delivering the worktop (reflected as potential failure 

consequence evaluation of the delivery), covering different types of failure during all 

their logistics operations and severity of consequences according to the cargo 

characteristics.  The evaluation for reusable packaging is shown in Figure 5.5 as an 

example. The same questionnaire and analysis is used for the cardboard packaging 

solution. The comparison results of the two solutions is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.5 Evaluation Results for Reusable Packaging Solution 
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As shown in Figure 5.6, the RPN (Risk Priority Number) results transformed by the 

matrix from the operator scoring questionnaire reveal the same trend as the 

interviews and the historical data used previously for the calculation. The results 

indicate that the reusable packaging solution has a lower risk in delivering the worktop 

within the logistics setting in this case, and the major damage (breakage and scratch) 

potential is reduced over the logistic processes, which conforms to the comparison-

of-damage ratio revealed by the trial operation of new packaging. The computation 

diagram also shows more of the details behind the damage: in the old cardboard box 

solution, the manual handling is with the highest RPN, and is significantly higher than 

other processes, and this is also the process that was tightly related to health and 

safety issues. The reusable packaging solution reduces the RPN for this process by 43%, 

meaning much lower delivery failure risk during this operation. And this conforms to 

the interview with the operator that the built-in handles significantly reduce the 

difficulties in manual handling of the worktop. Additionally, all top four risk issues with 

the cardboard are reduced in the reusable packaging solution, while other sub-RPNs 

almost remain the same, which is also confirmed by the interview to operational 

personnel that the features of reusable cover such as inbuilt corrugated PP sheet, anti-

moisture coating, and Velcro closure make the performance better in manual filling, 

waiting, and transport processes. Because there is no auto-filling process in this case, 

the auto-filling sub-RPN is zero for both solutions. 

 

Figure 5.6 Comparison Result of the Two Packaging Solutions’ Impact on Logistics Operation 
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Apart from major damage, the proposed matrix evaluation result also can be used to 

predict the near-miss events or minor defects that could potentially influence the end-

user (accepted, but with less satisfaction), and the operator’s feeling of difficulty with 

the process is also embedded into the survey (on their view of the probability of 

failure). And the RPN for each type of logistic process is useful as reference (clear 

design requirement input) when developing or continuously improving packaging or 

logistics operations, as the critical point for improvement can be revealed by the sub-

RPN of each process. Also, for the processes already with low RPNs, reducing related 

packaging features can be a suggestion for improvement to avoid over-packaging, in 

order to make the system more sustainable. 

 

5.1.5 Sensitivity Analysis of the Scoring Matrix 

Because the assessment is based on human scoring of their views, the subjective result 

may not be perfectly accurate. Therefore, a simple sensitivity analysis for some main 

parameters during the scoring process is conducted to give a sense of how a possibly 

inappropriate judgment would affect the evaluation result and comparison. 

The parameters tested are for the three processes with highest RPNs in the reusable 

packaging assessment result, including manual handling, manual filling (packaging), 

and equipment handling processes. For these chosen processes, different input 

parameters are tested to observe the variation in the evaluation result (change the 

range of critical scoring input to test its impact on analysis result). The sensitivity test 

and analysis results are shown in Figure 5.7 to Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.7 Variation of Manual Handling RPN as Input Parameter Changes 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Variation of Total RPN as Manual Handling Parameter Changes 

 

The Manual Handling process had the highest RPN in previous evaluation results. 

Figure 5.7 shows that this result changes as the main input scores change, but they 

are not significantly sensitive individually to the result; even for the most influential 

parameter (steepest curve in the diagram) for this process (Severity- Scratch vs Value), 

when the input score varies around 35% (from 2 to 4 on a range of 0 to 7) in its steepest 

section around the given scoring, this evaluation result changes less than 28%. And 

the reusable packaging solution performance will remain better in the solution 

comparison between the two if this score is not misjudged by 4 points or more. Which 

means the result is reasonably stable, the result is not heavily dependent to any single 

parameter, but, instead, is a comprehensive result that consolidates different related 
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parameters, with proper safety margin for some bias or misjudgement when using 

human scoring process for the evaluation input. Aside from their influence on manual 

handling process, these manual handling-related parameters further indirectly impact 

the final RPN score, which is shown in Figure 5.8. This sensitivity result indicates that 

the variation of scratch severity in manual handling operation (input in Matrix 2) could 

influence the final RPN result more than other parameters; hence, this input should 

be considered and scored carefully in the evaluation. 

 

Figure 5.9 Variation of Manual Packing RPN as Input Parameter Changes 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Variation of Total RPN as Manual Packing Parameter Changes 

Another two key operations (scored second and third highest for reusable packaging 

solution) are Manual Packing and Equipment Handling processes. Similar to Manual 

Handling Process, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.11 show the sensitivity analysis results for 
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these two processes respectively. Some trends are found: for these two operation 

processes, parameters in Matrix 2 are found to be more influential, although still no 

single scoring input can act solely to significantly change the RPN result and the 

priority of the solution being evaluated. Sufficient safety margin is allowed for minor 

bias during subjective scoring input. 

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.12 illustrate how the Manual Packing and Equipment 

Handling related input influence the total RPN. The results show that the equipment 

handling related input has a higher safety margin for input bias, which are not sensitive 

to the total RPN calculation; similarly, in the manual handling process parameter 

analysis, the manual packaging process related scratch severity (in Matrix 2) is most 

sensitive to the total RPN score calculation. 

 

Figure 5.11 Variation of Equipment Handling RPN as Input Parameter Changes 
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Figure 5.12 Variation of Total RPN as Equipment Handling Parameter Changes 

 

Figure 5.13 shows the variation in weighted total RPN results when the key 

parameters change from a score of zero to a score of 7. Most parameters do not 

significantly change the final RPN result. The only one that is more sensitive to the 

result is ‘Severity Score of Scratch vs Value’. Still, it allows more than 2 points of scoring 

(out of a 7-point scale) to keep the result constant when comparing with other 

packaging system evaluation results. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Variation of Weighted Total RPN 

In summary, according to the sensitivity analysis, the proposed measuring tool has a 

reasonable safety margin for some input bias when collecting the data from related 

personnel. But Matrix 2, especially for the score of scratch failure severity, should be 

carefully considered and checked to improve the accuracy of the crucial operation 

identification and final RPN result for the solution being evaluated. 
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5.2 Case Study 2 – Upholstery Packaging in the Furniture Industry 

Case study 1 illustrated the application of the proposed sustainable evaluation 

framework, as well as demonstrated the proposed risk impact evaluation matrix to 

estimate the impact from packaging logistics interactions for sustainability concerns 

when lacking of detailed numerical data on damages and risks. Case study 2 provides 

more examples (another three pairs) of packaging, in this case in the furniture industry 

rather than worktop packaging. But by only applying the evaluation matrix, this case 

study is used to illustrate the sole application of the proposed evaluation matrix for 

different phases of the supply chain when lacking detailed operation data at an early 

stage of packaging design and development, which reveals the packaging impact on 

supply chain structure in multi-phase scenarios. This case also provides a comparison 

between the packaging of different types of product in order to contribute to the 

packaging selection strategy in this industry. 

Detail conduction process of case study 2 is shown in  Figure 5.14. Similar to 

case study 1, once the packaging alternatives are identified, process and material 

flows need to be mapped; Then the evaluation matrix can be applied and the results 

can be interpreted. 

 

 Figure 5.14 Conduct of Case Study 2  

 

Apply Evaluation Matrix for Impact Estimation

Identify Packaging Alternatives for Evaluation

Flow/Process and Material Mapping for Packaging Solutions

Result Comparison and Interpretation
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5.2.1 Differently Packed Products in Different Scenarios 

In this case study, typical furniture packaging solutions in the supply chain of the 

upholstery industry are chosen to apply the proposed evaluation matrix. The chosen 

products include furniture with different product characteristics, different range of 

product value, and different levels of repacking requirement during the supply chain. 

Selected products also cover different supply chain scenarios with different logistics 

settings and different end-of-use scenarios, including such furniture products as 

worktops, mattresses, sofas, and headboards. The evaluation covered different types 

of packaging solutions for each chosen product along its supply chain. 

5.2.2 Data Collection 

Data used in the case studies came from the collaborated packaging providers’ 

customer in the UK. The expert judgment scoring in this case study covers 

management and operation staffs in the packaging supplier and end-users. The 

sampling covers different phase and different level of people engaged in the supply 

chain that related to the packaging system being evaluated. Table 5.3 shows the 

details of personnel in the field where the input information resources come from.  

Table 5.8 Personnel of Information Input for Packaging Data 

Position Nature of Business/Organisation Experience in the Field 

Production Manager Packaging Provider - Supplier High 

Product Design and Development 

Director 

Packaging Provider - Supplier High 

Production Operator Packaging Provider - Supplier Medium 

Warehouse Operator Packaging Provider - Supplier Medium 

Business Innovation Manager Retailing Company - Depot High 

Operator Retailing Company - Depot Medium 

Operation Manager Retailing Company - Depot High 
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5.2.3 Different Packaging Solutions and Logistics Processes 

Different supply chain partners and different products with different packaging are 

involved in the case studies, which represent different packaging solutions and 

scenarios for the furniture supply chain in the UK upholstery industry. To identify 

different packaging materials and layers throughout the supply of furniture products, 

the packaging solutions in this case study are mapped out as in Table 5.9. Additionally, 

according to the difference in packaging and coverage of different supply chain 

partners, the supply chains are divided into different phases from manufacturer to 

retailer depots till end-users and reverse logistics provider.  

Table 5.9 summarises the main packaging materials used for these furniture products 

at different supply chain phases, each with two different packaging solutions, referred 

to as ‘one-off packaging solution’ and ‘reusable packaging solution’.  
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Table 5.9 Packaging Material for Furniture Products at Different Phases (phases shaded in green indicate retail-ready packaging) 

 PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 

Product 
Manufacturer 

Overseas 
Shipping 

Central 
Fulfilment 
Centre 

Primary 
Transport 
Network 

Regional 
Depot 

Home Delivery 
Network 

End-User Reverse 
Transport 

Worktop 
One-off 
Packaging 

PE Film* 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Tape 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Tape 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Tape 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Tape 

Barcode Sticker 

N/A 

Worktop 
Reusable 
Packaging 

PE Film 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable 
Cover 

Barcode 
Sticker 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable 
Cover 

 

Mattress 
One-off 
Packaging 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

N/A 

Mattress 
Reusable 
Packaging 

PE Film 

Wooden Crate 

PE Film 

Wooden Crate  

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable 
Cover 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable Cover 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable 
Cover 
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*PE = polyethylene; **HD PE = high-density polyethylene. 

 

 

Sofa 

One-off 
Packaging 

HD PE Wrap ** 

Cardboard Box 

Corner Boards 

HDPE Wrap 

Cardboard Box 
Corner Boards 

HDPE Wrap 

Cardboard Box 

Corner Boards 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

N/A 

Sofa 
Reusable 
Packaging 

PE Film 

Wooden Crate 

PE Film 

Wooden Crate 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Reusable Wrap 

PE Film 

Reusable Wrap 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable Wrap 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable Wrap 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Reusable Wrap 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable 
Wrap 

Headboard 
One-off 
Packaging 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Cardboard Box 

Barcode Sticker 

N/A 

Headboard 
Reusable 
Packaging 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Packaging Strap 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Reusable Sleeve 

Pallet 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Reusable Sleeve 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Reusable 
Sleeve 

Barcode 
Sticker 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Reusable Sleeve 

Barcode Sticker 

PE Film 

Corner Boards 

Reusable Sleeve 

Barcode Sticker 

Reusable 
Sleeve 
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Due to different packaging systems applied in different scenarios, the different 

logistics processes related to the packaging were also described by mapping the 

operations in the supply chains. The packaging-related logistics process mapping 

covered the combination of general logistics processes that influence the packaging 

material in/output and physical flow of packed product from the filling or packing 

point at manufacturer, via retailer distribution centre, and down to the point of 

retailing shop or end-user’s premises, and, when necessary, with customisation or 

repacking process during this flow. 

 

5.2.4 Applying Retail-Ready Packaging 

The packaging-related processes of products’ customisation also influence the overall 

impact. Notably, for different products and different packaging solutions in the case 

study, the forms of packaging are different during different phases of the supply chain. 

The products or transit packaging from the manufacturer sometimes are only for 

supply chain internal use, not ‘ready’ for retail use that meets the end-user’s 

requirements. Specifically, some of the products that come with manufacturer transit 

packaging need a different level of re-processing or customisation after being shipped 

to the fulfilment centre and then repacked for a different customer; thus, the retail-

ready packaging for different products in different scenarios is applied to products at 

different times during different supply chain phases. With different levels of ease for 

the reprocessing or repacking operations and different facilities for such operations, 

when and where to apply the final retail-ready packaging could have different levels 

of impact on the packaging logistics system’s performance. As mapped in Table 5.9, 

the forms of retail-ready packaging are shaded in green, in contrast with manufacturer 

transit packaging, to indicate the location and phase in which the final retail-ready 

packaging is applied to the product, forming the final packed product that is ready to 

be delivered to retailing shops or end-users. 
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5.2.5 Result and Analysis 

As with case study 1, the four pairs of packaging for different products all apply the 

proposed matrix evaluation, and the RPN results are listed in Table 5.10. 

Table 5.10 Impact Evaluation for Different Furniture Products Packaging Systems (blue represents 
one-off packaging and red represents reusable packaging) 

 Phase1 Manufacturer Phase2 Retailing Depots Phase3 End-Users 

Worktop 

   

Mattress  
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Sofa 

   
Head-
board 

   
 

As packaging decision-making support, implementation of this evaluation process 

helps with proper packaging selection by clearly identifying preferable packaging 

alternative according to priorities for each packed product in the case study. Shown in 

Table 5.10, the solution with lower RPN (better performance) for each product in each 

phase represents the more preferable solution as it reduces the risks for ope3rations 

and thus improve the performance in sustainability. 

The results also reveal the different impact levels of different packaging system on 

different supply chain partners in different phases. It can be observed that the 

packaging’s performance is different at different phase of the supply chain. Therefore, 

this tool can be used to help solving the challenge of imbalanced cost and benefit 

allocation for different supply chain partners. 
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At the same time, the comparison of different cases helps to cluster different types of 

products in the furniture industry according to the product characteristics and 

requirements on the re-packing of retail-ready packaging for packaging strategy 

decision-making support. 

As shown in Figure 5.15, with the analysis of the furniture products in this case study, 

these products can be clustered into four different quadrants based on the two criteria 

related to the product characteristics: level of customisation or repacking requirement, 

as well as severity of operation failure consequence. The higher in operation failure 

severity, means the worse the impact on the product and supply chain partners when 

the packaging related logistic processes go wrong. The higher in customisation and 

repacking requirement, the more likely the packed products are unpacked, modified, 

or reprocessed and repacked into retail-ready packaging at certain points within the 

supply chain, due to different customer requirements. 

 

Figure 5.15 Classification of Furniture Products in this Case Study 

 

With these clustering and impact evaluation results, different strategies on adopting 

reusable packaging can be developed for decision-making support. Details will be 

discussed in the discussion chapter as case study findings. 
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5.3 Case Study 3 – Sustainable Container Supply Chain Evaluation for 

Grain Distribution 

This case study is conducted by applying proposed integrated simulation for 

sustainable container supply chain integrated decision making. In this case study, the 

application of proposed evaluation tool, and the triangulation between different 

container packaging scenarios provide support for the validity of the proposed 

evaluation.  

The case study is based on a scenario in which dry grain product is supplied from 

Southern China to the UK. There are different solutions for the supply of this cargo; 

each solution is a unique combination of different packaging system and different 

route selection. 

5.3.1 Case Scenario Introduction 

• Background Information 

The container shipping is rapidly increasing all over the world. At the same time, the 

containerisation is becoming a new trend for food and agriculture goods. McFarlane 

and Saul (2014) reveals the trend that more and more food companies shifting their 

shipping from dry bulk cargo ships to containers for agriculture goods – in year 2012, 

around 12 percent of global trade in agricultural goods (e.g., oilseed, grain, and sugar), 

which are traditionally shipped in bulk, were shipped using maritime container. For 

the majority of small growing businesses, the container shipping means much less 

pressure in working cash (compared to large trade to fill up bulk ship). Container 

shipping also provides more flexible options for these small exporters/importers 

(which is also an emerging trend for international business structure) by transporting 

those commodities in smaller shipment sizes with greater flexibility of cargo type 

(compared to bulk ship, very few types of goods can be shipped via one shipping 

journey) to quickly reach different locations for different customers.  
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The scenario chosen in the case study is grain product (rice) shipping from Southern 

China to Manchester UK in container supply chain, as illustrated in Figure 5.16. The 

selection of this case study on containerised dry agriculture goods shipment in 

intercontinental trading represents a very typical scenario and trend for container 

supply chain: containerised agriculture goods and flexible business mode, in which 

smaller trader in international trading with fulfilment demand on variety goods for 

different destinations with smaller shipment size. 

 

 

Figure 5.16 Container Shipping Scenario Setting in Simulation Model 

 

• Supply Chain Parties Information 

The supply chain partners in the case study mainly include the cargo owner (consigner), 

shipping line and packaging provider. 

The consigner company C is a food provider that wholesaling and retailing food 

products in the UK. This company needs to import grain products for processing from 

oversea to its mill near Manchester, which is a fulfilment centre that supplies different 

regions in the UK. In this situation, there are different logistics solutions for the grain 

product supply from China to the UK via different routes and with different types of 

packaging. 
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Evergreen shipping line is able to take part in this supply chain for the grain product 

fulfilment by containerised shipping in this scenario. As one of the top 20 shipping 

companies in the world, Evergreen has resources of different lines operating between 

China and the UK; Specifically, in this case (as the client’s depot based in Manchester), 

mainly two arrival ports (port of Felixstowe and port of Liverpool) with different supply 

chain structures are available for company C to choose from.  

Weir & Carmichael is a UK based packaging supplier of wide range of industrial and 

commercial packaging products such as polypropylene products, polyethylene bags, 

and paper sacks etc. With rich experience in packaging industry, the company is the 

packaging supplier for company C for their packaging solution design and supply. As 

the consignment is originally dispatched from China, the packaging supplier is able to 

provide drop shipping from its China based OEM packaging supplier directly to the 

consignment sender to accommodate the cargo without sending the packaging from 

the UK to China before the cargo is packed into the container. 

 

• Operation Objective 

On making the container supply chain decision, apart from the different distance and 

cost for maritime shipping to different discharge port, the different road 

transportation distance and empty return journey between company C’s mill and 

different discharge port needs to be considered. Also, different forms of packaging in 

the container are with different operation requirements and thus may fit different 

supply chain structure. Importantly, the selection of different solution leads to 

different performance on sustainability, including lead-time, business cost and 

environmental impact.  Therefore, the options for company C’s selection in this 

scenario is different combination of different supply chain structure and sub packaging 

in the container shipping. The aim of the case study is to provide decision making 

support to select the suitable or appropriate combination of container packaging and 

route for fulfilment of company C’s demand, considering the impact on sustainability 

of chosen container supply chain. 
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As stated in the evaluation framework and the principle of sustainable container 

management that the operation goal is to improve the operation performance of the 

whole container supply chain in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. The proposed 

simulation (with sustainability framework and risk impact estimation tool embedded ) 

is applied to identify a most suitable solution of container packaging and route 

combination. Quantitatively, the objective can be described as minimise the cost and 

maximise the efficiency and effectiveness by controlling the environmental impact 

and service lead time in acceptable level. 

 

• Route and Supply Chain Structure Information 

The route is crucial for the container supply chain structure. As suggested by 

Evergreen the shipping line company, in order to deliver the grain product from China 

to Manchester UK, there are mainly two feasible destination ports for selection, 

namely Felixstowe (main UK hub port for ship routes from Asia, but far from 

Manchester) and Liverpool (a UK periphery port, but close to Manchester). For 

Liverpool route, there are also different devanning plans available: devanning the 

goods out of container at Liverpool port and transport the goods without container to 

the mill in Manchester; and devanning at Manchester, in which route the cargo will 

be transported to the mill in the container after arriving at the port, then discharged 

from container, and the empty container will travel back from Manchester to 

Liverpool port. For the Felixstowe solution, it would be easier to carry the cargo inside 

the container for such a long distance hinterland travel, so the devanning location is 

set to be in the client’s mill in Manchester, but it also provides two different scenarios 

to be chosen from: after devanning the cargo, return the empty container back to 

Felixstowe which is a long empty container travel journey; or return the empty 

container to the shipping lines’ closer container yard in Liverpool, with extra container 

repositioning fee or redeployment cost for the client. The 4 different route solutions 

are summarised in Table 5.11 for a clear overview of the route information in this case 

study. 
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Table 5.11 Summary of Different Route Solutions 

Route Sender Original Port Arrival Port Reciever Empty Return 

1 Depot Xiamen Liverpool * Manchester Liverpool 

2 Depot Xiamen Liverpool Manchester*  Liverpool 

3 Depot Xiamen Felixstowe Manchester* Felixstowe 

4 Depot Xiamen Felixstowe Manchester* Liverpool 

Note: * symble indicates devanning place for the conatiner freight 

 

• Freight Consignment Information 

In this case study, the freight consignment is grain product: rice. This product is not 

seasonal, but for the UK market, it needs global sourcing, most of UK rice is imported 

from Asia and America. The country of origin for this consignment in this case study is 

southern China.  

The consignment (rice) in this case study belongs to the grain product category. 

According to van der Vorst et al. (2009) and Bourlakis and Weightman (2004), 

following questions should be reviewed for the products’ characteristics when 

considering the food supply chain:  

(1) The seasonality and global sourcing requirement of the product; 

(2)  Any process impact on quantity and quality due to biological variations, 

seasonality as well weather, pasts or other random biological hazards; 

(3)  Any possible quality decay (or any quality constraints for raw material, 

intermediates and finished goods) as the cargo is processed through different 

operation along the supply chain, which may result to problems like volume 

and quantity shrinkage, stock-out and quality decline for out of best-before-

date; 
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(4)  Any special requirement or condition for operation environment (e.g. during 

transport, storage process); 

(5)  Any requirement or necessity for tractability of intermediate product for 

environment related quality monitoring. 

Combine with the cargo category information and general risk factors summarised in 

Table 4.4and Table 4.5. The cargo should be regarded as A1 category (cereals and 

grains) cargo, the risk factors to be considered should include temperature 

(favourable temperature range 5°C to 25°C; 20°C to 30°C is optimum for molds 

growing and over 25°C will promote metabolic process for self-heating risk increase), 

humidity (maximum equilibrium moisture content 70%), ventilation (good surface 

ventilation is necessary), bio-activity (2nd order), odour (highly odour sensitive- passive 

behaviour), contamination (sensitive to dust, dirt fats and oil -passive behaviour), 

mechanical influences, toxicity (CO2 evolution), shrinkage  and Insect infestation 

(especially storage pests infestation). 

Table 5.12 Consignment Information (source: GDV. 2014) 

Bulk Density 800kg/m³ 

Key Transport 

Requirements 

Vehicles and container for the transportation must be clean, 

sanitary for food grade products, dry and free of other 

contaminants 

During transport, the cargo must be fully covered, prevent 

from rain and sun 

Key Storage 

Requirements 

No open dump allowed, facility must be clean, dry, and 

ventilated 

To be placed more than 10cm from the ground, and at least 

20cm away from any wall 

Wet, poisonous and spoilage items are prohibited to share  the 

same warehouse section 
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The main characteristics and general requirement information of the consignment is 

identified in Table 5.12. The bulk density of rice produced in China is around 800kg/m³ 

according to standard; it is not time sensitive perishable goods; but with sensitivities 

to temperature, humidity, odour, insects and contamination, thus with some 

requirement on storage and transportation environment. Some other key 

characteristics and requirement of the rice as cargo is listed in Table 5.12. 

 

• Packaging System Information 

Container Packaging Solution One: Container Liner 

The first possible packaging solution is container rice liner, also called sea bulk liner 

or container bag, shown as in Figure 5.17. It is widely used for mining, chemical and 

various food industries. One container liner can be filled up with goods and fits in 

one 20ft maritime container. Compared with shelf-ready small woven bags, it is 

cheaper in terms of packaging (can be 50% cheaper than small woven bags), and 

with higher utility rate of the container (stock approximately 30% more products 

than small woven bags), but it requires special storage or unloading facilities (apart 

from general fork lift) for the loading and unloading. And the liner is not designed 

to be reused after end of use and cannot be used as storage equipment solely on 

its own, so that once it is disassembled from the container, the life cycle of this bag 

ends. 
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Figure 5.17 Different Solution Options for Sub Packaging in Container- Container Liner Solution 

 

In this scenario, the technical specification of the container liner used in the supply 

is shown in Table 5.13. Made by degradable food grade Woven PP, each of this 4 

panel liner bag with spout will fill up one 20ft container, and its SWL (safe working 

load) capacity also matches a 20ft container, which is capable of containing 22 

tonnes of bulk cargo per bag. 

 

Table 5.13 Technical Specification of Container Rice Liner 

Container Bag Type 4 Panel with Discharge Spout 

Overall Dimension 590cm * 230cm * 230cm (with margin to 

container size) 

Construction Material Heavy Density Polyethylene (HDPE) Fabric 

Weight 10 kg 

Safe Working Load 22 tonnes per bag 
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Container Packaging Solution Two: Industrial Bulk Bag 

The alternative possible packaging system in this scenario is industrial bulk 

container bag (IBC), also known as tonne bag, shown as in Figure 5.18. The bulk bag 

can be filled with bulk goods and stacked on top of others with or without industrial 

pallet. It is a popular approach of moving quantities of aggregates, seeds, feeds, 

powers, minerals and large range of loose agriculture products. It is usually used as 

intermediate layer for container shipping and usually used within business flow. 

The feature of lifting loops enables it to be handled easily without pallet by general 

forklifts, cranes or even helicopters over many times. The capacity ranges from 500 

to 2000kg depends on different design and material. It is also popular as it can also 

be storage unit after the cargo arrives at the receiver’s warehouse before the goods 

being processed or delivered to end-user. 

 

Figure 5.18 Different Solution Options for Sub Packaging in Container- Industrial Bulk Bag Solution 

 

Table 5.14 shows the technical specification of the industrial bulk bag being 

compared as the packaging solution in the case study scenario. The bag is made up 
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with degradable food grade woven PP fabric, with lifting features for forklift and 

spout for loading and sealing; it is sized to be fit on standard pallet for the 

convenience of stacking in the ware house and during transportation. Each bulk 

bag is capable of 500 to 2000kg capacity and flexible to meet different handling 

equipment and different delivery demand and plan. 

Table 5.14 Technical Specification of Industrial Bulk Bag 

Bag Type 4 Panel with 4 Lifting Loops and Top Spout 

Overall Dimension 120cm * 100cm * 100cm 

Construction Material Coated UV Treated Food Grade 

Polypropylene (PP) Woven Fabric 

Weight 2.5kg 

Safe Working Load 1000kg per bag 

 

• Container Information 

The container is regarded as outer packaging for the packed cargo inside. It is with 

standard design and size for the cargo being transported in different transportation 

modes. The mostly widely used container for common goods nowadays is definitely 

the standard dry container, which is with two different sizes, namely standard 20ft 

and 40ft dry container as shown in Figure 5.19 (other dry container like 40ft ‘high cube’, 

smaller 8ft and 10ft container is far less popular as the two). The specification of 

container is shown in Table 5.15. 

 

Figure 5.19 40ft and 20ft Dry Container 
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Table 5.15 Key Specification of Standard Dry Container 

 20ft Dry Container 40ft Dry Container 

Tare Weight (Empty 

Weight) 

2300 kg 5070 lbs 3750 kg 8270 lbs 

Payload Capacity 

(General Container) 

21670 kg 47774 lbs 26396 kg 58193 lbs 

Payload Capacity 

(Overweight Container) 

28280 kg 62347 lbs 26830 kg* 59150 lbs 

Internal Length 5.91 m 19.4 ft 12.03 m 39.5 ft 

Internal Width 2.34 m 7.7 ft 2.34 m 7.7 ft 

Internal Height 2.40 m 7.9 ft 2.40 m 7.9 ft 

Maximum Cubic Capacity 

(Internal Volume) 

33 m3 1165 ft3 67 m3 2366 ft3 

 

To be noted that the maximum load for 20ft overweight container is larger than the 

maximum load of 40ft container (indicated with * in the table), the reason is the larger 

container is physically with weaker point in the middle when handling by cranes 

hanging on four top corners, as the gravity centre is further to the hanging points than 

smaller container. To avoid the potential bending or breakage for safety operation, 

the load is with higher restriction for larger container. 

 

5.3.2 Data collection 

In this case study, both primary and secondary data are used. Primary data mainly 

includes freight consignment information, transport and operation conditions, 

operation processes; container packaging information, container specification and 

container related rate and fare; freight rate, delivery fare, fixed documentation cost, 
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discharging and loading rate; maritime shipping time, container turnaround time, 

feasible route solution, operation risks and impact. Secondary data are used for 

carbon emission of transportation, environmental impact and charge of packaging 

material and logistics operation, and general cargo types in shipping industry. 

In order to get the operation data and score information, the experts in container 

supply chain were contacted. The general information of experts is shown in Table 

5.16, it includes professional in shipping lines, port operator, logistics provider and 

packaging provider to cover different aspects of the evaluation. 

Table 5.16 Personnel for Data Collection in Container Shipping Supply Chain 

Position Organisation Nature of Organisation 

Project Logistics- 

Project Manager 

COSCO Logistics Xiamen Co., Ltd. Logistics Company 

Market- 

Sales Manager 

Evergreen Line Co., Ltd. Shipping Line 

Global Forwarding- 

Sales Manager 

COSCO Logistics Xiamen Co., Ltd. Logistics Company 

Shipping COSCO Container Lines Co., Ltd. Shipping Company 

Manager Xiamen Port Development Co., Ltd. Port Company 

External Shipping Consultant Weir and Carmichael Ltd. Packaging Provider 

 

Apart from the operation information such as lead-time, cost and carbon, the experts 

also provide the judgement on the importance of the different sustainable aspects for 

the AHP pair-wise comparison matrix establishment to work out proper weighting of 

the different criteria. Also, related research literature ( Saaty, 1990; Harilaos & 

Christos, 2010; Song, 2011; Sarfaraz & Jurgita, 2012) is considered for the scoring of 

the comparison matrix and for the calculation of carbon emission.  
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5.3.3 Simulation Model Structure and Configuration 

The simulation model is established using Anylogic software. As an agent base 

simulation model and configured for the given scenario of rice distribution, the 

interface is shown as the screenshot in Figure 5.16. For the stated business flexibility 

requirement for small international trader’s characteristics, in the simulation model, 

standard 20ft container is chosen for analysis and comparison. For each supply chain 

route or structure scenario, two different types of inner layer packaging (A - container 

rice liner, and B - Industrial Bulk Bag) are considered and analysed. 

• Parameters Setting for Container Operation Rate  

The container information is used in the simulation model to consider the loading 

capacity, and container related fees and cost (collected from shipping line, and 

converted from CNY to GBP). 

Table 5.17 Container Related Rates and Charges 

 Dry Container Type 

20ft Dry Container 40ft Dry Container 

Fixed Cost  

(e.g. Entry Summary Declarations cost, 

document fee) 

£94.15 per container 

Loading and Discharge Rate £80.33 per container £160.66 per container 

Container Leasing 

Rate (in container 

yard) 

1 to 7 days £25 per day per container £50 per day per container 

Over 7 days 

(Detention) 

£40 per day per container £80 per day per container 

Container Leasing 

Rate (out of 

container yard) 

1 to 7 days £10 per day per container £20 per day per container 

Over 7 days 

(Detention) 

£24 per day per container £48 per day per container 

Alternative Return Location Charge £58 per container 
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The container related operation rates and fare are shown in Table 5.17. The fixed rate 

and loading/discharging rate is the same for different solution using 20ft container. 

The leasing cost is with first accumulated 3 days of container occupation free, after 

that, the days that the container is out of shipping lines control will be regarded as 

chargeable leasing days and the client is charged according to the situation of 

container’s location and occupying days shown in the table. 

 

• Settings for Emission Factors 

The simulation model generates carbon emission information for transportation 

based on emission factors. The factors are set according to Guidelines to Defra / 

DECC's GHG Conversion Factors for Company Reporting (2012) as shown in Table 5.18. 

Table 5.18 Freight Distance Conversion Factors for Carbon Emission 

 HGV for Road Transportation Maritime Vessel (8000+TEU) 

for Container Shipping 

CO2 Emission 

kg CO2 per tonne km 

0.12168 0.001250 

CH4 Emission  

(equivalent kg CO2 per tonne km) 

0.00008 0.00000 

N2O Emission  

(equivalent kg CO2 per tonne km) 

0.00190 0.00010 

Total Direct GHG Emission  

(equivalent kg CO2 per tonne km) 

0.12366 0.01260 

 

In the model, the freight distance conversion factors are used together with travel 

distance and freight weight to estimate the carbon emission for different solution. 
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• Distance Information 

The distance of different mode and route between the key transport nodes in the 

scenario is shown in Table 5.19 for reference. In the simulation model, the agent 

follows the GIS embedded in the tool. 

Table 5.19 Distance Between Transport Nodes 

Location 1 Location 2 Distance Transport 

Mode 

Liverpool Port Liverpool Container Yard 0 km Road 

Liverpool Container Yard Manchester Depot 58.5 km Road 

Felixstowe Port Manchester Depot 367.5 km Road 

Xiamen Port Felixstowe Port 21057.24 km Ocean 

 

• Configuration for Route Scenario 1 

Illustrated in Figure 5.20, in this Scenario, the rice is produced in China, consolidated 

in depot of original, transported by road to Xiamen port, loaded onto vessel for 

maritime transport to Liverpool port, unloaded and de-consolidated at Liverpool yard, 

the product is then transported to cargo owner’s depot by road, leaving empty 

container at Liverpool yard. 
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Figure 5.20 Route 1: Via Liverpool and Devanning at Liverpool 

 

Solution 1 (Route 1 with Container Rice Liner) 

For this combination of route scenario 1 and container packaging A (container 

rice liner), the settings for the simulation model is as follow: 

1) Lead-Time 

As the container is unstuffed on the arrival of destination port, therefore, 

the inland container turnaround time is 0, there will be no extra container 

leasing cost in this scenario. The service time is therefore the accumulation 

of ocean and inland transport time, waiting time in container yard and 

possible delay time if any failure occurs. 

2) Cost 

The cost of this solution is set in the simulation model being composite of: 

Sea Fright Cost Cs- calculated using Sea Fright Rate Ps (£897.2 per TEU) 

Inland Haulage Cost Ch- estimate based on Fuel Consumption Factor (6.2 

mile per Gal), Fuel Price (£1.6 per Gal) and the one trip distance between 

Liverpool and Manchester. 

Loading/Discharging Cost Cd-£80.3 per TEU 

Container Packaging Material Cost – £120 per liner bag (per TEU)  

Potential Risk Failure Cost Cr-Simulated by the simulation 

Consignor Shipping Line Consignee

Road Maritime Road

Xiamen Port Liverpool Port 
(destination)

Cargo Yard Cargo Owner 
Warehouse

Reciever

Container 
Storage Yard

Loading Unloading 
Devanning

Empty Container

CargoPackage
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Environmental Cost Ce-reflects on the packaging material recycling and 

reprocessing charge according to Packaging Recovery Notes Price as used in 

previous chapter, which is £17/tonne plastic material 

𝐶 =  𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ + 𝐶𝑑 + 𝐶𝑝 + 𝐶𝑒 + 𝐶𝑓 + 𝐶𝑟   ( 19 ) 

Then the cost C is calculated to be absorbed by each weight unit (kg) of the 

product to represent the effectiveness. The unit equivalent cost Cu for every 

kg cargo product Wc is expressed as 

𝐶𝑢 =
𝐶

𝑊𝑐
     ( 20 ) 

Where cargo product Wc is subject to the type of container packaging. As 

one TEU contains one liner bag of 26.4 m3 capacity (with safety margin to 

container internal volume), when fully loaded with rice (density of 800kg per 

m3), and considering the maximum loading weight for 20 ft container, for 

this solution, when fully loaded with rice, Wc=21120 kg. 

3) Carbon Emissions 

The carbon emission considers the emission of transportation and the 

emission of the packaging material: 

The packaging material emission is calculated using packaging material 

emission factor Fpm (for HDPE material Fpm =1.96kg CO2 per kg HDPE material) 

and the overall weight of the packaging material Wp =10 kg is used per TEU 

cargo in this scenario. 

The transportation emission is estimated using the parameters of: 

Consignment Weight Wi (including weight of cargo, packaging and container); 

Travel Distance in each mode Di- recorded in the simulation by cargo agent; 

Maritime Shipping Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF1 for maritime 

transportation efficiency - 0.0125 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

HGV Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF2 for inland transport efficiency-

0.12168 kg CO2 per tonne.km 
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𝐸 = 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑖 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝑖 +𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑝𝑚 ∙ 𝑊𝑝  ( 21 ) 

Same as the cost factor, the carbon emission will be converted into per kg 

goods equivalent emission using  

𝐸𝑢 =
𝐸

𝑊𝑐
     ( 22 ) 

So that the emission factor represents emission performance for every unit 

weight cargo for easier comparison between solutions. 

 

Solution 2 (Route 1 with Industrial Bulk Bag) 

Combination of route scenario 1 and container packaging B (industrial bulk bags), 

the settings for the simulation model is similar to solution 1A: 

1) Lead-Time 

Same as the solution 1, the lead time of this solution is based on the 

accumulation of ocean transport time, road transport time, waiting time in 

container yard and possible delay time if any failure occurs, but the 

unloading and loading for industrial bulk bags is slower than the container 

liner (as there are a batch of stacked bulk bags need to be loaded and 

discharge), therefore the lead time in this solution could be slightly longer 

than solution 1. 

2) Cost 

The cost for this solution is configured as follow: 

Sea Fright Cost Cs- calculated using Sea Fright Rate Ps (£897.2 per TEU) 

Inland Haulage Cost Ch- estimate based on Fuel Consumption Factor (6.2 

mile per Gal), Fuel Price (£1.6 per Gal) and the one trip distance between 

Liverpool and Manchester. 

Loading/Discharging Cost Cd-£80.3 per TEU 
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Container Packaging Material Cost – for every bulk bag unit in the container, 

£3.5 per bulk bag plus £4 per pallet (assume £20 pallet being used for 5 trips), 

then multiplied by the unit quantity in each container (in this case, 20 units) 

Potential Risk Failure Cost Cr-Simulated by the simulation 

Environmental Cost Ce- packaging material recycling and reprocessing 

charge according to Packaging Recovery Notes Price £17/tonne plastic 

material (2013 price) 

𝐶 =  𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ + 𝐶𝑑 + 𝐶𝑝 + 𝐶𝑒 + 𝐶𝑓 + 𝐶𝑟  ( 23 ) 

The cost structure set in the simulation for this solution is similar to solution 

1, as they share the same route for the distribution. But the parameters for 

the cost factors calculation are different for using different container 

packaging solution. For example, the bulk bags solution requires more than 

one bag inside the container. In order to fully utilise the container payload 

capacity, in this solution, the industrial bulk bags are filled with rice, placed 

on pallet individually and stacked as 2 layers inside the container (maximum 

10 units per layer), as shown in Figure 5.21. Therefore, each container 

contains 20 bulk bag units.  

 

Figure 5.21 Fitting of Industrial Bulk Bags into 20 ft Container 
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This results in different cargo product capacity per container, different 

inland haulage impact due to different freight weight (product plus 

packaging), different container packaging material cost, and different 

amount of end of use packaging material. 

When converting the cost C to unit cargo equivalent cost Cu for every kg 

cargo product using Equation 20. 

Wc, is calculated according to this container packaging solution: 20 bulk bag 

units with each capacity of 1.5m3, loaded with 800 kg/m3 density rice, 

considering the safety load of the bulk bag of 1 tonne, one 20 ft container 

can accommodate Wc=20000 kg cargo using this container packaging. 

 

3) Carbon Emissions 

Same as solution one, the carbon emission includes the emission of 

transportation and the emission of the packaging material: 

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑖 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝑖 +𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑝𝑚 ∙ 𝑊𝑝  ( 24 ) 

The main difference is the container packaging material impact and inland 

haulage loading weight. 

The packaging material emission is calculated using packaging material 

emission factor Fpm ,different from solution one as different materials are 

used for these two container packaging materials (in this solution, for PP 

material Fpm =1.81 kg CO2 per kg HDPE material) and the overall weight of 

the PP packaging material Wp =50 kg (20 pieces of 2.5 kg bulk bag) is used 

per TEU cargo in this scenario. 

The transportation emission is estimated using the parameters of: 

Consignment Weight Wi (including cargo, packaging and container plus 

pallet weight); 
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Travel Distance in each mode Di- recorded in the simulation by cargo agent; 

Maritime Shipping Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF1 for maritime 

transportation efficiency which is 0.0125 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

HGV Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF2 for inland transport efficiency-

0.12168 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

 

• Configuration for Route Scenario 2 

Shown in Figure 5.22, same as Scenario 1 for destination port, the rice is produced in 

China, consolidated in depot, transported by road to Xiamen port, loaded and 

transported by sea to Liverpool port, unloaded and de-consolidated at Liverpool yard. 

Then differently, the containerised cargo is unloaded but not de-vanned in the port 

cargo yard, instead, the whole package is transported to the Manchester mill by road 

for devanning, and the empty container is returned to Liverpool port by road transport. 

 

 

Figure 5.22 Route 2: Via Liverpool and Devanning at Manchester 

 

Compared to Route Scenario 1, this route is different in the devanning location. As the 

container needs to be carried in inland transportation, the container leasing is added 

into consideration for both solution 3 and solution 4 using this route. 

Solution 3 (Route 2 with Container Rice Liner) 

Consignor Shipping Line Consignee

Road Maritime Road

Xiamen Port Liverpool Port 
(destination)

Cargo Yard Cargo Owner 
Warehouse

Reciever

Container 
Storage Yard

Loading
Unloading 
Devanning

Empty Container

CargoPackage
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For this combination of route scenario 2 and container packaging A (container 

rice liner), the settings for the simulation model is as follow: 

1) Lead-Time 

This route shares the same maritime transport and same destination port 

with route scenario 1 (solution 1 and 2). But differently, the devanning of 

container is not on the port yard as it arrives, instead, the container is 

transported to the customer’s premises for un-stuffing. Due to potential 

waiting for devanning operation in the port due to operation capacity, 

stuffing at the customer’s own premises is more likely to shorten the waiting 

time factor in the simulation, and the lead time could be slightly shorter. The 

inland container turnaround time is added into considered in this scenario 

as the container will be used outside the port for inland haulage, but the 

container turnaround (return) time is not recorded into lead time factor, as 

the lead time measures till the point customer receives and unloads the 

cargo from vehicles. Therefore the lead time factor is accumulated by sea 

transport time, inland transport time, waiting time and any potential failure 

induced delay.  

2) Cost 

The cost of this solution is set in the simulation model being composite of: 

Sea Fright Cost Cs- calculated using Sea Fright Rate Ps (£897.2 per TEU) 

Inland Haulage Cost Ch- estimate based on Fuel Consumption Factor (6.2 

mile per Gal), Fuel Price (£1.6 per Gal) and twice trip distance between 

Liverpool and Manchester as the empty container needs to be returned. 

Loading/Discharging Cost Cd-£80.3 per TEU 

Container Packaging Material Cost – £120 per liner bag (per TEU)  

Potential Risk Failure Cost Cr-Simulated by the simulation 
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Container Leasing Cost Cl- calculated according to the days that the 

container is occupied for transportation out of shipping line’s control 

(generated by simulation), and the rate is £25 per chargeable day*. 

Environmental Cost Ce- packaging material recycling and reprocessing 

charge using Packaging Recovery Notes Price £17/tonne multiplied by total 

packaging weight 

𝐶 =  𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ + 𝐶𝑑 + 𝐶𝑝 + 𝐶𝑒 + 𝐶𝑓 + 𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑟  ( 25 ) 

The unit equivalent cost Cu is calculated using Wc =21120 kg for every TEU 

cargo packed in rice container liner in the container. 

𝐶𝑢 =
𝐶

𝑊𝑐
    ( 26 ) 

3) Carbon Emissions 

The carbon emission considers the emission of transportation and the 

emission of the packaging material 

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑖 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝑖 +𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑝𝑚 ∙ 𝑊𝑝  ( 27 ) 

Consignment Weight Wi includes two different phase, full load phase (W1 

and W2) which is the weight sum of cargo, packaging and container, and 

empty container weight (W3) for empty return journey; 

Travel Distance in each mode Di- recorded in the simulation by cargo agent, 

including empty container return trip; 

Maritime Shipping Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF1 for maritime 

transportation efficiency - 0.0125 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

HGV Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF2 (full load) and EF3 (empty return) 

for inland transport efficiency-0.12168 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

Packaging Material Emission Factor Fpm =1.96kg CO2 per kg HDPE material 

Overall Weight of the HDPE packaging material Wp =10 kg per TEU cargo 
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Solution 4 (Route 2 with Industrial Bulk Bag) 

Combination of route scenario 2 and container packaging B (Industrial Bulk 

Bag), the simulation model is configured for this solution as follow: 

1) Lead Time 

This route in this solution is the same as solution 3. The lead time is also 

accumulated by sea transport time, waiting time at container yard and any 

potential failure induced delay. Meanwhile, considering the fact that the 

unloading and loading for all 20 pieces industrial bulk bags takes longer time 

than the container liner in solution 3, the unstuffing time is set longer in the 

simulation model compared to solution 3 using container liner bag. 

2) Cost 

Same cost structure with the alternative solution in this route, but with 

different parameter value, the cost of this solution is set as: Equation 25. 

Sea Fright Cost Cs- calculated using Sea Fright Rate Ps (£897.2 per TEU) 

Inland Haulage Cost Ch- estimate based on Fuel Consumption Factor (6.2 

mile per Gal), Fuel Price (£1.6 per Gal), one full load trip from Liverpool to 

Manchester and one empty container trip back to Liverpool yard. 

Loading/Discharging Cost Cd-£80.3 per TEU 

Container Packaging Material Cost – £150 per TEU ( £3.5 per bulk bag plus 

£4 per pallet per trip, total 20 units in one container) 

Potential Risk Failure Cost Cr-Simulated by the simulation 

Container Leasing Cost Cl- calculated according to the days that the 

container is occupied for transportation out of shipping line’s control 

(generated by simulation), and the rate is £25 per chargeable day*. 

The unit equivalent cost Cu conversion is calculated using Wc =20000 kg for 

every TEU cargo packed in bulk bag container packaging in this solution using 

Equation 26. 
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3) Carbon Emission 

Using Equation 27 for carbon emission calculation, Consignment Weight Wi 

including two different types, full load (W1 and W2) which is the weight sum 

of cargo, packaging and container, and empty container weight for empty 

return journey (W3); 

Travel Distance in each mode Di- recorded in the simulation by cargo agent, 

including empty container return trip; 

Maritime Shipping Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF1 for maritime 

transportation efficiency - 0.0125 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

HGV Freight Distance Conversion Factor EF2 (full load) and EF3 (empty return) 

for inland transport efficiency-0.12168 kg CO2 per tonne.km 

Packaging Material Emission Factor Fpm =1.81 kg CO2 per kg PP material 

Overall Weight of the PP packaging material Wp =50 kg (20 pieces of 2.5 kg 

bulk bag used per TEU cargo) in this solution. 

 

• Configuration for Route Scenario 3 

Illustrated in Figure 5.23, in this scenario, the rice is produced in China, consolidated 

and transported by road to Xiamen port, loaded onto vessel for maritime transport to 

Felixstowe port, unloaded but not de-vanned at Felixstowe, the cargo with whole 

container is then transported by road to the mill in Manchester, unstuffed and return 

the empty container back to Felixstowe by road after that. 
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Figure 5.23 Route 3: Via Felixstowe and Return Empty to Felixstowe 

The Felixstowe route is with different travel distance (both maritime and inland 

transport) and different container occupation period compared to Liverpool solutions. 

As the Felixstowe port is the main UK port, the charge of sea transport rate is lower 

than Liverpool according to shipping line’s information. Also, the trunk route service 

to the main port is with shorter ocean shipping time compared to Liverpool solution. 

But the long container turnaround time contributes to higher container leasing fee. 

Solution 5 (Route 3 with Container Rice Liner) 

1) Lead-Time 

It is accumulated by sea transport time, waiting time at yard, inland haulage 

time and any potential failure induced delay.  

2) Cost 

𝐶 =  𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ + 𝐶𝑑 + 𝐶𝑝 + 𝐶𝑒 + 𝐶𝑓 + 𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑟   ( 28 ) 

Sea Fright Cost Cs- calculated using Sea Fright Rate Ps (£687.5 per TEU) 

Container Packaging Material Cost – £120 per liner bag (per TEU)  

Inland Haulage Cost Ch- estimate based on Fuel Consumption Factor (6.2 

mile per Gal), Fuel Price (£1.6 per Gal), one full load trip from Felixstowe to 

Manchester and one empty container trip back to Felixstowe yard. 

Container Leasing Cost Cl- calculated according to the days that the 

container is occupied for transportation out of shipping line’s control 

(generated by simulation), and the rate is £25 per chargeable day* 

Consignor Shipping Line Consignee

Road Maritime Road

Xiamen Port Felixstowe Port 
(destination)

Cargo Yard Cargo Owner 
Warehouse

Reciever

Felixstowe 
Container 

Storage Yard

Loading
Unloading 
Devanning

Empty Container

CargoPackage
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Other fare and price parameters same to the Liverpool routes 

To convert the cost to unit equivalent cost Cu, Wc =21120 kg is used for every 

TEU cargo packed in rice container liner in the container. 

𝐶𝑢 =
𝐶

𝑊𝑐
     ( 29 ) 

 

3) Carbon Emissions 

Same as previous solution, the carbon emission considers the emission of 

transportation and the emission of the packaging material 

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑖 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝑖 +𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑝𝑚 ∙ 𝑊𝑝  ( 30 ) 

Consignment Weight Wi includes two different phase, full load phase (W1 

and W2) which is the weight sum of cargo, packaging and container, and 

empty container weight (W3) for empty return journey; 

Travel Distance in each mode Di- recorded in the simulation by cargo agent, 

including one maritime journey from Xiamen to Felixstowe(D1), one full load 

journey from Felixstowe to Manchester (D2) and one empty container return 

trip from Manchester to Felixstowe (D3); 

Packaging Material Emission Factor Fpm =1.96kg CO2 per kg HDPE material 

Overall Weight of the HDPE packaging material Wp =10 kg per TEU cargo 

Other parameters setting refers to Solution 4 

 

Solution 6 (Route 3 with Bulk Bag) 

1) Lead-Time 

This route in this solution is the same as solution 5. The difference in lead 

time mainly reflects on the difference in un-stuffing cargo from different 

container packaging, this operation time is set longer in the simulation 

model compared to solution 5 using container liner bag. 
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2) Cost 

Same cost structure with solution 5 in the same route, but with different 

parameter value, the cost of this solution is set as Equation 28. 

The difference compared to solution 5 mainly on 

Container Packaging Material Cost – £150 per TEU ( £3.5 per bulk bag plus 

£4 per pallet per trip, total 20 units in one container) 

The unit equivalent cost Cu conversion is calculated using Equation 29, where  

Wc =20000 kg for every TEU cargo packed in bulk bag container packaging in 

this solution. 

 

3) Carbon Emissions 

Same as solution 5 in Equation 30, apart from the packaging material 

parameters 

Packaging Material Emission Factor Fpm =1.81 kg CO2 per kg PP material 

Overall Weight of the PP packaging material Wp =50 kg (20 pieces of 2.5 kg 

bulk bag used per TEU cargo) in this solution. 

 

• Configuration for Route Scenario 4 

This scenario is similar to scenario 3 before the empty container is returned. Shown in 

Figure 5.24 the rice produced in China, is loaded into container, transported by road 

to Xiamen port, shipped to Felixstowe port by sea transport, then directly transported 

to mill in Manchester by road, de-vanned, then the empty container is returned by 

road transport to a nearby container yard in Liverpool to finish the whole distribution 

journey. 
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Figure 5.24 Route 4: Via Felixstowe and Return Empty to Liverpool 

Same maritime route as route 3, but the difference in empty return location impact 

on the container turnaround time, container leasing and inland travel impact. 

Solution 7 (Route 4 with Container Rice Liner) 

1) Lead-Time 

It is accumulated by sea transport time, waiting time at yard, inland haulage 

time and any potential failure induced delay. Same as route 2, the service 

lead time is calculated to the point the customer has the cargo un-stuffed in 

its premises before the empty container returns. 

2) Cost 

The cost of this solution is set in the simulation model being composite of: 

𝐶 =  𝐶𝑠 + 𝐶ℎ + 𝐶𝑑 + 𝐶𝑝 + 𝐶𝑒 + 𝐶𝑓 + 𝐶𝑙 + 𝐶𝑟𝑒 + 𝐶𝑟  ( 31 ) 

Sea Fright Cost Cs- calculated using Sea Fright Rate Ps (£687.5 per TEU) 

Container Packaging Material Cost – £120 per liner bag (per TEU)  

Container re-position/re-deployment fee Cre - £58 extra when returning the 

container to alternative location when agreed with shipping line  

Inland Haulage Cost Ch- estimate based on Fuel Consumption Factor (6.2 

mile per Gal), Fuel Price (£1.6 per Gal), one full load trip from Felixstowe to 

Manchester and one empty container trip back to nearby yard- Liverpool. 

Other fare and price parameters same with Route 3 

Consignor Shipping Line Consignee

Road Maritime Road

Xiamen Port Felixstowe Port 
(destination)

Cargo Yard Cargo Owner 
Warehouse

Reciever

Liverpool 
Container 

Storage Yard

Loading
Unloading 
Devanning

Empty Container

CargoPackage
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To convert the cost to unit equivalent cost Cu, Wc =21120 kg is used for every 

TEU cargo packed in rice container liner in the container. 

𝐶𝑢 =
𝐶

𝑊𝑐
    ( 32 ) 

3) Carbon Emissions 

Same as previous solution, the carbon emission considers the emission of 

transportation and the emission of the packaging material 

𝐸 = 𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑖 ∙ 𝐸𝐹𝑖 +𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑝𝑚 ∙ 𝑊𝑝  ( 33 ) 

Consignment Weight Wi includes two different phase, full load phase (W1 

and W2) which is the weight sum of cargo, packaging and container, and 

empty container weight (W3) for empty return journey; 

Travel Distance in each mode Di- recorded in the simulation by cargo agent, 

including one maritime journey from Xiamen to Felixstowe(D1), one full load 

journey from Felixstowe to Manchester (D2) and one empty container return 

trip from Manchester to Liverpool (D3); 

Packaging Material Emission Factor Fpm =1.96kg CO2 per kg HDPE material 

Overall Weight of the HDPE packaging material Wp =10 kg per TEU cargo 

Other parameters setting refer to Route 3. 

 

Solution 8 (Route 4 with Industrial Bulk Bag) 

1) Lead-Time 

This route in this solution is the same as solution 7. The difference in lead 

time mainly reflects on the difference in un-stuffing process in Manchester. 

2) Cost 

Same cost structure with solution 7 based on Equation 31. in the same route 

that also with container alternative return location charge. The difference 

compared to solution 7 mainly on 
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Container Packaging Material Cost – £150 per TEU ( £3.5 per bulk bag plus 

£4 per pallet per trip, total 20 units in one container) 

The unit equivalent cost Cu conversion is calculated using Wc =20000 kg for 

every TEU cargo packed in bulk bag container packaging in this solution, 

using Equation 32. 

3) Carbon Emissions 

Same as solution 7 based on Equation 33, apart from the different packaging 

material parameters 

Packaging Material Emission Factor Fpm =1.81 kg CO2 per kg PP material 

Overall Weight of the PP packaging material Wp =50 kg (20 pieces of 2.5 kg 

bulk bag used per TEU cargo) in this solution. 

 

5.3.4 Results and Analysis 

 

• Simulation Result of Sustainability Evaluation of the Solutions 

The result generated by proposed simulation is shown as Table 5.20, which considers 

the different criteria of sustainable measurement and the container packaging 

induced operation risks into the sustainable evaluation. General trend from this table 

will be explained and more detail discussion will be provided in sections of 

normalisation and sensitivity analysis. Decision making support on sustainable 

solution selection can be provided from the simulation.  

The result ‘service lead time’ is a customer focus factor that represents the service 

time (effectiveness) from cargo consolidation and received by the consigner to the 

point when the cargo is received and de-vanned in the final receiver’s premises, 

without the accumulation of empty container turnaround time. From the simulation 

result, it can be spotted that all the solutions are within the customer expected 

(consignee promised) service lead time to fulfil the demand. But the Liverpool 
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solutions (solution 1 to 4) are generally few days slower than Felixstowe solutions, this 

could be caused by the different types of destination port as main hub port, Felixstowe 

has priority for shipping lines to calls to the port. And for every same route, the lead 

time of container liner bag solution is slightly shorter than the industrial bulk bag 

solution (under assumption that the facility of loading and unloading container liner is 

available in the operation premises), as the loading and loading unite per TEU is far 

less for container liner bag. 

Table 5.20 Simulation Result for Different Scenario 

  
Lead-Time 

(days) 

Cost  

(£ per kg goods) 

Carbon Emission  

(kg CO2 per kg goods) 

Route1 SOL1(LINER) 42.78 0.060362 0.272392 

SOL2(IBC) 42.58 0.064888 0.273705 

Route2 SOL3(LINER) 41.01 0.063905 0.281446 

SOL4(IBC) 41.69 0.068054 0.283214 

Route3 SOL5(LINER) 34.83 0.074112 0.365929 

SOL6(IBC) 34.94 0.078507 0.375936 

Route4 SOL7(LINER) 35.01 0.064319 0.32346 

SOL8(IBC) 35.41 0.067719 0.32951 

 

In terms of ‘cost’, this is an essential factor that with the consigner’s considerations. 

Usually, the cost used for the evaluation is total cost, TEU cost or weekly/monthly cost 

(van der Vorst et al., 2009), for operation decision making. But considering in this case, 

for different container packaging solution, the capacity is not the same, and as 

formerly discussed in packaging logistics objective, the main aim is to distribute the 

goods that packed inside the container, not about the transport of packaging or 

container. Therefore, for the validity of solution sustainability efficiency, the total cost 
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for each TEU in each solution is converted into equivalent cost for distribution of each 

kg goods in the given settings. This provides different viewing angle compared to total 

cost, for example, some solution (e.g. solution 2 using IBC bag in route 1) is cheaper 

than certain solution (e.g. solution 3 using container liner bag in route 2) in terms of 

total cost (around £60 cheaper for each TEU transportation), but when the total is 

absorbed into per unit weight goods (per kg), due to the different capacity for the 

container packaging solutions, the distribution cost per kg goods order changes to 

solution 3 is in favour to solution 2. Generally, in the result, after converting the cost 

to per kg goods, all industrial bag solutions lost priority as its goods containment 

capacity is smaller than container liner solutions when absorbing the total cost for the 

scenario. 

Same as cost factor, the carbon emission is also converted into kg CO2 per kg goods, 

so that the evaluation can actually measure the environmental efficiency distributing 

the goods using different route and container packaging solutions. Although the 

maritime transport emission efficiency factor is as small as almost 1/10 of road 

transport emission, yet considering the very long haul ocean route from China to UK, 

the accumulated carbon emission of maritime transport has become dominantly large 

in each solution. Still, there is merely any difference between Liverpool and Felixstowe 

maritime route for carbon emission, therefore the main difference for carbon 

emission between solutions is the road transport route and its container packaging 

material. And for the same route, due to more packaging material needed and less 

goods capacity, the bulk bag solution is not in favour to the liner bag solution sharing 

the same route in terms of carbon emission performance. 

After viewing the raw result of different solution evaluation, the result will be 

processed and integrated for better comparison in terms of sustainability in following 

sections. 

 

• AHP Pair Wise Comparison Result for Criteria Weighting 
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As formerly stated, to integrate the sustainable criteria from different aspects, proper 

weighting is needed for different criteria. In order to address appropriate weightings 

for this case scenario, opinions of personnel working in this industry are collected, and 

research literature (Saaty, 1990; Harilaos & Christos, 2010; Song, 2011; Sarfaraz & 

Jurgita, 2012) is considered as stated in data collection section. 

Among the sustainable criteria in the pair wise comparison C1 - Lead-time, C2 - Cost 

and C3 - Carbon Emissions, the judgement for the scenarios in this case study shows 

that: 

Compare between C1 lead time and C2 cost, as in this scenario, the cargo is not very 

sensitive to transportation time and with very low perishability, and the cargo value is 

not very high to overlook the logistic cost. But consider the lead time relates to the 

stability of the business and would have further influence of downstream process and 

facility utilisation plan, the cost is essential important by not dominantly very vital. 

Therefore, C2 is regarded essential important compared to C1, so a12=1/5; 

Compare between C1 lead time and C3 carbon emission, not like some individual 

consumer that have clear demand on ‘green’ products, most of the container shipping 

business users are more about how to get the cargo delivered in time to keep their 

business stable and reliable rather than having the operation ‘green’ along the supply 

chain, although in this scenario, the lead time is also not crucially important due to the 

characteristics of the product and the business. So, C1 is in slightly favour and judged 

to be moderate important compared to C3, and the scored is therefore a13=3; 

Compare between C2 cost and C3 carbon emission, though the consumer’s perception 

on ‘green’ product demand is rapidly growing nowadays, yet not like individual 

consumer or emerging new industries that can directly benefit from green enterprise 

image brought by green products and green operations, most of the traditional 

container shipping users (like the agriculture product business in this scenario) are still 

cost driven, always placing their main business goals of profitability (cost) in top 

priority, giving very little considerations on the greenness especially during the phases 
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that not being seen by the end consumer. Therefore, C2 is in very strong favour to C3 

for its very vital importance, and a23 is thus scored as a23=7; 

Therefore, the matrix for the three criteria can be established as: 

𝐴 = [

𝑎11 𝑎12 𝑎13

𝑎21 𝑎22 𝑎23

𝑎31 𝑎32 𝑎33

] = [
1 1/5 3
5 1 7

1/3 1/7 1
]   ( 34 ) 

Follow the equations for normalisation introduced in section 5.2. The weighting vector 

of the criteria is calculated to be  

𝑊𝑖 = 𝑊𝑖
̅̅ ̅ / ∑ 𝑊𝑖

̅̅ ̅3
𝑖=1     ( 35 ) 

𝑊 = (0.1932, 0.7235, 0.0833) 

And the consistency check is conducted for the judgement matrix using the method 

introduced in section 4.3.5, the consistency is calculated as: 

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∑
[𝐴𝑊]𝑖

𝑛𝑊𝑖

3
𝑖=1 = 3.0658    ( 36 ) 

𝐶𝐼 =
𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥−3

3−1
= 0.0329   ( 37 ) 

Knowing the Consistency Index (CI) combined with Random Consistency Index (RI) for 

n=3, checked in Table 4.8, RI=0.58; So the Consistency Ratio (CR) for the pair-wise 

comparison is: 

𝐶𝑅 =
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
= 0.0567    ( 38 ) 

The CR is smaller than 10%, which tells that the consistency meets the acceptable 

requirement for the comparison, therefore the weighing for the sustainable KPI- C1 

lead time, C2 cost and C3 carbon emission can be adopted from the comparison output 

which is 0.1932, 0.7235 and 0.0833 respectively. 

 

• Normalisation and Comparison 
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After the weighting for different criteria is calculated, the preference on different 

sustainable criteria is identified for this case scenario. But as the measurement is with 

different unit that cannot be integrated, in previous research literature, the results 

from different aspects are compared respectively without integration together even 

they are different criteria that all measuring sustainability as final goal (van der Vorst, 

2009). In this research, the result is normalised using feature scaling normalisation to 

be converted into the range of [0,1] for the ease of integrating criteria from different 

sustainable aspects and ease of comparison. 

𝑋′ =
𝑋−min (𝑋𝑖)

max (𝑋𝑖)−min(𝑋𝑖)
     ( 39 ) 

Where X is the original value, X’ is the normalised value and Xi represents all the values 

within the same criteria of value X. 

Table 5.21 Normalised Result and Weighted Index for Comparison 

 Lead Time Cost 
Carbon 

Emission 

Weighted 

Sustainable Index 

LIV 

DEVAN 

LIV 

SOL1(LINER) 1 0 0 *0.1932 

SOL2(IBC) 0.974843 0.249405 0.01268 0.369841 

DEVAN 

MAN 

SOL3(LINER) 0.777358 0.195273 0.08745 0.29875 

SOL4(IBC) 0.862893 0.423923 0.104521 0.482126 

FLEX 

RETURN 

FLX 

SOL5(LINER) 0 0.757788 0.903364 0.62351 

SOL6(IBC) 0.013836 1 1 0.809473 

RETURN 

LIV 

SOL7(LINER) 0.022642 0.218054 0.493203 0.20322 

SOL8(IBC) 0.072956 0.40546 0.55163 0.353396 

Criteria Weighting 0.1932 0.7235 0.0833  
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The normalised sustainable performance is shown in Table 5.21. Also, the normalised 

value is without unit, so that they can be integrated together; for each solution, the 

normalised sustainable performance value for different criteria are weighted summed 

into sustainable index using the criteria weighting that is calculated previously W= 

(0.1932,0.7235,0.0833). 

When reading the results in Table 5.21, it should be noted that the measurements for 

time, cost and emission are all the smaller the better, therefore value ‘0’ represents 

the best solution under that certain measurement criteria while value ‘1’ indicates the 

worst performance among all solutions in this criteria.  

In terms of service time, solution 5 (route 3 with container liner bag) is regarded to be 

the best solution though not very significant difference among all routes that travel 

through Felixstowe. While solution 1 (route 1 with container liner bag) is the worst in 

time performance. 

Considering the cost criteria, for every weight unit goods being transported along the 

whole supply route, solution 1 (route 1 with container liner bag) is with highest 

preference; for the same route, the cost performance of solutions using container 

liner bag is better than bulk bag solutions; Although the ocean transport fare is lower 

for Felixstowe port, for the same container packaging solution, using route 3 (arrival 

Felixstowe and return empty container to Felixstowe) are with highest cost due to the 

long distance inland haulage and long container leasing period induced cost. 

The carbon emission performance for every weight unit goods shows that when 

considering the emission, the route preference should be ranked as: route 1, route 2, 

route 4 and route 3 (comparing same container packaging among different routes), 

which indicates all Liverpool solutions are more environmental friendly than 

Felixstowe solutions in this case study scenario. It is also to be noticed that both 

solution using route 1 (via Liverpool port, unstuffing at Liverpool) perform significantly 

better than all other solutions. 

As the solutions are with different priorities in different measuring criteria, to identify 

which one is the most sustainable solution in this scenario, the normalised 
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performance value of different aspects are weighted summed for each solution using 

the AHP pair wise comparison weighting result (0.1932, 0.7235, 0.0833) to generate a 

sustainable index for easier comparison (the final weighted result shown in last 

column in Table 5.21). Same as individual criteria value, the smaller value of the index 

indicates better overall sustainable performance. For the criteria importance 

judgement in this case, solution 1 (route 1 with container liner bag) is with best 

sustainable performance index; on the contrast solution 6 (route 3 with industrial bulk 

bag) is the least preferable solution among all in terms of overall sustainable 

consideration in this case study scenario. 

Not restricted to this result, in practice of different industry or scenario, when there 

are differences in business background, cargo types, market sector, detention 

penalties, stock out penalties, environment awareness level or environmental policy, 

the consignor will pay different level considerations on different sustainable criteria. 

Therefore, the following sensitivity analysis provides the alternative possibilities of 

‘what if’ situations with different weightings that represents different business 

scenarios. 

 

5.3.5 Sensitivity Analysis of Different KPI Priorities 

Among the sustainable criteria being measured, environment is giving least 

importance in the case study scenario. But the environmental consideration can vary 

depending on person providing the judgement and the maturity of the industry and 

market. Also, considering the subjective judgement variations when calculating the 

weightings, in the sensitivity analysis, different weighting combinations for the three 

criteria are tested to discover the ‘what if’ situation for the container supply chain’s 

sustainability evaluation. 
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Figure 5.25 Sustainability Performance Variations in Very Low Environmental Concern Scenario 

 

The sensitivity testing result for the variations are shown in Figure 5.25 to Figure 5.29. 

The figures are processed to be reverted from the previous sustainable index, so that 

the higher position in the figures indicates higher preference of the solution. The 

criteria importance is each tested by given different importance value from 1 (low 

importance) to 5 (high importance), then the weighting is applied on the normalised 

simulation result of the case study to explore the changes and trends.  

Each of these figures represents a scenario with given environmental importance level. 

Towards left, the lead time importance is increasing which represent cargo or 

situations that with higher sensitivity to time (e.g. perishable products) or cargo with 

very high value compared to operation cost; while the cost importance is increasing 

towards right of each figure, representing goods with lower profit margin that the 

operation cost is essential. 
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Figure 5.26 Sustainability Performance Variations in Low Environmental Concern Scenario 

 

Starting from Figure 5.25, when the environment concern in the market is ‘very low’, 

and the time and cost are equally important, solution 7 (route 4 with container liner 

bag) and solution 8 (route 4 with bulk bags) are far more favourable than other 

solutions, but as the cost importance grows, solution 1 (route 1 with container liner 

bag) becomes the best solution. As the weighing shift just a little towards time criteria, 

all the Felixstowe solution are in favour to Liverpool ones, even the previous worst 

solution S7 becomes better than all Liverpool solutions in this scenario. 

 

Figure 5.27 Sustainability Performance Variations in Medium Environmental Concern Scenario 
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As the environmental concern grows to ‘low’ as in Figure 5.26, when the time and cost 

are equally important, Solution 7 is still the best solution among all, but with much 

less superiority compared to ‘very low’ environmental concern scenario. When the 

time factor is dominantly important than cost, the Felixstowe solutions occupy a 

dominant position of top 4 best solutions. 

 

Figure 5.28 Sustainability Performance Variations in High Environmental Concern Scenario 

 

In the ‘medium’ environmental concern situation (Figure 5.27), as the weighting shifts 

slightly from equally important to cost, solution 1 will replace solution 7 becoming the 

most favourable solution.  

The same applies to ‘High’ environment awareness situation (Figure 5.28). Also this 

time, when the cost dominates the time criteria, most Liverpool solution comes prior 

to Felixstowe ones. And when the time and cost are equally important in this scenario, 

solution 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 perform similarly to be chosen as sustainable feasible solution. 
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Figure 5.29 Sustainability Performance Variations in Very High Environmental Concern Scenario 

As the environmental concern continue growing to ‘very high’ level (shown in Figure 

5.29), only S7 and S8 can compete with Liverpool solutions when the time and cost 

balance is not on the cost side; solution 7 and 8 are with least preference no matter 

how the time and cost balance shifts under this setting; and as the cost get high 

importance in this scenario, the Liverpool solution dominant top 4 among all. 

When considering all these figures together, the overall trend shows the Liverpool 

solutions get higher priority as environmental concern or environmental awareness 

grows; As the cost factor importance increase, Liverpool solutions receives higher 

preference and solutions using container liner perform more superior than bulk bag 

solutions, which indicate that Liverpool route is more suitable for cargo with lower 

profit margin (operation cost is relatively high compared to cargo value); Another 

trend shows that in time oriented situation, the Felixstowe solutions are more 

preferable, indicating that the time sensitive or high value cargo is recommended to 

use Felixstowe instead of Liverpool for the container shipping solution selection. 
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Chapter 6: Findings and Discussions 

6.1 Findings from Case Studies 

The case studies not only illustrate the application of proposed methods for support 

and validate purpose, but also reveal some useful findings that are useful for 

sustainable packaging and container shipping decision-making. 

• Findings from Case Study 1 

By conducting case study 1, it can be observed that the proposed matrix evaluation 

result of risk impact conforms to the trend of actual recorded failure risk impact. 

Therefore, it is useful for risk impact estimation when detailed data is not available in 

early design stage. According to sensitivity analysis, the proposed evaluation matrix is 

tested to be with proper safety margins when processing human judgement input, 

minimising potential human bias influence brought by the scoring process. The 

comparison between the results before and after consideration of operation risk 

impact largely varied, which emphasises that the packaging logistics interaction 

impact must not be overlooked when identifying sustainable packaging system (Saghir, 

2004) . 

• Findings from Case Study 2 

As discussed in case study 2, the furniture can be clustered into four different 

quadrants based on the two criteria that related to the product characteristics, 

illustrated as Figure 5.15. This provides packaging selection strategy for different 

situation. 

Figure 6.1 summarises the RPNs which presenting the impact of packaging solutions 

on the operation, for comparison of different packaging for different packed products 

located in different quadrant of Figure 5.15. According to Figure 6.1, the preferences 

between different solutions for different products in different scenarios were 

compared, following implications can be identified: 

For the products with high reprocessing or customisation requirement that need to 

be unboxed, modified and repacked (quadrant I and IV), the reusable packaging 

solutions are significantly more preferable (with lower operation impact), performing 

better than traditional one-off packaging in securing the delivery of products along 

the supply chain. This mainly owes to the high customisation requirement induced 

repacking or additional packaging layers on top of original ones, for this, reusable 

packaging’s features that are more operation friendly for processes like manual 

handling and packing.  
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Figure 6.1 Summary of RPN Comparison Results of Different Packaging for Different Furniture Products 

II. Packaging 

for Mattress 

I. Packaging 

for Sofa 

III. Packaging 

for Headboard 

IV. Packaging 

for Worktop 
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On the other hand, when looking at products with low or no requirement on 

customisation during supply chain (quadrant II and III), traditional one-off packaging 

system perform better than reusable packaging for its suitability of equipment filling 

or packing processes in phase 1 and phase 2 before heavy manual handling work 

involved. And also, they are suitable to have the final retail ready packaging applied 

by equipment in earlier phase of supply chain. 

To consider the level of operation failure impacts, phase 3 in retail store or end-user’s 

premises have shown clear differences between packaging solutions. For products 

with higher impact from operation failure, such as high in value, cleanness 

requirement or damage sensitivities (quadrant I and II), the reusable packaging is with 

much higher preferences for its features enabling easy manual handling processes to 

reduce the potential lost. And this improvement is more significant than products with 

lower impact severity (quadrant I and II). 

Overall, traditional one-off packaging is more suitable for equipment packaging 

processes in large scale from manufacturer, especially for products with low 

customisation requirement and low value products like headboard in quadrant II; 

reusable packaging performs better in manual operations of handling and packaging, 

thus are suitable for products with repack, modification requirement during supply 

chain, and performs better when the final retail ready packaging is applied after 

completing the modification or customisation of the products, such as sofa and 

worktop in quadrant I and IV in this case study; for products with low customisation 

requirement but high impact from operation failure, like the mattress in quadrant I, 

the difference between one-off packaging and reusable packaging mainly reflects on 

the end-user phase, while the priority of reusable packaging is not shown in other 

phases and the overall performance for both packaging systems are very close to each 

other. 

• Findings from Case Study 3 

The sensitivity analysis shows for different market, goods and situation with different 

priorities for sustainable KPIs, the preference of container shipping solution shift from 

one to another. Therefore, there is no certain route/packaging combination always 

performs best in terms of sustainability, instead, the specific cargo characteristics and 

type (influence the weighting priority of sustainable KPIs) needs to be considered for 

different scenarios. And the proposed simulation is able to help with this task for 

considering complex interacted factors of the container supply chain to provide most 

preferable solution for decision making support. Additionally, by involving human 

soring process, the integrated simulation enables the estimation of sustainability 

evaluation without detail operation data, which help with the situation of new 

solution selection when the operation data does not yet exist or available. 
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6.2 Contributions and Publications 

6.2.1 Contributions to Knowledge 

The contributions of this research can be concluded as follows: 

1) This research further extended the concept of packaging 

logistics(Saghir,2002; García-Arca et.al., 2014) to include packed goods as 

a key consideration, providing in-depth understanding and quantified 

measures of how packaging logistics interactions with other factors impact 

sustainability. This study solved the research challenge to integrate 

different interacted factors into one general design and evaluation 

approach (Chonhenchob et al.,2008 ; Dobon et al., 2011; Robertson et al., 

2014;) for sustainable packaging system.  

2) The evaluation framework and evaluation method proposed for 

sustainable packaging provided a feasible and quantitative approach to 

identifying real, sustainable packaging along its life cycle from a holistic 

viewpoint to avoid sub-optimal and ‘green-washed’ packaging (Saghir, 2002; 

Nordin & Selke, 2010; Palsson & Hellstrom, 2016 ). Which changed the 

situations that most of existing research on sustainable packaging from 

holistic view are qualitative studies that provides only qualitative output 

for packaging system design (Saghir, 2004). At the first time, the proposed 

evaluation managed to quantitatively reflect the impact of packaging on 

logistics (Lockamy, 1995; Saghir, 2004) according to the characteristics of 

packaging products. 

3) The evaluation matrix developed in this study can be used to estimate the 

impact of packaging logistics interactions, which solved the challenge that 

such interactions has not been investigated in a quantified approach(Saghir, 

2004; Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007). It is also a generic design and evaluation 

tool for packaging evaluation when detailed data on operations is not 

available, reducing the data requirement and difficulties comparing to 

traditional Life Cycle based methods (Choi & Ramani; 2009, Grönman et al., 
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2013; Molina-Besch, 2016 ) Which makes it useful especially in design stage 

when the lacking of full data. 

4) The new evaluation method proposed by this research drew the concepts 

of FMEA and QFD together for packaging sustainability evaluation and 

design. Failure risk was re-contextualised for the consideration of 

packaging and logistics interaction. And the proposed approach simplified 

the evaluation process, compared to the traditional ETA method in 

packaging evaluation and traditional Risk Management methods (Pillay & 

Wang, 2003; Rausand & Hoyland, 2004). The combination of different 

methods provided a more holistic approach to bridging the limitations of 

different design tools (Ramani et al., 2010). 

5) The proposed QFD-style evaluation enabled co-operation in performance 

of the assessment by decoupling the assessment into different matrices for 

personnel with different expertise in the supply chain to complete different 

parts according to their own expertise (Hauser & Clausing, 1988; Masui et 

al., 2003). The evaluation can also be used to analyse the different costs 

and benefits accruing to different supply chain parties by virtue of the 

balancing effect of the evaluation, solving the limitation of traditional QFD 

that ‘lack consideration of the whole life cycle’ (Bouchereau & Rowlands, 

2000). 

6) The research also bridged packaging logistics theory and container supply 

chain reality, which has not yet been done by previous research (Verghese 

& Lewis, 2007; Hellstrom & Saghir, 2007). By integrating different factors in 

container shipping context, and embedding the packaging evaluation into 

a simulation model, the simulation tool was proposed for sustainable 

container supply chain evaluation. In this evaluation tool, the container is 

no longer regarded as a ‘black box’ (Rogers et al., 2012; Lambert et al., 

2011), but instead as an outer packaging layer that interacts with the inner 

packaging, packed cargo, and logistics operations. 
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7) The case studies provided in-depth analysis to reveal how the packaging 

and logistics interacts with packed cargo. Not only triangulated the 

proposed evaluation methods with practical examples, but also illustrated 

the decision-making support ability of the proposed method, showing how 

to support the packaging and container shipping decisions using the 

proposed integrated approach. Different from existing research on general 

design tools (Chonhenchob et al., 2008; Robertson et al., 2014; Prendergast 

& Pitt; 1996, Dobon et al., 2011), it integrated different factors related to 

packaging logistics systems and filled the gap of integrated design tool for 

sustainable packaging system.in supply chain. 

6.2.2 Publications 

As research outcomes at different stages, different part of this research has been put 

into conference and journal articles for publication by the author and in collaboration 

with other researchers. Conference and journal articles related to and derived from 

this research that are listed as follows: 

Shi, J., Li, D., Shi, X. and Du, Q. (2015) Risk Evaluation for Sustainable Packaging 

Logistics Solution: A Quantitative Method and Case Study, The 3rd International 

Conference on Transportation Information and Safety. Wuhan, China. 

Shi, J., Li, D., Zhou, Y., Dang, Shuo. (2016) An integrated Approach for Sustainable 

Container Supply Chain Design and Evaluation – A Simulation Approach with Case 

Study, IEEE International Conference on Logistics, Informatics and Service (LISS 2016). 

Beijing, China. 

Fu, S., Yan, X., Zhang, D., Shi, J., Wan, C. and Song, Z. (2014) Use of FMECA Method for 

Leakage Analysis of LNG Fueled Vessels, ASME 2014 33rd International Conference on 

Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering (OMAE2014). San Francisco, CA, June 8-

12,2014. 

Wan, C., Zhang, D., Shi, J., Fu, S., Yan, X. and K.Y.Ng, A. (2014) Emerging LNG Fueled 

Ships in Chinese Shipping Industry: A Hybrid Analysis and Prospects, International 

Association of Maritime Economists (IAME) 2014 Conference. Norfolk, VA, USA. 
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Fu, S., Yan, X., Zhang, D., Shi, J., Wan, C. and Song, Z. (2014) Use of FMECA Method for 

Leakage Analysis of LNG Fueled Vessels, ASME 2014 33rd International Conference on 

Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering (OMAE2014). San Francisco, CA, June 8-

12,2014. 

Wan, C., Yan, X., Zhang, D., Shi, J. and Fu, S. (2014) Emerging LNG Fueled Ships in 

Chinese Shipping Industry: A Hybrid Analysis and Prospects. International Journal of 

Performability Engineering (Special Issue on Dependability and Sustainability). 

Paper under review and revision with Production Planning & Control (PPC) journal: 

Evaluation for Sustainable Packaging Logistics Solutions in Supply Chain: A Case Study 

of Reusable Packaging in Furniture and Upholstery Industry. 

 

6.3 Implications for Empirical Practice 

Apart from the knowledge contributions summarised above, this research is also with 

following practical applications:  

1) The proposed evaluation method can be used as tool by packaging supplier 

as it provides clear and quantified design requirement for packaging design 

project.  

2) The proposed evaluation method for packaging and the simulation for 

container supply chain summarised common factors and operations, can 

be easily applied to any scenario in its field for the solution comparison 

without the need to build the criteria and failure causal chain from scratch 

for every case. 

3) The simulation model is with flexibility in configuration which enables 

different scenario and different factors being considered. 

With help of this study, the collaboration partner, packaging provider has developed 

and improved many features of its reusable packaging products based on the 

improvement point suggested by the proposed quantified evaluation.  

The research has helped promoted the utilisation of sustainable reusable packaging 

for collaboration partners – the reusable packaging range has increased from 2 to 7 

and the number of key customers of sustainable and reusable packaging has also 

largely increased. Within those newly developed or improved products utilising 

proposed design and evaluation approach (example shown in Figure 6.2), 2 newly 
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developed packaging product features gained UK patent (pending) and several new 

reusable packaging designs secured design rights in the UK.  

 

 

Figure 6.2 Examples of New Packaging Product Design and Development inspired by this Study 

The proposed evaluation method is also adopted by the collaboration partner to 

integrated into design process for better understanding of the clients’ requirement for 

new important packaging product design and development.  

A letter states the impact of this research on the practice provided by the packaging 

collaboration partner is attached in appendix. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

After exploring the concept of ‘sustainable packaging’ and its relationship to the 

‘container’ in container supply chain, this research proposed an evaluation framework 

and a generic tool for sustainable packaging design and evaluation, validated and 

supported by case studies. All the research elements arranged in the research map 

worked together to answer the research questions established for the research topic 

“design and evaluation of sustainable packaging in supply chain”. 

In order to answer the 1st research question “How is the impact of packaging on 

sustainability different from that of general product along life cycle, and from what 

perspective should the sustainability of packaging be evaluated?” This research firstly 

explored the essence of “sustainable packaging”, by reviewing related literature on 

sustainability, sustainable design tools, packaging, packaging logistics and packaging 

in supply chain. Then, from the in-depth comparison between packaging’s and general 

products’ different impact on sustainability at different phases of the supply chain, 

and the comparison between different design tools from different viewing angle, the 

research summarised the special requirement for sustainable packaging design and 

evaluation consideration. Based on such difference, the research proposed the 

evaluation framework for sustainable packaging from a holistic viewing perspective, 

which combined both packaging designers’ and logistic specialists’ consideration. 

To answer the 2nd research question “What are the similarities and differences 

between packaging and container in terms of their role in risk minimisation, 

characteristics, impact on sustainable performance in supply chain and decision 

factors for their sustainability evaluation?” This research not only employed literature 

review result to address the characteristics and impact factors of researched 

packaging and container packaging system, but also supported with semi-structured 

interview with experts in the field. By conducting such short interviews, the experts’ 

practical experience in the industry can be utilised to support the framework and 

evaluation tool that is proposed in this study. Also, the explanations and examples 
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given by the interviewee’s during the interview provided better in-depth 

understanding of how the decision factors impact the interactions between packaging 

system and logistic operations. The generic and easy to use design and evaluation tool 

was then proposed for packaging logistics interactions using the result of this phase. 

During the development of the tool, in order to promote co-operate between 

different experts and reduce human input bias, techniques like QFD and AHP were 

combined and used. 

For the 3rd research question “How is the integrated sustainable evaluation to be 

applied in both packaging and shipping container scenarios- how does it help reducing 

packaging-related risks and waste, and support sustainability decision making? ” By 

bridging packaging logistics theory and container supply chain reality, an integrated 

evaluation approach was proposed, altered for a container-shipping-specific context 

and integrated into a simulation model for sustainable container supply chain design 

and evaluation in this study. different case studies were conducted applying the tools 

for packaging system and container supply chain evaluation. The different case studies 

in different scenarios well illustrated the application of the proposed design and 

evaluation tool in industry, providing in-depth understanding of the impact of 

packaging logistics on sustainability supply chain, showing its decision making support 

function in sustainable packaging and container supply chain consideration in real 

practice. At the same time, different case studies triangulated with each other also 

provided support in validating the proposed design and evaluation tools.  

In conclusion, following the roadmap of the research, all three research questions 

have been explored and successfully answered.  

During the process answering the research questions, the aim of the research have 

been achieved:  As the design and evaluation method for a sustainable packaging system 

and packaging logistics in container supply chain has been developed, providing decision-

making support for sustainable packaging and container shipping business. 
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It is believed that this research -design and evaluation for sustainable packaging in 

container supply chain will help packaging suppliers and logistics providers to increase 

the sustainability of their packaging design and logistic services from a holistic view. 

The research also provided a useful container supply chain simulation platform and 

environment which imbedded failure risks into sustainability consideration in 

container shipping scenario. It is therefore useful for further studies and research on 

container supply chain planning and management. 

 

 

7.2 Research Limitations and Implications  

Subjective judgement used in sustainable packaging evaluation has embedded the 

respondent’s psychological perception of the operation task’s difficulty, which links to 

potential health and safety consideration. But the linguistic input may with bias, 

therefore, process of fuzzy logic or ANP is suggested to be added during the scoring 

process for more accurate result. 

The environmental impact in the evaluation only considers the material and operation 

induced CO2 emission and toxicity, lacking of considerations on other types of 

greenhouse gas emissions such as CH4, N2O (although they are significantly smaller 

than CO2 factor in the case study), and emerging stricter Sulphur emission control, 

which can be a good supplement in sustainability consideration. By introducing these 

potential environmental policies induced charge, fare or costs can provide better 

decision making support for companies’ future consideration under different ‘what if’ 

scenario. 

Although the evaluation can show the cost and benefit for different supply chain 

parties, yet it cannot provide direct solution to optimise the balancing. As the link is 

built to bridge packaging logistics theory and container supply chain, the existing 

research in container supply chain such as gamming theory in container value recovery 

can be considered for appropriate pricing strategy of reusable packaging within 
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different business models to better balance the cost and benefit between different 

supply chain parties, in order to promote the use of environmentally friendly 

packaging system. 

The case study of container supply chain was also too detailed to be able to draw more 

general conclusion, so it could just be used to support the triangulation and validation 

of proposed evaluation tool. And the result was limited to given setting of supply chain 

and packaging solutions for certain type of goods. As summarised in the research, if 

different cargo in different sectors and more packaging combinations available for this 

case study, it could provide more general conclusions. 

Currently, in the simulation model, the waiting time for each operation process in 

different location is estimated according to experts’ experience and prediction, which 

is not dynamically changed. And the cargo risk factor is lacking of inter dependency 

consideration. To improve the simulation to be more realistic and more useful, risk 

factor interdependency can be considered to add in; and instead of estimate a static 

waiting time for each process, it would be better to generate large amount of cargo 

according to demand and let the cargo agent chooses the suitable route, and by their 

rational acts, the congestion and waiting can be simulated dynamically according to 

the cargo agent’s density in different route and location. Other variables like the 

availability of container and packaging and availability of vehicles can also be 

considered into the simulation for a more realistic simulation model.  
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Appendix I – Letter of Implication for Packaging Practice 

Letter from packaging supplier on impact of research  
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Appendix II – Questionnaire for Packaging Evaluation 

Please firstly provide basic information about the supply chain using this packaging. 

>Please indicate what packaging you are evaluating in this form. e.g. worktop cover, 

mattress cover, headboard cover, TV cover or other packaging product   

         (  ) 

>What product is this packaging used for?    (  ) 

>What’s your organisation’s role/position in the supply chain of this product? e.g. 

Manufacturer, Distributor, Retailer, End-user, Packaging Provider or Other 

         (  ) 

>The fleet for the product delivery belongs to which supply chain partner(s)? e.g. 

Manufacturer, Distributor, Retailer, End-user, Packaging Provider or Other  

         (  ) 

>Which supply chain partner(s) cover the initial cost of this packaging?  

         (  ) 

>Which supply chain partner(s) manage the reuse (e.g. collecting back, sorting, 

inspection, cleaning, maintenance and record) of the reusable packaging (if 

applicable)?        (  ) 

>Which supply chain partner(s) cover the cost of the reuse process/operation? 

         (  ) 

>How many days does it take for a closed-loop delivery cycle for the reusable 

packaging? (from the day the packaging with product goes out from your warehouse 

to the day the empty packaging comes back to your warehouse) (  ) 



 

III 

 

>What’s your job position in your organisation? (optional)  (  ) 

I. Please evaluate the probability of each failures occurrence within each logistic 

process. Score the probability range from 1 to 7, where (1) is ‘almost never’, (4) is 

‘moderate’ and (7) is ‘almost certain’, or input N/A where the failure is not applicable 

for such logistic process. 

1.1 During ‘scanning’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur to the 

product?  

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.2 During ‘labelling’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur to the 

product? 

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.3 During ‘manual packing’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur 

to the product?  

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.4 During ‘auto packing’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur to 

the product? 

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 



 

IV 

 

1.5 During ‘manual handling’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur 

to the product? 

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.6 During ‘equipment handling’ process, how likely does each of following situation 

occur to the product? 

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.7 During ‘storage’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur to the 

product?  

     Not identified(   );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.8 During ‘waiting’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur to the 

product? 

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

1.9 During ‘transport’ process, how likely does each of following situation occur to the 

product?  

     Not identified(     );  Tampered(     );  Dropped(     ); Bended(     ); Bumped(     ); 

Contaminated(     ) 

 



 

V 

 

II. Please give the percentage of the possibility of failure consequence caused by each 

failure. (Add up to 100% for each line). 

2.1 When the item is ‘not identified’, what’s the percentage of following consequences 

happen? 

__%Wrong Item delivered __%Item Lost __%Breakage __%Scratch __%Dirty 

2.2 When the item is ‘tampered’, what’s the percentage of following consequences 

happen? 

__%Wrong Item delivered __%Item Lost __%Breakage __%Scratch __%Dirty 

2.3 When the item is ‘dropped’, what’s the percentage of following consequences 

happen? 

__%Wrong Item delivered __%Item Lost __%Breakage __%Scratch __%Dirty 

2.4 When the item is ‘bended’, what’s the percentage of following consequences 

happen? 

__%Wrong Item delivered __%Item Lost __%Breakage __%Scratch __%Dirty 

2.5 When the item is ‘bumped’, what’s the percentage of following consequences 

happen? 

__%Wrong Item delivered __%Item Lost __%Breakage __%Scratch __%Dirty 

2.6 When it comes to ‘contamination’, what’s the percentage of following 

consequences happen? 

__%Wrong Item delivered __%Item Lost __%Breakage __%Scratch __%Dirty 



 

VI 

 

 

III. Please describe the characteristics of the content product that is delivered, from 

following aspects (instead of accurate value, you can also use linguistic description in 

your convenience): 

Value:    Size:      Weight: 

Shape:    Hardness:    Pliability: 

Appearance/finishing:     Fragility: 

Stability against sliding:    Sensitivity to temperature: 

Product quantity per package： 

 

IV. Please score the impact of each product characteristics on each failure 

consequence severity, score from 1 to 7, where (1) is ‘almost no impact, (4) is 

‘moderate impact’ and (7) is ‘very high impact’, or put N/A where the characteristic is 

not applicable for the impact on the failure consequence. 

 4.1 How the ‘incorrect item’ severity is impacted by each following characteristics of 

the product? 

Value (     ) Size (     ) Shape (     ) Weight (     ) Hardness (     ) Pliability 

(     ) 

Appearance (     )  Fragility (     )   Stability against sliding (     ) 
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Sensitivity to temperature (     )     Product quantity 

per pack (     ) 

4.2 How the ‘item lost’ severity is impacted by each following characteristics of the 

product? 

Value (     ) Size (     ) Shape (     ) Weight (     ) Hardness (     ) Pliability 

(     ) 

Appearance (     )  Fragility (     )   Stability against sliding (     ) 

Sensitivity to temperature (     )     Product quantity 

per pack (     ) 

4.3 How the ‘breakage’ severity is impacted by each following characteristics of the 

product? 

Value (     ) Size (     ) Shape (     ) Weight (     ) Hardness (     ) Pliability 

(     ) 

Appearance (     )  Fragility (     )   Stability against sliding (     ) 

Sensitivity to temperature (     )     Product quantity 

per pack (     ) 

4.4 How the ‘scratch’ severity is impacted by each following characteristics of the 

product? 

Value (     ) Size (     ) Shape (     ) Weight (     ) Hardness (     ) Pliability 

(     ) 

Appearance (     )  Fragility (     )   Stability against sliding (     ) 
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Sensitivity to temperature (     )     Product quantity 

per pack (     ) 

4.5 How the ‘dirty’ severity is impacted by each following characteristics of the 

product? 

Value (     ) Size (     ) Shape (     ) Weight (     ) Hardness (     ) Pliability 

(     ) 

Appearance (     )  Fragility (     )   Stability against sliding (     ) 

Sensitivity to temperature (     )     Product quantity 

per pack (     ) 

 

 

V. Please give your overall opinion (tick the answers) on how the packaging and 

packaging system performs within this certain logistics setting.  

5.1 How would you agree on ‘This packaging is suitable for packing this product’? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree Neutral  Agree   Strongly 

Agree   

5.2 How would you agree on ‘The logistics process is suitable for delivery of this 

product’? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree Neutral  Agree   Strongly 

Agree 



 

IX 

 

5.3 How would you agree on ‘This packaging and the logistics operation is suitable for 

each other’? 

Strongly Disagree  Disagree Neutral  Agree   Strongly 

Agree 

5.4 Are you satisfied with the cost-efficiency of the packaging (including service cost 

on maintaining reusable packaging)? 

Very Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neutral  Satisfied Very 

Satisfied    

5.5 Overall, what do you think of the packaging and delivery system for this product? 

Very Poor  Poor  Fair  Good  Very Good 

 

=== Here is the end of this questionnaire, thank you very much for your time ===== 
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Appendix III – Template for Semi-structured Interview 

PART I 

What’s your position in your organisation and how long have you worked in this 
industry? 

 

 

 

How well are you familiar with the reusable packaging used in your organisation? 
And which reusable packaging your organisation is using currently? 

 

 

 

Would you please briefly describe the operations related to packaging in your 
organisation? Can the process be summarised into combinations of general logistic 
operation types: Verification, Labelling, Filling, Handling, Storage, Waiting, Transport, 
or other logistic activity (if “other activity” is named, ask for explanation) 
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PART II 

What do you think are the key characteristics of a product that is influenced by the 
packaging and logistic activities? (if outside the range from literature findings, ask 
for example on how they are related) 

 

 

 

 

 

PART III 

What are the usual operation failure that related to the packaging? (if possible, 
please give simple examples to show how it happened and what consequence if the 
failure) 

 

 

 

We’ve listed the general types failure cause and consequences for the packed 
product (on the literature finding list). According to your experience, can they cover 
the most of the operation failure that happen in your organisation when using the 
reusable packaging?(ask for examples on how the failure mode linked to the effect, 
and ask for explanation if more failure mode or effect is addressed 
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Appendix IV – Packaging Evaluation Paper Abstract (under 

review and revision) 

 

 

 


